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Section 1 – Introduction

SECTION 1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Why This Project
As the human population of California grows, native fish populations decline,
reflecting a general deterioration of aquatic habitats. Protecting southern races of
steelhead provides incentive to restore some of the most degraded streams in
California. Peter B. Moyle 2002.

Southern California steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss), which includes those populations from
Santa Barbara County south to the U.S.-Mexico border, have a unique life history, an adaptation
to a semi-arid climate, and are geographically located at the periphery of the species’ Pacific
range. This delineates them from all other California steelhead populations. Since the post-World
War II era, Southern California’s steelhead have declined the most of all of California’s distinct
populations, with less then 500 adults estimated remaining (Figure 1.0, McEwan and Jackson
1996).
Figure 1.0 Steelhead Population Trends

Conservation biologists are increasingly recognizing that protecting genetic diversity within
species is amongst the most important reasons for conserving them (Moyle 2002). Genetic
diversity is needed to enable species to adapt to environmental change, and the adaptiveness
represented by genetic diversity can be of immense value to humans. This relationship is
especially easy to see in steelhead, which all have their populations throughout their entire Pacific
range tied to Southern California steelhead (Moyle 2002). Southern California steelhead
populations have adapted to the often harsh conditions that naturally exist there: relatively warm
water, fluctuating flows, extended droughts, and an extreme seasonality of suitable habitats. They
are valuable not only because they can survive in the increasingly stressed habitat of southern
California, but also because they may be needed to maintain steelhead populations in the more
northern areas (Moyle 2002).
Global warming is occurring so rapidly that many steelhead populations in California, Oregon, and
Washington will not be able to adapt through local genetic changes; they will need genes from
populations already adapted to warmer conditions. Southern California steelhead are a reservoir
of such valuable genetic information and losing these steelhead is thus like throwing out a
valuable insurance policy for fisheries in Oregon, Washington, as well as the balance of California
(Moyle 2002).
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For these reasons recovering Southern California steelhead, in the State of California’s view,
“…will be the highest priority for DFG steelhead management”
(McEwan and Jackson 1996).
Beyond these biological motives, Southern California is today what much of California will become
as a result of its continuing population growth. The region and its steelhead provide a laboratory
for testing the political will at all levels, i.e., government and citizens, to strike a new paradigm in
ecosystem management for California’s future of healthy environments and sustainable local
communities. In the short term, the region has played a critical role as its voters have consistently
supported close to $6 billion in state bonds for ecosystem protection over recent years. By
providing some example of the benefits of these votes and tax-payer encumbrances through local
recovery investments, the political will to support future bond or other funding mechanisms is
enhanced.

Photo 1.0 Steelhead angling success at the base
of Rindge Dam (Malibu) in 1943.
Photo provided by Fred Haggerty.

1.2

Project Goals and Objectives

The Santa Monica Mountains is a large and important geographic component for Southern
California steelhead, yet to date, no comprehensive assessment has been conducted to identify,
prioritize, and suggest restoration efforts in a coordinated manner.
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Due to the presence of dams, roads and culverts, development, grazing and agriculture, flood
control projects, and natural factors (e.g., fire, erosion, landslides, natural barriers), steelhead
habitat quality and quantity in the Santa Monica Mountains could potentially be limited due to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barriers to migration
Degraded or lack of spawning habitat
Degraded or lack of summer and fall rearing habitat for juveniles
Individual watershed hydrologic conditions
Land ownership and use
Loss of estuary and lagoon habitat for rearing and salt/freshwater acclimation

An initial hypothesis is that barriers are the primary anthropogenic cause of loss of viable
steelhead habitat in the Santa Monica Mountains, followed by degraded spawning habitat (e.g.,
high percent fines). Based upon the steelhead habitat assessment conducted in Santa Barbara
County (Stoecker 2002), it was assumed that there are potentially several hundred full or partial
barriers to fish passage in the Santa Monica Mountains. The lack of availability of adequate
summer rearing habitat for juveniles could also be a natural limiting factor of steelhead habitat
(e.g., shortage of adequate sized pools during low instream flow or drought conditions).
The major goals of this project were two-fold:
•

Identify and prioritize which streams within 13 focal watersheds should be selected for
steelhead restoration actions.

•

Within each stream selected for restoration actions, recommend what specific actions
could be implemented, where, and at what cost.

Four of the most important factors in selecting which streams should undergo habitat restoration
actions in the Santa Monica Mountains will be: (1) the anticipated net benefit of the restoration
action, or the amount of high quality steelhead habitat that would be made available, restored,
created, or protected; (2) the historic or current presence of steelhead; (3) hydrologic conditions;
and (4) current land ownership.
To evaluate the net benefit of restoration actions, the objectives of this project were to determine:
•
•
•

The amount of high quality steelhead habitat for spawning and rearing that currently
exists;
The amount of degraded steelhead habitat (in terms of miles or area) and the types of
degradation; and
The potential causes of degraded habitat quality, within as many stream reaches as
possible.

These goals were accomplished by conducting a habitat type and quality and fish passage
inventory in 13 focal watersheds.
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1.3

Project Team

The Project Team consisted of 20 people from several organizations. The organizations and their
lead staff and roles are described below.
•

California Trout (CalTrout). CalTrout, a nonprofit organization with home office in San
Francisco and several field offices, led the project and administered the funding agency
contracts and subcontracts with professional service providers. Jim Edmondson,
CalTrout’s Southern California Manager, supervised the project and oversaw the final
report drafted from his office in the upper Malibu Creek watershed of the Santa Monica
Mountains.

•

Tetra Tech. A for-profit consulting firm with many offices but based in Santa Barbara for
this project, Tetra Tech served as the lead for data management, Geographic Information
System (GIS) analyses, and technical aspects of report development. Primary staff
through early 2004 included Michelle Wilson, who drafted the field methods and overall
project workplan until she left the firm. Michelle Bates, a Tetra Tech biologist, assisted in
the development of the project workplan, performed the data analysis and quality
assurance, coordinated with the GIS analysis, and performed subsequent report writing.
Additional Tetra Tech staff from the Boulder (Colorado) office included Chad Lupp for GIS
analysis and map production.

•

Heal the Bay. A nonprofit organization based in Santa Monica, Heal the Bay provided
field crews and collected most of the global positioning system (GPS) coordinates and
field data on the ground and in the water. Their local knowledge of the study area and
information sources was critical for the completion of smooth and expeditious field work.
Mark Abramson, StreamTeam manager with Heal the Bay, was their lead for reviewing
and quality checking the field data. Field crew members included Matt Horns, Paul
Westefer, Ken Wheeland, Steve Williams, and Delmar Lathers, all of whom shared duties
for uploading GPS data and photos into Heal the Bay computers, organizing hard copy
field data forms, and conducting snorkel surveys for trout.

•

Resource Conservation District of Santa Monica Mountains (RCD). A local agency
based in the Topanga Creek watershed in the middle of the study area, RCD staff featured
senior ecologist Rosi Dagit as a project advisor for data collection and analyses, as well as
for local knowledge on field conditions and focal watersheds, especially for Topanga
watershed. Several part-time RCD staff noted above were employed by Heal the Bay for
the project.

•

University of California, Cooperative Extension (UCCE). Sabrina Drill, Natural
Resources Advisor for UCCE in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, mainly worked on the
project as an in-kind contribution as part of her usual duties for providing technical
assistance to fish conservation projects, including development of the field methods and
Work Plan.

•

University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB). Ed Keller, Professor of Geology and
Environmental Studies, and his doctoral student Lee Harrison developed the hydrologic
analysis of the focal watersheds. A member of the Technical Recovery Team appointed
by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for steelhead recovery planning, Dr.
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Keller is expanding his research to investigate how streamflow, hydrogeology, and
sediment transport affect the dynamics of steelhead habitat in southern California.
•

1.4

David Pritchett. A single-proprietorship consultant based in Santa Barbara, David
Pritchett worked on the project as a subcontractor to CalTrout and initially served as
overall project coordinator and data compiler. He has served as program coordinator for
the Southern California Steelhead Coalition and coordinated results of the project with the
ongoing planning effort by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and California State
Parks for restoration of Malibu Creek and establishment of anadromous fish passage past
Rindge Dam.
Study Area

The Santa Monica Mountains rise above Los Angeles near the famed Hollywood Bowl, widen to
meet the curve of Santa Monica Bay, and reach their highest peaks facing the ocean where the
range ends at the Oxnard Plain approximately 50 miles to the northwest. The range is a
Mediterranean ecosystem with wet cool winters and warm summers during which the southern
slopes are often shrouded in fog except for midday periods. This report covers the northern and
western portions of the Santa Monica Mountains, as shown in Figure 1.1.
The Santa Monica Mountains have been called “A National Park in LA’s Backyard”
(www.nps.gov/samo/), as the region is among the most protected coastal areas south of San
Francisco. Largely surrounded by highly urbanized Los Angeles, the amount of public land is
surprisingly high, and today much of the landscape is within the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation Area. Figure 1.1 depicts public land within the Santa Monica Mountains
and Table 1.0 describes the percentage of land within the steelhead evolutionary significant
units that is in public ownership.
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Figure 1.1 Land Use within the Santa Monica Mountains
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Table 1.0
Percentage of Land in California in Public Ownership
Steelhead Evolutionary
Significant Units in California

Percent of Land in
Public Ownership*

Northern California
Central Valley
Central Coast

23
10
8

South-Central Coast
Southern California
Santa Monica Mountains
Study Area
Source: *NMFS 1996.

19
36
36
45

Created in 1978, the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area is a cooperative effort
that joins federal, state and local park agencies with private preserves and landowners to protect
the natural and cultural resources of this transverse mountain range and seashore. Beyond the
National Park Service (NPS), special recognition for land management and acquisition activities in
the Santa Monica Mountains is due to both the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy and
California State Parks.

Photo 1.1 The Santa Monica Mountains.
Photo provided by the National Parks Service.

1.5

Steelhead Life History

Steelhead, which are members of the Salmonid family, are rainbow trout with a life cycle similar to
that of a salmon (Figure 1.2). It is an anadromous species: steelhead are born and reared in
freshwater streams, as juveniles they migrate to estuaries where they adjust to saltwater, and
then migrate to the ocean to mature into adults. After spending one to three years foraging on the
food sources of the Pacific, large adult steelhead, some reaching 20 pounds, generally return to
their home streams – some to the very pools of their birth – to reproduce. Unlike salmon,
steelhead do not necessarily die after spawning and may make the spawning journey more than
once. Unlike juvenile Chinook salmon that typically migrate to the ocean after just a few months
of freshwater rearing, juvenile steelhead reside in coastal streams from one to three years before
migrating to the ocean. As such, steelhead use all segments of a stream system to complete the
freshwater phase of their life cycle. They use estuaries to acclimate to salinity changes, the
middle reaches of the mainstem stream to reach headwaters and tributaries, and headwaters and
Santa Monica Mountains Steelhead Habitat Assessment
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tributaries to spawn and rear. Steelhead require cool, clean water year-round to sustain
themselves (McEwan and Jackson 1996; CalTrout 1996). In addition, they need cool, clean welloxygenated water flowing over clean gravel to spawn and develop. Under natural conditions,
these habitat requirements - especially suitable water temperatures - occur primarily in the
headwater tributaries, which is why adult steelhead migrate higher into a river system to spawn
than do other anadromous fish species.
Figure 1.2

Adult Steelhead

Source: Joe Tommelleri

Southern steelhead are known as a winter run fish with adults entering coastal streams seeking
gravel beds to spawn following storms during the winter rainfall period. After a brief incubation, fry
emerge and reside in freshwater for one to as long as three years before their downstream
migration to the ocean. In smaller coastal streams, such as those of the Santa Monica Mountains,
lagoons and estuaries can play an important role allowing the fish to adapt from freshwater to
seawater and providing copious food to allow juveniles known as smolts to grow quickly and
prepare for ocean entry.
The Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan for California (McEwan and Jackson 1996)
defined steelhead habitat criteria as follows:
•

Depth: The preferred depth for steelhead spawning is approximately 14 inches and
ranges from 6 to 24 inches (Bovee 1978). Fry prefer water approximately 8 inches in
depth and utilize water 2 to 14 inches deep, while parr prefer a water depth of 10 inches
but utilize water 10 to 20 inches deep (Bovee 1978). In natural channels water depth
usually does not hinder adult migration because adult steelhead normally migrate during
high flows. Depth can become a significant barrier or impedance in streams that have
been altered for flood control purposes, especially those that do not have a low flow
channel. It has been reported that 7 inches is the minimum depth required for
successful migration of adult steelhead (Thompson 1972), as cited in Barnhart (1986)
although the distance fish must travel through shallow water areas is also a critical
factor. Excessive water velocity and obstacles which impede the swimming and jumping
ability are more significant in hindering or blocking migration (Barnhart 1986).

•

Velocity: Water velocities of 10 to 13 feet/second (ft/s) begin to hinder the swimming
ability of adult steelhead and may retard migration (Reiser and Bjornn 1979). Steelhead
spawn in areas with water velocities ranging from 1 to 3.6 ft/s but prefer velocities of
about 2 ft/s (Bovee 1978). The ability to spawn in higher velocities is a function of size:
larger steelhead can establish redds and spawn in faster currents than smaller steelhead
(Barnhart 1986).
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1.6

•

Substrate: Adult steelhead have been reported to spawn in substrates from 0.2 to 4.0
inches in diameter (Reiser and Bjornn 1979). Based on Bovee (1978) classification,
steelhead utilize mostly gravel-sized material for spawning but will also use mixtures of
sand-gravel and gravel-cobble. Fry and juvenile steelhead prefer approximately the
same size of substrate material (cobble/rubble) which is slightly larger then that
preferred by adult steelhead for spawning (gravel) (Bovee 1978). The gravel must be
highly permeable to keep incubating eggs well oxygenated.

•

Temperature: The preferred water temperature for various life stages of steelhead is
well documented (Bovee 1978; Reiser and Bjornn 1979; Bell 1986). Optimum
temperature requirements of steelhead may vary depending on season, life stage, and
stock characteristics. Egg mortality begins to occur at 56 degrees Fahrenheit (˚F), and
steelhead have difficulty extracting oxygen from water at temperatures greater than 70˚F
(Hooper 1973, as cited in Barnhart 1986). In California, low temperatures are not as
much of a concern as high temperatures, especially high temperatures that occur during
adult migration, egg incubation, and juvenile rearing. Rainbow trout are known to exist
in relatively high temperature regimes, some of which exceed the preferred
temperatures for considerable lengths of time (e.g., steelhead in south coastal
streams). (Emphasis added)
Steelhead Historic and Current Abundance

In recent history, steelhead ascended streams from northwestern Mexico up to the Kuskokwim
River in Alaska and across the Bering Sea to the Kamchatka Peninsula and Okhostk Sea
drainage's of the Western Pacific (Barnhart 1986). The current southern limit of steelhead and
coastal rainbow trout distribution occurs somewhere in northern Mexico. Populations of southern
steelhead existed in almost all of the significant coastal watersheds, with the largest runs of adult
steelhead occurring in the Santa Ynez, Santa Clara, and Ventura Rivers. Of these rivers, the
Santa Ynez is thought to have had the largest population of steelhead in all of southern California
with estimates of 13,000 to 25,000 adults returning in the 1943-1944 run (Titus and Erman 1994).
Moore (1980) estimated the historical steelhead run up the Santa Clara River at around 9,000
adults. Estimates for the 1946 run up the Ventura River are between 4,000 and 5,000 adults
(Clanton and Jarvis 1946).
Steelhead are also known to have historically inhabited many of the smaller coastal watersheds in
southern Santa Barbara County that drain into the ocean between the Santa Ynez River and the
Ventura River. Steelhead also were abundant in some of the coastal streams of the Santa Monica
Mountains. For Malibu Creek, NMFS calculated a pre-1960’s run of 1,000 returning adults (NMFS
July 1996). Figure 1.3 depicts steelhead population statistics as reported by NMFS in July 1996.
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Figure 1.3 NMFS Steelhead Population Statistics

Note: Steelhead in the Santa Monica Mountains are part of the
southern population.

As mentioned above, since the post-World War II era Southern California’s steelhead have
declined the most of all of California’s distinct steelhead populations. It is estimated that less then
500 adults remain (NMFS July 1996). In 1997, under the federal Endangered Species Act, the
Southern California steelhead was listed as endangered by NMFS.
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SECTION 2.0
2.1

METHODS

Preliminary Watershed Evaluation and Selection of Focal Watersheds

2.1.1
Prior Santa Monica Mountains Steelhead Investigations
Several reconnaissance-level investigations of steelhead in the Santa Monica Mountains took
place over a decade ago, but these examinations were not designed to thoroughly assess
streams on a watershed basis, nor to conduct “on-the-ground” field surveys of habitat; hydrologic
studies; GIS analyses; or develop a systematic prioritization of future steelhead restoration
projects.
In 1990 Tom Keegan focused on the fishery restoration potential of six candidate streams in the
Santa Monica Mountains to increase steelhead production. Criteria for investigation included:
reports of the presence of steelhead and/or rainbow trout; presence of perennial streamflow; and
initial impressions of restoration feasibility. The 6 streams surveyed were Calleguas, Big
Sycamore, Arroyo Sequit, Zuma, Solstice, and Topanga.
Keegan concluded that further steelhead restoration work should focus on Topanga, Solstice, and
Arroyo Sequit (work on Malibu had already begun when Keegan’s report was written). He
recommended that more in-depth study on the assessment of streamflow, assessment of
steelhead aquatic habitat, and identification of fish passage problems be conducted on these
three streams (Keegan 1990b).
Dr. Rob Titus, in preparing his doctorial thesis, undertook an examination of steelhead and the
factors of their decline from the San Francisco Peninsula to the southern extent of the steelhead
historic range (i.e., southern California). Titus concluded, in terms of the Santa Monica coastal
streams of this report, that steelhead were much more abundant many decades ago. He found
little or no evidence of a steelhead stocking program ever being in place for the Santa Monica
Mountains. His analysis also concluded that the greatest cause for steelhead decline was tied to
fish passage problems, which prevent the upstream migration of adult steelhead during their
winter spawning runs (Titus et al. 2000).
2.1.2

Watershed Screening process

Building upon the prior research discussed above, and due to the high number of coastal
watersheds occurring within the Santa Monica Mountains (23 total) an initial action by the project
team was to identify which watersheds to select as focal watersheds. Focal watersheds are
generally those that appear to have the highest potential for steelhead production and recovery.
Selecting focal watershed was necessary to achieve the highest possible cost effectiveness for
this report.
An initial meeting of the project partners/team members, including Sabrina Drill, Rosi Dagit, Mark
Abramson, Michelle Wilson, and David Prichett, was held on September 26, 2003 to discuss the
selection of focal watersheds and field methods that would be described in the workplan. An
overview of each of the 23 watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains was developed to identify
key factors such as the geologic, hydrologic, and biologic processes; human land uses; and
presence of steelhead within each watershed. Readily available key information, such as
topographic maps, roads, road crossings, land ownership, permanent and intermittent streams,
and existing steelhead information was reviewed.
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After a preliminary draft and draft workplan were circulated, a meeting was held on October 28,
2003 with the project partners to obtain input on the draft workplan and selection of focal
watersheds. At this meeting it was decided that 3 watersheds (Malibu, Solstice, and Topanga) did
not require fieldwork as this was already underway by others and that this report would summarize
the work completed by others for these 3 watersheds. However, these 3 watersheds are still
considered focal watersheds within this study.
Following the October 28, 2003 meeting, further coordination with the project partners was
completed until 10 focal watersheds where data and field surveys would be conducted were
selected, which included: Arroyo Sequit, Big Sycamore, Corral, Encinal, Escondido, Lechuza, Las
Flores, Little Sycamore, Trancas, and Zuma. This study includes these 10 focal watersheds that
fieldwork was conducted within and 3 focal watersheds that existing data is summarized for, or a
total of 13 focal watersheds. Figure 2.0 summarizes the process used to select the 13 focal
watersheds.
Figure 2.0 Selection of Focal Watersheds
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2.2

Historic Occurrences

Information about the presence and absence of steelhead was obtained from the June 2005
report titled Historic Distribution of Southern Steelhead Trout in Santa Monica Bay by Rosi Dagit,
Sabrina Drill, and Bo Meyer (Dagit et al. 2005). CalTrout coordinated closely with them as they
developed their report, providing many references they reviewed and referrals to some interview
subjects. CalTrout also visited various libraries and offices to find references about recent and
historic occurrences of steelhead in the study area. During this research, the same references
were repeatedly encountered, indicating with good confidence that nearly all references that exist
indeed were found and reviewed for this effort.
2.3

Hydrologic Analysis

A hydrologic analysis of the Santa Monica Mountains was conducted by Lee Harrison from UCSB.
The primary goal of the hydrologic analysis was to help identify which basins in the Santa Monica
Mountains are most capable of supporting steelhead populations. This was achieved through:
1. Modeled predictions of rainfall-runoff within the focal watersheds, and
2. An analysis of the relationship between baseflow and geology.
Each of these are described in more detail below.
1. The Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) model was
used to predict rainfall-runoff trends for the focal watersheds in the Santa Monica
Mountains (US Army Corps of Engineers 2000). The data required for developing the
model included: precipitation, runoff, land use, topography, and soil data. Model calibration
was performed using the HEC-HMS optimization system which allowed for comparison of
simulated versus measured runoff values. The calibrated model was applied to the focal
watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains to estimate rainfall-runoff trends. Simulations
were made for the mean year (1997), a relatively wet year (1998), and moderate year
(1999). Watersheds were assessed based on the amount of runoff produced, as well as
the magnitude of the peak discharge. Watershed areas were calculated using RiverTools
software (a GIS application for the analysis of digital terrain, watersheds, and river
networks) on the 10 meter Santa Monica Mountains stitched digital elevation model.
Watershed area values generated by the RiverTools software were compared to drainage
areas predicted in ArcGIS and both values were in fairly good agreement.
2. Favorable geologic conditions for promoting wet reaches are: 1) the presence of bedrock
units, such as sandstone and conglomerate, which are aquifers; 2) faulting, which forces
water to the surface and 3) the presence of landslide deposits (gravels) which store
groundwater near the surface. In general, shale or highly fractured igneous rocks do not
store significant amounts of water and streams flowing over these units may dry up during
the summer. In order to determine where the wet areas were likely to be found, geologic
maps were analyzed for the presence of these three primary factors thought to be important
in maintaining baseflow. The field data on the total length of stream that was wet during the
summer dry months (as a percentage of total stream length surveyed) was compared to the
presence or absence of these geologic factors.
The runoff potential, based on the hydrologic modeling, and the geologic conditions were
combined to provide a ranking of those watersheds most likely to produce favorable stormflow
and baseflow conditions for steelhead.
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2.4

Fieldwork

Field data was collected for 10 of the 13 focal watersheds. Field sampling included the
completion of a habitat type inventory and fish passage inventory. To maximize the field effort,
only the most meaningful habitat parameters for steelhead spawning and rearing in southern
California were measured. Therefore, this study followed the sampling protocol that is outlined in
the California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual (Flosi et al.1998; 2005 as amended),
which was tailored to southern California conditions.
Specific methods for each inventory/survey are described below. The RCD and Heal the Bay
conducted all fieldwork for the project, which was done between November 3 and December 29,
2003 prior to any significant rainfall.
2.5

Barrier Identification and Assessment

A primary objective of this project was to identify structures that impede or prevent upstream
steelhead migration in order to prioritize fish passage improvement projects and make restoration
recommendations. The term barrier in this report refers to any structure in the stream channel
that impedes with varying degrees of difficulty or severity or completely blocks upstream adult
steelhead migration. Field surveys were conducted by walking upstream and all barriers were
assigned a unique sequential identification number. Each barrier was surveyed for slope, jump
height, shape, pool depth, and other elements necessary to determine the ability of fish to migrate
past the barriers. In addition, the area of each barrier was mapped with GPS and digital
photographs were recorded. The field methods used to identify and characterize barriers are
discussed in Section 2.5.1.
The field crews surveyed upstream until they reached the natural upstream limits of anadromy,
which is defined as the natural point beyond which steelhead trout would or could not migrate.
For the purposes of this study, the natural upstream limit of anadromy met one of the following
three scenarios:
• A waterfall or steep cascade that would require a fish to jump in excess of three
meters; or
• The point where the stream channel attained a 10% sustained slope; or
• In streams where the two criteria described above were not met, the point in the upper
watershed that was determined to only contain water during storm flows and did not
have fish habitat or riparian vegetation.
The determination of the natural upstream limit sometimes involved substantial but consistently
applied judgment by the field crew. The data and photos recorded clearly document where the
upper limit of anadromy was identified and the rationale that was used to define it. The data sets
for this project identify the natural upstream limits of anadromy as barriers for the purposes of data
compilation and analysis (i.e., the maps provided within this report show the natural upstream limit
of anadromy as the final barrier).
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2.5.1

Fieldwork - Fish Passage Inventory

A fish passage inventory was conducted simultaneously with the habitat type inventory to identify
all total and partial or temporal natural and anthropogenic barriers to fish passage in 10 of the 13
focal watersheds. Fish passage data are already available for the Malibu, Solstice, and Topanga
watersheds. Therefore, these watersheds did not undergo field surveys; existing data are
summarized in this report. Field surveys were conducted within the 10 of the 13 focal watersheds.
Inventory methods contained in the new chapter on fish passage barrier assessments in Flosi et
al.1998; 2005 as amended were modified for this study to maximize the level of effort in the field.
Heal the Bay in consultation with CalTrout, the RCD, and Tetra Tech developed the modified
methods in order to more quickly perform the barrier survey and inventory. The modified methods
relied upon the use of laser range finders from Laser Atlanta and Laser Tech to more rapidly
calculate differences in elevations, slopes, jump heights, and residual pool depths.
Table 2.0 lists the measurements that were taken for each barrier to fish passage. Individual hard
copy fish passage inventory forms were filled out for each barrier. An example of this form is
contained in Appendix C. All data were recorded on hard copy data forms and entered into the
Trimble Pro XR GPS system. A GPS data point was collected to record the location of each
barrier. Each barrier was mapped as an area to record the location, shape, and size of each
barrier. At a few locations where the GPS signal could not be acquired due to dense riparian
canopy cover and/or confined canyons, the field crew used measurements taken from the last
known GPS point. These measured coordinates were manually inputted by Heal the Bay into the
GIS database. Before being uploaded into the GIS database, each GPS location was
differentially corrected by Heal the Bay using Trimble Pathfinder Office version 3.0 software to
achieve an accuracy of one meter or less.
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Table 2.0
Fish Passage Measurements
Measurements Taken for Each Potential Barrier
Stream name, date, surveyors’ names
Habitat unit number
Barrier #
Habitat unit start and end distances (m)
GPS file name
Type of potential barrier
Barrier material
Barrier length (m)
Barrier slope (%)
Outlet configuration
Elevation change from tailwater control to outlet (m)
Horizontal distance from tailwater control to outlet (m)
Elevation change from tailwater control to inlet (m)
Horizontal distance from tailwater control to inlet (m)
Elevation change from tailwater control to deepest area of pool (m)
Presence of baffles or weirs on barrier?
Presence of substrate on the barrier?
Upstream photograph
Downstream photograph
Photograph of outlet pool and tailwater control
Notes
Additional Measurements Taken Only on Culverts
Culvert type
Culvert material
Culvert condition
Inlet width or diameter (m)
Inlet height or rise (m)
Inlet apron?
Outlet apron?
Upstream active channel width (m)
Detailed descriptions of the measurements listed in Table 2.0 are provided below.
•

Type of potential barrier. The following codes were used to indicate the type of
potential barrier: W = natural waterfall (greater that 2 feet tall), CH = natural chute
(bedrock or concrete with very shallow fast flows), CAS = natural long steep
cascade (no pools and little or no shelter for resting), CUL= culvert, RXing = road
crossing (e.g., Arizona crossing), DAM = Dams, DEB = debris dam, BRG = bridge,
O = Other. A dry channel was not considered a barrier for this study; it was
evaluated in the habitat type inventory.

•

Barrier material. The barrier material was recorded as natural, concrete, wood,
metal, or other.
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•

Barrier length. Length of the barrier from the upstream side (or inlet) to the
downstream side (or outlet), in meters.

•

Barrier slope. The slope along the barrier surface was measured using a laser
rangefinder (along a road surface or top of culvert, not the slope of riprap leading
away from the culvert or road surface).

•

Outlet configuration. One of the following was selected: at stream grade, free-fall
into pool, or cascade over rip-rap. If the outlet led to a cascade over rip-rap or
boulders, the slope of the cascade (in percent) and the length of the cascade were
measured.

•

Elevation Change from Tailwater control to Outlet (Residual outlet depth).
Elevation at the the point of discharge from a outlet of a culvert or other man-made
instream structure, is a tailwater control. Elevation at the culvert outlet (in meters). If
it was a road crossing (e.g., Arizona crossing), the “culvert outlet” was the top of the
road surface on the downstream side.

•

Horizontal Distance from Tailwater control to Outlet. Distance from tailwater
control – culvert outlet (in meters). If it was a road crossing (e.g., Arizona crossing),
the “culver outlet” was the top of the road surface on the downstream side.

•

Elevation Change from Tailwater control to Inlet (Residual inlet depth).
Elevation at the tailwater control – Elevation at the culvert inlet (in meters). If it was
a road crossing (e.g., Arizona crossing), the “culvert inlet” was the top of the road
surface on the upstream side.

•

Horizontal Distance from Tailwater control to Inlet. Distance from tailwater
control – culvert Inlet (in meters). If it was a road crossing (e.g., Arizona crossing),
the “culver inlet” was the top of the road surface on the upstream side.

•

Elevation Change from Tailwater control to deepest area of pool (Residual pool
depth). For habitat units that are pools, measured depth from the deepest part of
the pool bottom to the tailwater control, in meters. The residual pool depth was
measured even when the channel was dry.

•

Presence of baffles or weirs on the barrier? Yes or no.

•

Presence of substrate on the barrier? Yes or no.

•

Upstream photograph. The filename for a photograph of the upstream side of the
barrier or inlet was recorded.

•

Downstream photograph. The filename for a photograph of the downstream side
of the barrier or outlet was recorded.

•

Photograph of the outlet pool and tailwater control. The filename for a
photograph taken of the outlet pool and tailwater control while facing downstream
was recorded.
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•

Notes. The filenames for other photographs taken and any other important
information were recorded.

For culverts the following additional information was recorded:
•

Culvert type. Circular, pipe arch, box, open-bottom arch, other.

• Culvert material. SSP = structural steel plate, CSP = corrugated steel pipe, AL =
aluminum, CON = concrete, WD = log/wood, O = other. SSP are also called “multi-plate”
pipes constructed of multiple plates of corrugated galvanized steel, bolted together. CSP
are constructed of a single sheet of corrugated galvanized steel and are also referred to
corrugated metal pipes. Aluminum pipes do not develop rust lines as opposed to SSPs
and CSPs.
• Culvert condition. Good (no apparent damage, possibly slight rusting occurring), Fair
(noticeable wear or rusting has occurred, but not rusted through the bottom yet), Poor
(rusted or worn through, substantial leakage through bottom).
•

Inlet width or diameter. The inlet width or inside diameter in meters.

• Inlet height or rise. The inlet height or rise in meters. Measured vertically from
streambed. If the culvert bottom was completely covered with bedload, the culvert height
or rise was measured. For open-bottom arches and box culverts that appeared
bottomless, the height or rise from the streambed to the top of the culvert was estimated.
•

Inlet apron? Yes or no.

•

Outlet apron? Yes or no.

•

Average upstream wetted channel width. The average upstream channel width up
to 100 meters above each culvert (in meters) was measured. Locating the height of
annual scour along banks developed by annual fluctuations of stream flow and
indicated by the following physical characteristics identified the active channel:
o Natural line impressed on the streambanks;
o Changes in soil character;
o Absence of terrestrial vegetation; or
o Presence of deposited organic debris and litter.

Figure 2.1 depicts the fish passage measurements collected on each potential barrier.
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Figure 2.1 Fish Passage Measurements Collected on each Barrier
Source: Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended.

2.5.2

Barrier Severity

Fish passage data collected were evaluated to determine if the potential barrier has a green,
gray, or red rating according to Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended. Figure 2.2 depicts the
flowchart used to determine the fish passage barrier rating. Green structures are assumed
passable to all lifestages of steelhead, red barriers fail to meet CDFG and NOAA passage
criteria at all flows for all lifestages of steelhead, and gray structures are partial (impassable to
some or all lifestages at all flows) or temporal (impassable to all lifestages at certain flow
conditions) upstream barriers to the species. It should be noted that a barrier passage rating of
red does not mean that fish could not occur upstream of the barrier. For example, while CDFG
and NOAA protocols rank the lower-most stream crossing on Arroyo Sequit as red, or thus
impassable to all steelhead lifestages at all flows, adult steelhead have been observed above
this barrier. Finally, it should be noted that red as defined by NOAA and CDFG in their
respective manuals does not mean total barrier, but instead means it fails to meet their
guidelines for passage of all lifestages at all flows (John O’Brien, personal communication July
2005).
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Figure 2.2 Flowchart used to Determine the Fish Passage Ratings for each Barrier
Source: Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended.
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2.6

Habitat Evaluation

2.6.1
Fieldwork - Habitat Type Inventory
A habitat type inventory was conducted within the mainstem of 10 of the 13 focal watersheds to
evaluate the quality and quantity of habitat for adults and juveniles. The habitat type inventory
was conducted between November 3 and December 29, 2003 (dry season), prior to the receipt of
any significant rainfall.
For each mainstem stream, the 10 percent sampling rule was applied following the methods
outlined in Flosi et al.1998; 2005 as amended. For each mainstem stream, each habitat unit was
identified, numbered, and classified by habitat type. Surveys were begun at the mean high tide
line or strand line (line of deposition from tidal influence). Teams of two field crew members
started at the mouth of each mainstem and worked their way up each watershed. A picture of the
starting point was taken at each watershed, looking upstream standing at the mean high-tide line
or strand line. A full data survey was performed on the first habitat unit. If the first habitat unit was
a sand berm in front of a coastal lagoon, a full survey was also conducted on the second habitat
unit. A complete sample of every 10th habitat unit (habitat unit numbers 1, 11, 21, 31, etc.) was
collected up to the natural upstream limit of anadromy (see Section 2.5) for steelhead in each
focal watershed.
Table 2.1 presents the measurements that were taken for each habitat unit along each
mainstem stream.
Table 2.1
Habitat Measurements Taken for Every Habitat Unit
Data Recorded
Stream name, date, surveyors’ names, time
Habitat unit start distance (m)
Habitat unit end distance (m)
Habitat unit number
Habitat unit type
Average water depth (m)
Maximum water depth (m)
Notes
Table 2.2 presents the measurements that were taken for a complete sample of each 10th habitat
unit along each mainstem stream. Individual habitat type inventory forms were filled out for each
mainstem stream (See example - Appendix B). All data were recorded on hard copy data forms,
rather than using a GPS. GPS points were collected every 500 meters up the stream to ensure
accuracy in mapping the data.
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Table 2.2
Habitat Measurements Taken for a Complete
Sample Collected every 10th Habitat Unit
Data Recorded
Stream name, date, surveyors’ names, time
Habitat unit start distance (m)
Habitat unit end distance (m)
Habitat unit number
Habitat unit type
Average water depth (m)
Maximum water depth (m)
Substrate type (%)
Embeddedness (%)
Presence of spawning gravel? (Y or N)
Instream shelter value
Instream shelter percent unit covered (%)
Percent canopy closure (%)
Dominant riparian vegetation
Bank stability
Presence of fish
Notes
Detailed descriptions of the measurements listed in Table 2.2 are provided below.
• Habitat unit start distance. Total upstream distance at start of a habitat unit;
measured in meters. This included the distance mapped all previous days on the stream.
For example, if 500 meters were mapped the previous day, the next day the field crew
started at the next distinct habitat unit above 500 meters.
• Habitat unit end distance. Total upstream distance at end of a habitat unit;
measured in meters. If the habitat type was a pool, the length of the habitat unit was
assumed to be equal to the length of the pool.
• Habitat unit number. The first habitat unit was labeled habitat unit 1 and subsequent
habitat units were labeled sequentially.
• Habitat unit type. The habitat type was first determined using a standardized
methodology that physically described 100 percent of the wetted channel. The habitat
type was identified as a riffle (RIF), cascade (CAS), flatwater (FLAT), or pool (POOL).
Flatwater are stream habitats that include very little turbulence or white water. This
includes glides, pocket water, runs, or edge water. All pools were then distinguished
further into the type of main channel pool (4.1 to 4.4), scour pool (5.1 to 5.6), or backwater
pool (6.1 to 6.5). Pools were required to be at least 2 feet wide and 1.5 feet deep to be
considered a pool. Barriers were treated as a habitat unit type (BAR). If a barrier was the
10th habitat unit, the habitat unit directly upstream of it was surveyed. If the habitat unit
was dry, the habitat unit type was recorded as DRY.
• Average water depth. Using a folding ruler or measuring rod, the average water
depth was measured in each habitat unit.
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• Maximum water depth. Using a folding ruler or measuring rod, the maximum water
depth was measured in each habitat unit. If the channel was dry, a 0 was entered.
• Substrate type. The percent bed composition of each substrate type for that habitat
unit at the beginning distance of the habitat unit was recorded. For pools, the substrate
composition at the pool tail (downstream end of pool) was recorded. The percentage
silt/clay, sand (diameter less than 0.08 inches), gravel (diameter 0.08 to 2.5 inches),
cobbles (diameter 2.5 inches to 10 inches), boulders (diameter greater than 10 inches),
bedrock, or concrete (if the creek was channelized) was estimated by eye.
• Embeddedness. The percent embeddedness, or the degree which substrate is
clogged with silt and fines at the bed’s surface, was estimated to the nearest 10 percent by
eye at the beginning distance of the habitat unit.
• Presence of spawning gravel? It was recorded if any spawning gravel was present
throughout the habitat unit, regardless of whether it was the dominant substrate, and
regardless of embeddedness. Spawning gravel is defined as a specific size of gravel,
between pea-size and golf ball size. Highly consolidated substrate (substrate that is
cemented together and cannot be easily separated) did not qualify as spawning gravel.
• Instream shelter value. Shelter value is a composite variable that incorporated
numerous elements related to habitat type complexity and features such as undercut
banks, root wads, woody debris, aquatic and terrestrial cover, and bubble curtains. It was
estimated by eye whether the shelter value was 0 (no instream cover), 0.5 (poor), 1 (poorfair), 1.5 (fair), 2 (good), 2.5 (good-excellent), 3 (excellent). See Table 2.3.

Element of
shelter
value
Depth (cm)

% Instream
cover in
wetted
width
Dominant
Substrates
listed in
order of
dominance
%Canopy
cover over
channel

0worst
<5 cm
<2 in.
0-5 %

Silt/clay
Sand
Boulder
Cobble
gravel
<20

Table 2.3
Instream Shelter Value Rating
1
0.5
poor1.5
2
poor
fair
fair
good
5-10 cm
10-20
20-40
40-60 cm
2-4 in.
cm
cm
16-24 in.
4-8 in. 8-16 in.
5-10 %
10-20
20-30%
30-50%
%

Sand
Silt/clay
Cobble
Gravel
Boulder
20-40

Sand
Gravel
Cobble
Boulder
Silt/clay
40-60

Cobble
Gravel
Boulder
Sand
Silt/clay
40-60
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Gravel,
cobble
Boulder
Sand
Silt/clay
60-80

2.5
goodexcellent
60-80 cm
24- 31 in.

3
excellent
> 80 cm
> 31 in.

50-75%

>75%

Gravel,
cobble
Boulder
Sand
Silt/clay
80-100

Gravel,
cobble
Boulder
Sand
Silt/clay
80-100
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• Instream shelter percent unit covered. It was estimated by eye how much of the
habitat unit was covered by shelter (as a percentage) and all of the features that provide
shelter in that habitat unit were recorded. Example features include undercut banks, small
woody debris (swd [diameter <12”]), large woody debris (lwd [diameter >12”]) or large
deposits of small wood compiled into a large snag, willow root mass, emergent vegetation
(any vegetation with roots anchoring it to the stream bottom), floating aquatic vegetation,
floating algae/diatoms, bubble curtain (white water turbulence that is significant enough to
obscure the presence of fish below), boulders (that provide escape cover), and bedrock
ledge undercuts.
• Percent canopy closure. While standing at the beginning distance of the habitat unit
in the center of the wetted width (or center of the thalweg if channel was dry) the percent
canopy closure (shade over the stream) was estimated by eye to the nearest 5 percent.
• Dominant riparian vegetation. It was recorded which of the following applied: N if
the dominant riparian overstory within the habitat unit was native. A if the dominant
overstory vegetation was Arundo donax. E if the dominant overstory vegetation was
eucalyptus. O if the dominant overstory was some other non-native species (e.g., Tree of
Heaven).
• Bank stability. It was recorded which of the following applied: S = visually stable, A =
armored with man-made structures such as riprap, concrete lined, gabions etc., U =
unstable, for example, when the channel is incising, incising with undercut banks, or
slumping. These categories correspond generally to the natural stages of river evolution in
disturbed systems. The bank must have exhibited a stage over 50 percent of the habitat
unit reach (e.g., over 50 percent of the bank must have been exhibiting incising with
undercut banks) to be categorized as U.
• Presence of fish. If fish were present, they were noted as: N = presence of trout or
chub. I = presence of invasive, non-native fish species such as mosquitofish, carp,
sunfish, etc.
• Notes. Notes on landmarks, disturbances, any artificial bank stabilization structures or
in-stream structures (including the type of structure, which bank, and the approximate
dimensions of the structure if possible), photo numbers, and GPS file names were
recorded.
2.7

Excel Database

Tetra Tech entered all of the data from the hard copy forms into an Excel database (Microsoft
Office 2003) once fieldwork was complete for the 10 watersheds. Following the initial data entry,
all data were checked against the field forms by two team members as a quality control measure.
An Excel workbook with a series of spreadsheets was developed for each watershed. The first
spreadsheet contained the habitat data recorded on the field forms, with habitat summary
statistics calculated at the bottom of the spreadsheet. The second spreadsheet contained a
summary of the habitat data contained in the first spreadsheet, broken down by stream reaches.
Stream reaches were defined as the distance between barriers (i.e., stream reach 1 is from the
start of the stream up to barrier 1, stream reach 2 is from barrier 1 to barrier 2, etc.). The third
spreadsheet contained barrier data recorded on the field forms, and the fourth spreadsheet
summarized this barrier data.
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The Excel database developed for the project is provided as Appendix E. Additional detail
regarding the barrier and habitat evaluation that was completed within the Excel database is
provided in Sections 2.7.1, 2.7.2, and 2.7.3 below.
2.7.1
Barrier Evaluation
The barrier summary spreadsheets included condensed information about the quality of the
habitat between barriers, as well as key data on each barrier. This was organized so that the
reader could follow upstream movement of a migrating steelhead, while also gaining an
awareness of the severity of the barrier and the habitat that becomes available once passage is
provided.
2.7.2
Evaluation of Habitat Quantity
Habitat quantity represents the total stream reach length from the ocean to the upstream natural
limit of anadromy, which in this study is labeled a barrier. The reach lengths used to represent
habitat quantity correspond to the stream lengths for which habitat quality was evaluated. The
stream lengths of the East Fork of Arroyo Sequit, as well as Wood Canyon Creek and Serrano
Creek tributaries to Big Sycamore, were included in the total stream lengths for these watersheds.
For Malibu, the habitat quantity was calculated by including the length within the mainstem stream
from the ocean up to Century Dam and the reach lengths within the tributaries that steelhead
currently have access to (Cold Creek, Las Virgenes Creek, and Stokes Creek). For each of these
tributaries the reach lengths from the mainstem to the first barrier were included. These tributary
reaches were defined as: Cold Creek tributary up to Piuma Road, Las Virgenes tributary up to
Crags Road, and Stokes Creek tributary up to Las Virgenes Road. The calculation of the habitat
within these reaches was based upon values provided by Heal the Bay 2005 (see Appendix H).
Other than the tributaries to Arroyo Sequit, Big Sycamore, and Malibu, no tributaries to other
streams were included for any other watersheds. For Topanga Creek, stream lengths and barrier
locations were obtained from Dagit et al. 2004.
2.7.3
Evaluation of Habitat Quality
Once the field data were entered into the Excel database developed for the project, summary
statistics were calculated for each watershed. These summary statistics calculated for each
watershed are shown in Table 2.4. The data for Corral Canyon are shown for illustration
purposes.
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Table 2.4
Habitat Summary Statistics Generated for Each Watershed
(Corral Canyon data shown)
Total Stream
Length
1689

Stream Segment 1
(Start to Barrier No. 1)
986

Stream Segment 2
(Barrier No. 1 to
Barrier No. 2)
676

Dominant Habitat Unit
Type
Percent of Habitat Units
that are Pools (%)

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

14

8

33

Percent of Habitat Units
that are Dry (%)

11

13

11

Total Length of Habitat
Units that are Pools (m)

86

6

80

Total Length of Habitat
Units that were Dry (m)

544

319

225

Percent of Total Length
that are Pools (%)

5

1

12

Percent of Total Length
that was Dry (%)

32

32

33

Average Max. Water Depth
(cm)

21

14

42

Average %Bedrock

0

0

NA

Summary Statistics
Total Stream Length
Surveyed (m)

Average %Boulder

2

2

NA

Average %Cobble

13

13

NA

Average %Gravel

23

23

NA

Average %Sand

61

61

NA

Average %Silt/Clay

0

0

NA

Average %Concrete

0

0

NA

Dominant Substrate Type

Sand

Sand

0

Average Embeddedness
(%)
Percent of Habitat Units
Surveyed with Spawning
Gravel (%)
Average Instream Shelter
Value

47

47

NA

0

0

0

1

1

NA

Average Percent Instream
Shelter (%)

40

40

NA

Average Percent Canopy
Closure (%)

63

63

NA

Note: NA-Not applicable indicates that habitat data was not collected within that stream reach.
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Summary statistics were used to evaluate habitat quality. Habitat quality values for all watersheds
except Malibu, Solstice, and Topanga were developed based on the data collected in support of
this study. Average habitat quality was determined by using four habitat components:
•
•
•
•

Pools;
Substrate;
Instream shelter; and,
Riparian canopy cover.

Each of these four habitat components were evaluated using the habitat suitability criteria that
are presented in Table 2.5. The criteria presented within Table 2.5 were developed based on
the best science available at the time the project workplan was finalized (November 2003).
Each habitat parameter was evaluated separately to determine which parameter has the most
effect on habitat quality within each watershed. Adult and juvenile steelhead life stages were
assigned an overall rating of excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor in terms of pools/habitat type,
substrate, instream shelter, and canopy closure. In some cases a habitat suitability rating was not
available for juvenile life stages, in which case a not applicable (NA) value was entered into the
Excel database. If a rating fell in between two habitat quality rating values, the higher (the more
optimal) of the two values was assigned to that stream reach (i.e., if a value fell between excellent
and very good, the reach was assigned excellent). Summary tables were generated for each
watershed, to present the overall habitat quality ratings for each reach. Table 2.6 shows an
example of the summary table that was generated for each watershed (the total stream length
calculation and first stream segment for Corral Canyon data is shown for illustration). The results
of the habitat quality ratings for each watershed are shown on the maps presented within Section
3.0.
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Habitat Parameter

Table 2.5
Habitat Suitability Criteria
Very
Excellent
Good
Good
Fair

Poor

Primary
References

Pools/Habitat Type
Habitat Type
Adults

Midchannel
pools

Runs/
glides,
step runs

Scour
pools

Backwater
pools

Low and
high
gradient
riffles

1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Juveniles

Low and
high
gradient
riffles

Runs/
glides,
step runs

Midchannel
pools

Scour
pools

Backwater
pools

1, 5, 6

Max. Pool Depth (cm)
Adults

>80

60-80

40-60

20-40

0-20

1, 3, 6, 7, 8

Juveniles

>30

20-30

10-20

5-10

0-5

1, 3, 6, 8

70

50-70

30-50

20-30

<20 or >70

2, 8, 10

>3

2-3

1-2

<1

0

1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 10

<25

25-30

30-40

40-50

>50

1, 2, 4

Gravel

Cobble

Boulder

Sand

Silt/Clay

1, 4, 8, 10

<11

12-13

14

15-16

>16

11

2.5-3.0

2.0-2.5

1.0-2.0

0.5-1.0

0-0.5

1, 3, 4, 9

>80

60-80

40-60

20-40

0-20

3,4

80-100

60-80

40-60

20-40

0-20

1, 8

Percent Pools
(% of survey length)
Substrate
Percent Habitat Units with
Spawning Gravel (% of
habitat units in survey
length)
Percent Embeddedness
Dominant Substrate
Percent Silt/Clay
Instream Shelter
Instream Shelter Value
Instream Shelter Percent
Canopy Closure
Percent Canopy Closure

Field notes for habitat categories follow these data collection codes:
• Low and high gradient riffles (RIF, LGR, HGR)
• Mid-channel pools (TRP, MCP, CCP, STP, LAG)
• Cascades (CAS, BRS)
• Runs/glides, step runs (FLAT)

• Scour pools (CRP, LSL, LSR, LSBK, LSBO, PLP)
• Backwater pools (SCP, BPB, BPR, BPL, DPL)

Primary technical references cited in table:
1. Dagit et al. 2003; Dagit et al. 2004
7. Reiser and Bjornn 1979 (Habitat requirements of anadromous
2. Lousiana Pacific 1996
salmonids. USFS)
3. Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended 8. NMFS 1997 (functioning conditions matrix)
4. Spina 2003
9. Shapavalov and Taft 1954 (Life histories of steelhead rainbow trout)
5. McEwan and Jackson 1996
10. Raleigh et al. 1984 (Habitat Suitability Index Models for Rainbow Trout.
6. Moyle 2002
USFWS)
11. Peterson et al. 1992
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Table 2.6
Evaluation of Habitat
(Corral Canyon data shown)

Total
Stream
Length

No. of
Habitat
Units
(n)

Stream
Segment
1
(Start to
Barrier
No. 1)

Habitat Parameter

Value

Value

Total Stream Length Surveyed (m)
Percent of Total Length that was Dry (%)
Number of Full Samples
Pools/Habitat Type
Dominant Habitat Unit Type
Percent of Habitat Units that are Pools
(%)

1689
32
3

986
32
3

Average Max. Water Depth (cm)
Overall Ranking
Substrate
Average %Silt/Clay
Dominant Substrate Type
Average Embeddedness (%)
Percent of Habitat Units Surveyed with
Spawning Gravel (%)

No. of
Habitat
Units
(n)
Habitat Suitability Ranking
Adults
Juveniles

FLAT
14

35
35

FLAT
8

24
24

Very Good
Poor

Very Good
NC

21

35

14

24

Poor
Poor

Good
Very Good

0
Sand
47
0

3
3
3
3

0
Sand
47
0

3
3
3
3

Excellent
Fair
Fair
Poor

NC
NC
NC
NC

Overall Ranking
Good
NC
Instream Shelter
Average Instream Shelter Value
1
3
1
3
Good
NC
Average Percent Instream Shelter (%)
40
3
40
3
Good
NC
Overall Ranking
Good
NC
Canopy Closure
Average Percent Canopy Closure (%)
63
3
63
3
Very Good
NC
Overall Ranking
Very Good
NC
Notes: The evaluation was completed for each stream reach. Calculations are shown only for the total stream length and first
stream reach, for illustration purposes. NC-No criteria, indicates that habitat suitability criteria was not available (see Table 2.5).

For Topanga, the habitat suitability criteria shown in Table 2.5 were applied to existing data
collected by the Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains (Dagit et al.
2004). This was also performed on Malibu data provided by Heal the Bay (2005). Existing data
for Malibu and Topanga were collected by using methodologies that were similar to those used in
the present study. However, since the methodologies differed in certain aspects, the existing data
did not fit exactly into the habitat suitability evaluation used in the present study. Best professional
judgment was used to apply the methodologies of the present study to the existing data in order to
evaluate the Topanga and Malibu habitat quality. Described below are key aspects of the
evaluation of the four habitat components (pools, substrate, instream shelter, and riparian canopy
cover) that differed from the evaluation methods used in the present study.
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Topanga data:
•

In the present study, one factor in the evaluation of substrate is the percent
embeddedness. The existing data for Topanga did not collect percent embeddedness
for each stream reach. Instead, the percent pool tail crest embededdness was
recorded. This value was used to estimate the percent embededdness for each reach
of Topanga.

•

Existing data for Topanga did not include an estimate of the instream shelter percent,
although the instream shelter value was estimated. In the present study the instream
shelter was categorized as excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor based on the
instream shelter percent and instream shelter values. Since both measurements were
not available for Topanga, the categorization of instream shelter for Topanga relied
only on the instream shelter value.

•

The present study evaluates the percent canopy closure data that was collected in the
field. The existing data for Topanga estimated the percent total canopy. This value
was used in the present study to categorize the canopy closure for Topanga as
excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor.

Malibu data:

2.8

•

In the present study, the pools/habitat type component was evaluated by using the
habitat type, pool depth, and % pools. The existing data for Malibu contained pool
depth and % pools data. Therefore, only these 2 parameters were used to evaluate
the pools/habitat type.

•

In the present study, the substrate component was evaluated by using the average %
silt/clay, dominant substrate type, average embededdness (%), and % of habitat units
with spawning gravel. Existing data for Malibu contained spawning gravel (broken
down by percentages), and average embeddedness (%) values. Therefore, the
substrate component for Malibu relied only on these 2 factors.

•

Existing data for Malibu did not include an estimate of the instream shelter value,
although the instream shelter percent was estimated. In the present study the
instream shelter was categorized as excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor based on
the instream shelter percent and instream shelter values. Since both measurements
were not available for Malibu, the categorization of instream shelter for Malibu relied
only on the instream shelter percent.

•

The present study evaluates the percent canopy closure data that was collected in the
field. The existing data for Malibu did not estimate the percent total canopy.
Therefore, this factor was not evaluated for Malibu.
GIS Database Development

GPS data was downloaded and differentially corrected by Heal the Bay to achieve sub-meter
accuracy using Trimble Pathfinder version 3.0 software once a survey was completed for each
stream. The corrected data was then imported into a Heal the Bay GIS database to verify the
positional accuracy of all mapped data and to compare survey data to the hard copy field sheets
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to ensure its accuracy. The GIS database was then uploaded onto the Tetra Tech FTP site. The
field crew attached a file with the data, indicating the stream name, date of field collection, and
data types (barrier ID or 500 meter reference location as indicated by the habitat unit number) that
were collected and their corresponding file names. Tetra Tech downloaded the GPS data from
the FTP site and imported it into the ArcInfo GIS database (version 9.1) designed for the project.
Tetra Tech developed metadata for the database. Data from freely available sources (roads
information, etc.) was acquired and incorporated into the ArcInfo database developed for the
project. The NPS also provided additional data layers, which were then also incorporated into the
ArcInfo database.
During the development of the GIS for the project, watershed boundaries for the study area were
developed by Tetra Tech using a 10 meter US Geological Survey (USGS) Digital Elevation Model.
ESRI ArcInfo software was used, and the standard Watershed command was used to determine
watershed boundaries. Tetra Tech’s watersheds were chosen over the CALWATER boundaries,
because they more accurately represent the watersheds and eliminate many areas in
CALWATER that do not actually contribute to the watersheds.
The project GIS was set up in the UTM NAD 27 coordinate system. All notes and quantitative
data for each habitat unit and for each potential barrier were entered into the GIS to enable
detailed mapping of the field data. Once fish passage barriers were digitized and their positions
validated, the barriers were attributed with the results of the severity rating (red, gray, or green).
For long barriers that typically consisted of concrete channels, the distance of these barriers was
also mapped as the barrier reach. The results of the habitat quality ratings (excellent, very good,
good, fair, or poor) for each stream reach were also incorporated into the GIS. GIS maps
generated for each watershed are provided within Section 3.0.
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SECTION 3.0
3.1

RESULTS

Focal Watersheds Selected

As described in Section 2.1.2, the project partners coordinated at the beginning of the project to
select 13 watersheds out of the 23 watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains as focal
watersheds for this project. In alphabetical order the focal watersheds selected were:
1. Arroyo Sequit
2. Big Sycamore
3. Corral
4. Encinal
5. Escondido
6. Las Flores
7. Lechuza
8. Little Sycamore
9. Malibu Creek
10. Solstice Creek
11. Topanga Creek
12. Trancas
13. Zuma
Habitat type and fish passage data were already available for the Malibu, Solstice, and Topanga
watersheds. Therefore, these watersheds did not undergo field surveys; existing data are
summarized in this report. Field surveys and hydrologic analysis were conducted within the
remaining 10 watersheds.
Solstice Creek steelhead restoration activities are perhaps several years ahead of the other Santa
Monica Mountains watersheds from a comprehensive perspective. The NPS has undertaken
numerous fish passage barrier corrections, and the City of Malibu, CDFG, California Department
of Transportation (CalTrans), and others are now collaborating on the key restoration project –
providing fish passage where Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) and Corral Canyon Road cross
Solstice Creek. In order to maximize the benefits of this study, habitat and fish passage studies at
Solstice Creek were not conducted, but a summary of these on-going activities is included in this
report.
3.2

Historic Analysis

Knowing if steelhead are currently present or absent, or were historically present within a
watershed is a valuable tool to assess restoration priorities (Stoecker 2002). Based on the
analysis conducted by Dagit et al. 2005, watersheds were assigned steelhead observance scores,
which are provided in Table 3.0 below.
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Table 3.0
Steelhead Observance Ranking of Watersheds
Description
Score
Watersheds
Current presence of trout since 2000, as reported
1.0
Malibu, Topanga, Arroyo
reliably in documents
Sequit
Contemporary presence of trout since 1979, as
0.75
Trancas, Zuma, Solstice
reported reliably in documents or in recent
interviews
Historic presence of trout prior to 1980, as
0.50
Big Sycamore
reported reliably in documents or in recent
interviews
Historic presence of trout before 1980, but
0.25
Las Flores
reported with uncertainty in documents or
interviews
No historic report found or interview result, but
0.10
Escondido, Encinal, Lechuza,
possible habitat
Corral, Little Sycamore

3.3

Hydrologic Analysis

3.3.1

Results of the Hydrologic Analysis

The results of the hydrologic analysis conducted by UCSB are summarized below; the full report is
provided within Appendix A.
The overall results of the hydrologic modeling produced a general ranking of the watersheds
based on the peak and volumetric flow estimates. These values were tightly coupled: the
drainage areas with larger basins in general produce higher flows that were sustained over longer
time periods. Table 3.1 contains runoff predictions for the moderate storm conditions.
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Table 3.1
Runoff Predictions for the Moderate Storm Conditions (98-99 Water Year)
Area
Peak Discharge
Volume
(mi2)
(cfs)
(ac-ft)
Arroyo Sequit
10.92
1207.60
3803.50
Big Sycamore
21.00
698.55
5576.80
Corral
3.62
317.17
1383.80
Encinal
2.08
185.16
750.76
Escondido
4.31
358.85
1700.50
Lechuza
1.42
108.27
403.80
Las Flores
4.14
426.59
1509.70
Little Sycamore
4.85
383.73
1318.70
Malibu
109.59
7825.20
36774.00
Solstice
4.31
364.25
1649.80
Topanga
19.51
1361.00
8232.00
Trancas
8.45
876.54
2863.70
Zuma
8.91
640.78
2773.00
2

Notes: square miles=mi ; cubic feet per second=cfs; acre feet=ac-ft; volume = annual discharge.

Watershed characteristics and channel morphology are a function of geologic and climatic
controls. In the Santa Monica Mountains, geology was found to be an important factor in
enhancing the presence of summer low flow steelhead habitat, which is perhaps the major limiting
factor in southern California streams. Where aquifers are present and the groundwater is forced
to the surface due to the existence of steep faults, seeps and springs are common. The presence
of rocks with low hydraulic conductivity and an absence of faulting appear to lead to little or no
baseflow. On a regional scale, the eastern portion of the Santa Monica Mountains likely offers a
higher potential for summer low flow due to the more favorable geology. Table 3.2 describes the
relation between general geology and summer low flow conditions.
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Table 3.2
Relation between General Geology and Summer Low Flow Conditions
Total Stream Length
%
Watershed
Surveyed (m)
Wet
General Geology
Arroyo Sequit
Arroyo SequitEast
Big
Sycamore**
Corral

5,465
863

21
15

Shale.
Shale.

13,118

2

Mostly shale.

1,662

67

1,492

92

Escondido

3,657.5

49

Las Flores

3,801.5

93

Lechuza*

1,466

9

Little
Sycamore
Malibu*

5,037

40

14,578

>90

Solstice*

2,880

100

Topanga*

5,447

>90

Trancas

4,441

74

Zuma

7,097

23

Stream crosses 4 large landslides, primarily
Monterey shale and sandstone; crosses MCF at
250 m.
Alluvium lower 600 m, landslides; crosses Malibu
Coast Fault (MCF) at 600 m and 1.7 km.
Lower 1.5 km has good geology, upper portion
mostly shale; crosses MCF at 400 m and 1 km.
3 landslides in lower regions, Conejo volcanics;
crosses Las Flores fault at 0.9 km and 1.5 km and
another unnamed fault at 2.2 km.
Mostly clay shale in the lower region and
sandstone in the upper region.
Mostly shales in the lower region and volcanics in
the upper region.
Mostly sandstone in the lower region with lots of
alluvium in the lower 2 km; crosses Las Flores
Thrust Fault at 3 km. Conjeo volcanics in western
and middle regions. Crosses Liberty Canyon Fault
at 13 km. Mostly shale and sandstone in the
upper region.
Mostly shale and sandstone in the upper region,
with Conejo volcanics in the lower
500 m; crosses MCF at 500 m.
Alluvium in the lower 1.5 km; mostly conglomerate
in sandstone matrix and sandstone in upper
region; crosses Tuna Canyon Fault at 4 km.
Sespe conglomerate formation, lots of alluvium in
lower 2 km; crosses MCF at 1 km.
Good gravel and aquifer units in the lower 3 km;
crosses two branches of the MCF in lower 3km
and the Latigo fault at 0.7 km.

Encinal

Notes: The total stream length surveyed values and % wet values were provided to UCSB by the Project Team
based on the initial results of the field surveys completed within 10 of the 13 focal watersheds. For these 10
watersheds, the total stream length surveyed was calculated by subtracting the total length of all barriers within each
watershed from the total stream length surveyed. *Since field surveys were not completed for the Lechuza, Malibu,
Solstice, and Topanga watersheds, these values were estimated by the Project Team based on best professional
judgment. For Malibu, the lengths up to the first barriers in the Cold Canyon, Las Virgenes, and Stokes tributaries
were included in the total stream length. **For Big Sycamore, the lengths of the Serrano and Wood Canyon
tributaries were not included.

3.3.2

Recommendations of the Hydrologic Analysis

The overall results of the modeling produced a general ranking of the watersheds based on the
peak and volumetric flow estimates. These values were tightly coupled with the drainage area,
with larger basins in general producing higher flows that were sustained over longer time periods.
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Based on the data presented in Table 3.1, the basins that produce the highest runoff and peak
flows are: Malibu, Topanga, Arroyo Sequit, Trancas, Big Sycamore, and Zuma.
On a regional scale, the eastern portion of the Santa Monica Mountains likely offers a higher
potential for summer low flow due to the more favorable geology. In terms of summer low flow (%
wet in Table 3.2), Las Flores was found to be 93% wet over nearly 4 km. In contrast, Big
Sycamore had water on just 2% of the 13 km surveyed. An examination of Table 3.2 suggests
that faulting and land sliding are contributing to the baseflow in the Santa Monica Mountains.
Those streams with the most persistent baseflow are associated with the Santa Monica thrust and
Malibu Coast faults. Additional work is necessary to confirm that springs are present. However,
the fact that the steams with most persistent summer low flow are those that are associated with
the faulting and land sliding strongly suggest the geologic control as the dominant positive factor.
Thus in terms of both stormflow and baseflow, future restoration efforts should be focused on
Malibu, Topanga, Arroyo Sequit, Trancas, Zuma, and Las Flores.
Beyond the high priority streams a second, third, and fourth tier of watershed priorities were
identified. In terms of hydrology, Encinal and Corral demonstrated extensive wet regions and
would likely provide important refuge during the dry summer months. Escondido and Little
Sycamore also had potential in terms of providing low flow habitat with approximately 49 and 40
percent of the channel being wet during the dry months, respectively. Big Sycamore and Lechuza
were given the lowest score, because they are believed to provide little or no baseflow during
summer months.
Table 3.3 lists the scores that were applied to each watershed within this study based on the
UCSB Hydrologic Analysis.
Table 3.3
Hydrologic Scoring of Watersheds
Score
Watersheds
1.00
Malibu, Topanga, Arroyo Sequit, Trancas, Zuma, Las Flores
0.50
Encinal, Corral
0.30
Escondido, Little Sycamore
0.10
Lechuza, Big Sycamore
3.4

Habitat Type and Fish Passage Inventory for Each Watershed

The results of the habitat type and fish passage inventory for each watershed are described
below. Habitat quality and fish barrier summary tables are provided, as well as narratives that
describe the Keystone barriers. Within the summary tables that describe the barrier type and
habitat quantity and quality, the stream length represents the stream distance between the
barriers, and the habitat quality represents the habitat quality rating determined from the previous
barrier up to the barrier listed (or, in the case of the first barrier, from the ocean to the first barrier).
Keystone barriers are generally the most downstream barrier blocking or significantly impeding
upstream adult steelhead passage. Providing effective upstream adult steelhead passage at
Keystone barriers is an essential step to steelhead recovery within each watershed and the
region. Photographs are inserted to enhance the Keystone barrier descriptions.
For all but one of the streams and tributaries surveyed, an obvious boulder or steep bedrock
feature in the channel defined the natural upstream limit of anadromy. The only exception was
within the Serrano and Wood Canyon tributaries of Big Sycamore Creek, where the upper limit
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was defined as a lengthy dry channel where the flow became ephemeral above a persistently wet
stream reach.
For the 10 focal watersheds for which field surveys were conducted, 110 natural and
anthropogenic upstream steelhead migration barriers were identified and mapped.
GIS maps are also provided for each watershed. For Malibu, the GIS map is from the Heal the
Bay report titled, Fish Migration Barrier Severity and Steelhead Habitat Quality in the Malibu Creek
Watershed (2005). A complete copy of this report is provided in Appendix H. For Topanga, the
GIS map was generated based on information provided in Dagit et al. 2004. For Solstice, the GIS
map was generated based on information provided by NPS and Spina et al. 1999. Complete field
data sheets and Excel databases developed for each watershed are provided in Appendices D
and E.
3.4.1

Arroyo Sequit

3.4.1.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Arroyo Sequit, the fourth largest focal watershed in the Santa Monica Mountains, is one of three
streams where steelhead are commonly found. Generally overall habitat quality for adult
steelhead ranges from poor to good on the mainstem, while overall habitat for juveniles ranges
from poor to excellent. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was
identified as one of top three watersheds where future restoration efforts should be focused.
Description and Severity
The lowermost fish passage barrier (barrier no. 1) is recognized as the Keystone barrier for this
watershed. Often called Lower Campground Road (Photo 3.0), this barrier is a well-known and
conspicuous instream road crossing that has been in place for about 40 years within Leo Carrillo
State Park. Several recent tours and training exercises about fish passage issues have occurred
at this barrier. This road is readily visible from PCH, which is not considered a passage barrier
since it consists of a wide span bridge. The Keystone barrier can be visited easily by strolling from
free coastal access car parking slots outside the State Park entrance kiosk. The road connects
the Park entrance and campground with the lifeguard station and beach. The road crosses the
stream channel and turns under the bridge span of PCH towards the beach and lifeguard station,
and connects with other beach access roads from upcoast on the ocean side of PCH.
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Photo 3.0 Arroyo Sequit Lower Campground Road (Barrier no. 1). Upstream view.
The downstream edge of Lower Campground Road, the Keystone barrier, is located 170 linear
meters upstream of the sandbar that contained the lagoon during the field survey in December
2003, a season that by that time still featured no substantial rainfall to form a lagoon nor break
through the sandbar. The road is 7 meters wide, or from the perspective of a fish, it is a barrier 7
meters long. The current road configuration also impinges the lagoon. Considering the length
and slope of the road, the height of the road surface above the downstream pool residual
elevation, and the maximum residual pool depth below the road surface, this barrier calculates out
to a red severity rating.
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Photo 3.1 Arroyo Sequit Lower Campground Road. Downstream view.
Potential Habitat Gain above Keystone
Combining the mainstem stream (also called West Fork Arroyo Sequit) and the East Fork
tributary, the linear distance of potential habitat gain above this Keystone barrier up to the natural
limits of anadromy is 7,602 meters. Other passage barriers lie between the Keystone barrier and
the natural upstream limit of anadromy. Overall, the habitat quality to gain for adult steelhead
ranges between poor and good, mainly because large pools were not very frequent throughout
most stream reaches, although the survey was conducted during the early winter before any
substantial rain of the season during an exceptionally dry year. Habitat quality ranges between
poor and excellent for juvenile steelhead.
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Photo 3.2 Arroyo Sequit Lower Campground Road. The residual pool and
tailwater control elevation are evident in the dry channel.

Photo 3.3 Arroyo Sequit lower channel and nearby road system, October 23, 2004.
PCH and Mulholland Highway are evident. Photo copyright © 2002-2005 Kenneth
& Gabriele Adelman, California Coastal Records Project,
www.californiacoastaline.org.
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Other Fish Passage Barriers
Arroyo Sequit (mainstem and East Fork tributary combined) features 8 other fish passage barriers
above the Keystone barrier. The Upper Campground Road (barrier no. 2) is a small version of the
lower Keystone barrier, but is slightly more severe because it lacks any substantial pool on the
downstream side. The curious short, and smoothly scoured pillars on upper edge of this road
crossing seem to be intended more as elevated steps across flowing water, rather than for
catching debris, but opinions vary about this engineering artifact. The upstream barriers include a
small grade control structure or dam (barrier no. 3); a tall arch culvert with a slightly steep slope
under Mulholland Highway, but also with an excellent pool at the lower end of the culvert (barrier
no. 4); a severe barrier that consists of a series of steep channel drops in the thalweg through a
blow out; grouted stone revetment structure as an apparent attempt at streambank erosion control
(barrier no. 5); and a shallow stone and concrete grade control and swimming pool structure
(barrier no. 6), from which 8 trout reportedly were collected and translocated by DFG staff in 2001.
Natural Upstream Limit, Mainstem
The natural upstream limit of anadromy for the mainstem lies 6,934 linear meters from the beach
sandbar (December 2003 survey location). This natural upstream limit is at a fern-fringed
waterfall more than 8 meters high, called The Grotto. It is a popular, although steep, hiking
destination from NPS trailheads off Yerba Buena Road on the ridge line above the mainstem
Arroyo Sequit.
Natural Upstream Limit, East Fork Tributary
The natural upstream limit of anadromy for the East Fork tributary lies 838 linear meters above the
confluence with the mainstem channel, and consist of 2 contiguous features: a natural waterfall
3.2 meters in height (barrier no. 1), and an old concrete wall or dam with additional concrete
placed immediately upstream in the stream channel, apparently for a streambed grade control
purpose (barrier no. 2). The combined height of the natural waterfall plus the old concrete wall
immediately upstream yields a total vertical height of 5.7 meters above the natural stream
channel.
Even if the old concrete wall were not present, the Project Team considered the natural waterfall
(identified as barrier no. 1) as the natural upper limit for fish passage in East Fork Arroyo Sequit,
especially because the channel slope in this vicinity appears to be so steep that no substantial
pool would form below the waterfall to allow a fish to jump high enough above it. Also, the small
pool that has formed below the natural waterfall appears to be shaped directly as a result of longterm scour by water rushing over the old concrete wall. An argument could be made to extend the
range of anadromy for East Fork by cutting a notch into the old concrete wall and into the natural
bedrock atop the waterfall, and completely remove the flat concrete structure immediately above
the old wall. However, besides a policy issue raised by altering natural rock formations, the
additional length of stream that might be accessible during high flows appears to be only tens of
meters until the channel slope and natural rock formations slightly upstream would render another
naturally impassible point in the channel.
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3.4.1.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Instream Shelter (Adults) Poor-Good
Canopy Closure (Adults)

PoorExcellent
PoorGood

Stream Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to Barrier #5)

Stream Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to Barrier #4)

Stream Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to Barrier #3)

Stream Segment 7
(Barrier # 6 to Barrier #7)

Substrate (Adults)

Overall Total for
Adults

Stream Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to Barrier # 2)

PoorPoor
Poor
Fair
Very Good
Fair
Very Good
PoorVery Good Poor Excellent Very Good Excellent
Excellent
GoodExcellent
NA Very Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent

Stream Segment 6
(Barrier #5 to Barrier # 6)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Stream Segment 1
(up to Barrier #1)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.4
Arroyo Sequit Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Poor

NA

Poor

NA

NA

NA

Poor

NA

Fair

Good

Fair

NA

NA

Poor

NA

Excellent

Good

Good

NA

NA

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Poor

NA

Note: NA-Not applicable indicates that habitat data was not collected within this stream reach.

Table 3.5
Arroyo Sequit Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Barrier
No.
1

Stream
Length
(meters)
170

Adult
Habitat
Quality
Poor

2

1036

Poor

3

402

Good

4

1106

Good

5

1427

Good

6

240

Poor

7

1084

NA

Description of Barrier
Road crossing. Owned by State Parks.
Debris trap made of concrete columns. Owned
by State Parks. Jump Ht. (0.77) Pool depth
(0.14) Slope (0.53)
Abandoned check dam. Owned by State Parks.
Jump Ht. (0.49) Pool depth (0.30) Slope (90)
Culvert made of corrugated steel arch and
concrete walls. Owned by Los Angeles County.
Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0.92) Slope (4.6)
Natural cascade made of grouted boulder rip-rap
sides and fill boulders. Ownership unknown,
possibly private.
Old swimming pool along bedrock ledge.
Privately owned. Jump Ht. (0.03) Pool depth
(0.72) Slope (86)
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall. Possibly
located within private land.

Barrier Code/
Figure #
AS1/Figure 3.0

Severity
Rating
Red

AS2/Figure 3.0

Red

AS3/Figure 3.0

Gray

AS4/Figure 3.0

Green

AS5/Figure3.0

Red

AS6/Figure 3.0

Gray

AS7/Figure 3.0

Unknown

Notes: Keystone barrier is shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m), and slope (%) are provided
for man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.
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Barrier ID: AS2/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Debris trap & road
crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: AS110303
Distance from Ocean: 1213 meters
Stream Length: 1036 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier AS2
Barrier ID: AS3/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit 3
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Abandoned check dam
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: AS110503
Distance from Ocean: 1622 meters
Stream Length: 402 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier AS3
Barrier ID: AS4/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit 4
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Metal culvert w/concrete
walls
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Green
GIS File: ASI110303
Distance from Ocean: 2729 meters
Stream Length: 1106 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Barrier AS4
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Barrier ID: AS5/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit 5
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Natural cascade
w/grouted boulders
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ASI110603
Distance from Ocean: 4173 meters
Stream Length: 1427 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier AS5
Barrier ID: AS6/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit 6
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Old swimming pool
along bedrock ledge.
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: AS1110303
Distance from Ocean: 4415 meters
Stream Length: 240 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier AS6
Barrier ID: AS7/Figure 3.0
Stream: Arroyo Sequit 7
Field Survey Date(s): 11/03-05-06 &
11/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Unknown
GIS File: AS1110303
Distance from Ocean: 6934meters
Stream Length: 1084 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: NA

Barrier AS7
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Substrate (Adults)

Stream
Segment 3
(above
barrier #2)

Pools/Habitat Type (Juveniles)

Good-Excellent

Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)

Pools/Habitat Type (Adults)

Stream
Segment 1
(up to Barrier #1)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.6
Arroyo Sequit, East Fork Tributary Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Good

NA

Excellent

NA

Excellent

NA

Poor

Very Good-Excellent Very Good
Poor-Fair

Fair

Instream Shelter (Adults)

Fair-Good

Fair

NA

Good

Canopy Closure (Adults)

Very Good-Excellent

Excellent

NA

Very Good

Overall Total for Adults

Fair-Good

Fair

NA

Good

Note: NA-Not applicable, barriers 1 and 2 are contiguous; therefore, no habitat exists between them.

Table 3.7
Arroyo Sequit, East Fork Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

838

Fair

2

840

NA

Description of Barrier
Natural waterfall. Concrete channel
upstream. Owned by State Parks.
Upstream limit. Dam made of
concrete. Ownership unknown.

Barrier Code/
Figure #

Severity
Rating

ASEF1/Figure 3.0

Red

ASEF2/Figure 3.0

Red

Barrier ID: ASEF1/Figure 3.0
Stream: East Fork Arroyo Sequit
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10 & 11/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ASefI111003
Distance from confluence with
mainstem Arroyo Sequit: 838 meters
Stream Length: 838 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair

Barrier ASEF1
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Barrier ID: ASEF2/Figure 3.0
Stream: East Fork Arroyo Sequit 1
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11/2003
Barrier Type: Dam
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ASefI111003
Distance from confluence with
mainstem Arroyo Sequit: 840 meters
Stream Length: 840 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: NA

The GIS map developed for Arroyo Sequit is provided below as Figure 3.0.
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Figure 3.0 AS Map
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3.4.2

Big Sycamore

3.4.2.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Big Sycamore is the second largest focal watershed in the Santa Monica Mountains. A historic
presence of steelhead prior to 1980 has been documented. The stream appears to be baseflow
limited, since a mere 2% of its channel is wet. Generally habitat quality for adult steelhead is
considered poor to good while juvenile habitat is considered poor to excellent, with the best habitat
quality found in the stream’s upper reaches and the Wood Canyon tributary. Based on both
stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was identified as one of the watersheds where
future restoration efforts should not be focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1 on the mainstem – see Photo 3.4) – is a culverted road
crossing with a severity rating of gray. Located 2,130 meters upstream of the sandbar that formed
the small lagoon during the field survey in December 2003, this Keystone barrier impedes access
to 6,283 meters of linear habitat in the tributaries upstream of this road crossing barrier. Habitat
quality overall ranges between poor and good for adult steelhead above this Keystone barrier.

Photo 3.4 Big Sycamore Creek mainstem Keystone
barrier (barrier no. 1). Downstream view.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Big Sycamore (the mainstem with Wood Canyon and Serrano tributaries combined) features 10
other fish passage barriers above the Keystone barrier. Anthropomorphic structures, such as
encased pipes at barriers no. 2 and no. 3, concrete channelization at barrier no. 4, a road crossing
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at barrier BSW1, and a concrete slab at BSS1 exist. The remaining 5other barriers are natural
features.
Natural Upstream Limit
Unlike the majority of other focal watersheds surveyed where the natural upstream limits of
anadromy are generally natural waterfalls, the upstream limit for Big Sycamore and its two
tributaries appears to be where the stream becomes ephemeral.
3.4.2.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

Stream Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)

Stream Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)

Stream Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to
Barrier #5)

Stream Segment 6
(Mainstem to
BSW1)

Stream Segment 7
(BSW1 to BSW2)

Substrate (Adults)

PoorGood
Good
PoorExcellent
Excellent
GoodFair
Very Good
PoorFair
Good
PoorPoor
Very Good
PoorFair
Good

Stream Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Stream Segment 1
(up to Barrier #1)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.8
Big Sycamore with Wood Canyon Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Very
Good

Poor

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

Poor

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

NA

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Poor

Note: NA-Not applicable indicates that habitat data was not collected within this stream reach.
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Table 3.9
Big Sycamore with Wood Canyon Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

2130

2

422

3

693

4

6908

5

2965

BSW1

3883

BSW2

113

Barrier Code/ Severity
Description of Barrier
Figure #
Rating
Unimproved road crossing with large
Fair
boulders placed on the downstream side. BS1/Figure 3.1
Gray
Owned by CalTrans.
Concrete encased pipe. Ownership unknown,
Poor
possibly public. Jump Ht. (0.03) Pool depth BS2/Figure 3.1
Red
(0.64) Slope (3.01)
Concrete encased pipe. Ownership unknown,
Poor
possibly public. Jump Ht. (0.03) Pool depth BS3/Figure 3.1
Red
(0.21) Slope (5.96)
Concrete channel. Ownership unknown,
Poor
possibly public. Jump Ht. (0.13) Pool depth BS4/Figure 3.1
Gray
(0.23) Slope (1.9)
Upstream limit. Natural chute, with rip-rap on
Good
slope below. Ownership unknown, possibly BS5/Figure 3.1
Red
public.
Asphalt and concrete road crossing.
Good
Red
Ownership unknown, possibly public. Jump BSW1/Figure 3.1
Ht. (0.86) Pool depth (0.34) Slope (0)
Poor

Upstream limit. Stream turns ephemeral.

BSW2/Figure 3.1

Red

Notes: Keystone barrier is shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m), and slope (%) are
provided for man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.

Stream
Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)

Stream
Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)

Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)

Substrate (Adults)

Stream
Segment 1 (up
to Barrier #1)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.10
Big Sycamore, Serrano Tributary Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Poor-Good

Poor

Fair

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Good

Excellent

Very Good

NA

Fair

Fair

Very Good

NA

Very Good

Very Good

Fair

NA

Fair

Very Good

Very Good

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

PoorExcellent
FairVery Good
FairVery Good
FairVery Good
PoorVery Good
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Table 3.11
Big Sycamore, Serrano Tributary Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Barrier Length
No.
(meters)

Adult
Habitat
Quality

1

5

Poor

2

1030

Fair

3

922

Good

4

433

Very
Good

Description of Barrier
Concrete slab acts as small dam. Owned
by the Santa Monica Mountains National
Recreational Area. Jump Ht. (0.29) Pool
depth (0.54) Slope (0)
Natural small step. Owned by the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreational
Area.
Natural small step. Owned by the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreational
Area.
Upstream limit. Not a barrier, stream
turned ephemeral.

Barrier
Code/
Figure #

Severity
Rating

BSS1/Figure 3.1

Gray

BSS2/Figure 3.1 Unknown

BSS3/Figure 3.1 Unknown
BSS4/Figure 3.1

Red

Notes: Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m), and slope (%) are provided for man-made barriers that are
not the Keystone barrier.

Barrier ID: BS2/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete encased pipe
Barrier Material: Concrete and pipe
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from Ocean: 2552 meters
Stream length between barriers: 422
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier BS2
Barrier ID: BS3/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete encased pipe
Barrier Material: Concrete and pipe
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from Ocean: 3245 meters
Stream length between barriers: 693
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Note: Barrier also impairs access to
Wood Canyon tributary
Barrier BS3
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Barrier ID: BS4/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete channel
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: NA
Distance from Ocean: 10153 meters
Stream length between barriers: 6908
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier BS4
Barrier ID: BS5/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Natural
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from Ocean: 13118 meters
Stream length between barriers: 2965
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Note: This is the natural upstream limit
of anadromy (the stream turns
ephemeral).

Barrier BS5
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Wood Canyon Tributary to Big Sycamore

Barrier BSW1

Barrier ID: BSW1/Figure 3.1
Stream: Wood Canyon tributary to Big
Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Road crossing.
Barrier Material: Asphalt and concrete.
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from confluence with
mainstem Big Sycamore: 3883 meters
Stream length between barriers: 3883
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

There are no photographs of BSW2, which is the point where the stream turns ephemeral,
and thus the natural upstream limit of anadromy.
Serrano Tributary to Big Sycamore
Barrier ID: BSS1/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore – Serrano
Tributary
Field Survey Date(s): 12/08/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete slab
Barrier Material: Concrete 0.20 meters
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: SERRANO 120503
Distance from confluence with
mainstem Big Sycamore: 5 meters
Stream length between barriers: 5
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier BSS1
There are no photographs for BSS2 or BSS3 on file.
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Barrier ID: BSS4/Figure 3.1
Stream: Big Sycamore – Serrano
Tributary
Field Survey Date(s): 12/08/2003
Barrier Type: Natural
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: N/A
Distance from confluence with mainstem
Big Sycamore: 2390 meters
Stream length between barriers: 2385
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Very good
Note: This is the natural upstream limit of
anadromy (the stream turns ephemeral).

Barrier BSS4
The GIS map developed for Big Sycamore is provided below as Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Big Sycamore
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3.4.3

Corral Canyon

3.4.3.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Corral Canyon covers 3.62 square miles, which makes it one of the smallest focal Santa Monica
Mountains watersheds. No historic presence of steelhead has been identified in the watershed.
Habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between fair and good, while juvenile habitat is
considered very good. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was
determined to be within the second tier of watersheds where future restoration efforts should be
focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is the only barrier in the Corral Canyon watershed. This
barrier consists of a small pipe that is exposed on the streambed and has formed a plunge pool
half a meter deep. This Keystone barrier impedes fish access to 676 meters of stream habitat
with an overall rating of fair adult steelhead habitat quality (see Photo 3.5). However, the fish
passage severity rating for this pipe crossing is gray.

Photo 3.5 Corral Canyon Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1).
Upstream view.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
PCH features a wide concrete boxed culvert over Corral Creek and is not considered a barrier,
although substantial sediment accumulation does occur under the highway.
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Natural Upstream Limit
The upper limit of anadromy (barrier no. 2) is a very steep bedrock cascade located 1,665 meters
upstream from the sandbar that formed the small lagoon during the field survey in December
2003.
3.4.3.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Substrate (Adults)

Stream Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)

Pools/Habitat Type (Juveniles)

Stream Segment 1
(up to Barrier #1)

Pools/Habitat Type (Adults)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.12
Corral Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Poor-Fair

Poor

Fair

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Good

NA

Instream Shelter (Adults)

Good

Good

NA

Canopy Closure (Adults)

Very Good

Very Good

NA

Overall Total for Adults

Fair-Good

Good

Fair

Table 3.13
Corral Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Barrier Length
No. (meters)

Adult
Habitat
Quality

1

986

Good

2

676

Fair

Description of Barrier
Exposed metal pipe five inches in
diameter, traps sediment. Likely
owned by the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy.
Upstream limit. Natural cascade.
Ownership unknown, possibly private.

Barrier Code/ Severity
Figure #
Rating
CR1/Figure 3.2

Gray

CR2/Figure 3.2

Red

Note: Keystone barrier is shown in bold.
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Barrier ID: CR2/Figure 3.2
Stream: Corral
Field Survey Date(s): 12/02/2003
Barrier Type: Natural cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: CC120203
Distance from ocean: 1665 meters
Stream length between barriers: 676
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair

Barrier CR2
The GIS map developed for Corral Canyon is provided below as Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Corral Canyon
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3.4.4

Encinal Canyon

3.4.4.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Encinal Canyon is one of the smallest focal Santa Monica Mountains watersheds, covering 2.08
square miles. No historic presence of steelhead has been identified in this watershed. Overall
habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between fair and good, while juvenile habitat ranges
between very good and excellent. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream
was determined to be within a second tier of watersheds where future restoration efforts should be
focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The situation for Encinal Creek is quite similar to the neighboring Lechuza Creek watershed. The
Keystone barrier (no. 1, see Photo 3.6) is the culvert under PCH and, except for an upstream
small grade control structure, this culvert is the only severe anthropogenic barrier on this creek.
The natural upstream limit of anadromy is a waterfall that occurs at 1,566 meters above the
survey starting point on the narrow beach. Built in 1937, the Keystone barrier is a single concrete
box culvert measuring 1.8 meters wide, 3.5 meters tall, and 66 meters long at a slope of 5.3%
grade. Although the elevation of the pool below the outlet of the culvert is close enough to the
elevation of the downstream outlet of the culvert, based upon length and slope alone, the fish
passage severity is rated as red.

Photo 3.6 Encinal Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) under PCH. Downstream view.
Below the culvert, 259 meters of overall fair habitat is accessible to adult steelhead, although the
beach was a narrow strand of sand during the field survey in December 2003 with no lagoon
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present then, if ever. This Keystone barrier blocks 1,240 meters of linear habitat above the
upstream inlet of the culvert. Upstream inaccessible adult habitat quality ranges fair and good.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
PCH features a wide concrete boxed culvert over Corral Creek and is not considered a barrier,
although substantial sediment accumulation does occur under the highway. Of the seven barriers
above the Keystone, only barrier no. 2 is man-made, all others are natural. Barrier no. 2 is a small
concrete and boulder dam at 226 meters above the Keystone barrier.
Natural Upstream Limit
The natural upstream limit of anadromy (barrier no. 8) is a natural waterfall located 1,566 meters
upstream from where the Pacific Ocean interfaces with the stream.
3.4.4.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Stream
Segment 1 (up
to Barrier #1)
Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)
Stream
Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)
Stream
Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)
Stream
Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to
Barrier #5)
Stream
Segment 6
(Barrier #5 to
Barrier # 6)
Stream
Segment 7
(Barrier # 6 to
Barrier #7)
Stream
Segment 8
(Barrier # 7 to
Barrier #8)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.14
Encinal Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

PoorVery
Fair
Good
Pools/Habitat
Very
Very
Type
GoodGood
(Juveniles)
Excellent
Substrate
FairFair
(Adults)
Excellent
FairInstream
Very
Very
Shelter (Adults)
Good
Good
Canopy
FairClosure
Fair
Excellent
(Adults)
Overall Total
FairFair
for Adults
Good
Pools/Habitat
Type (Adults)

Poor

Fair

Fair

Good

Excellent

Very
Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

Excellent

Good

NA

Fair

Fair

Good

Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Very
Good

Excellent

Fair

NA

NA

NA

Fair

NA

NA

Good

NA

Fair

NA

NA

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Fair

Excellent Excellent

Note: NA-Not applicable indicates habitat data was not collected.
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Table 3.15
Encinal Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
Description of Barrier
1
259
Fair
Concrete box culvert. Owned by CalTrans.
Small concrete/boulder dam. Ownership
2
226
Good
unknown, possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.45)
Pool depth (0.39) Slope (90).
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown,
3
705
Good
possibly private.
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown,
4
154
Good
possibly private.
Natural chute. Ownership unknown, possibly
5
71
Good
private.
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown,
6
40
Fair
possibly private.
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown,
7
2
Good
possibly private.
Natural upstream limit of anadromy. Natural
8
5
Fair
waterfall. Ownership unknown, possibly
private.

Barrier Code/
Figure #
EN1/Figure 3.3

Severity
Rating
Red

EN2/Figure 3.3

Gray

EN3/Figure 3.3

Red

EN4/Figure 3.3

Red

EN5/Figure 3.3

Red

EN6/Figure 3.3

Red

EN7/Figure 3.3

Red

EN8/Figure 3.3

Red

Note: Keystone barrier is shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m), and slope (%) provided for manmade barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.

Barrier ID: EN2/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Small concrete boulder
dam
Barrier Material: Concrete & boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: EC122909
Distance from ocean: 485 meters
Stream length between barriers: 226
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier EN2
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Barrier ID: EN3/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: EC122909
Distance from ocean: 1190 meters
Stream length between barriers: 705
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier EN3
Barrier ID: EN4/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ENC00804
Distance from ocean: 1344 meters
Stream length between barriers: 154
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Barrier EN4
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Barrier ID: EN5/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural chute
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ENC00804
Distance from ocean: 1415 meters
Stream length between barriers: 71
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier EN5
Barrier ID: EN6/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ENC00804
Distance from ocean: 1455 meters
Stream length between barriers: 40
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair
Barrier EN6
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Barrier ID: EN7/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: EC10803
Distance from ocean: 1457 meters
Stream length between barriers: 2 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier EN7
Barrier ID: EN8/Figure 3.3
Stream: Encinal
Field Survey Date(s): 12/29/2003 &
1/08/2004
Barrier Type: Natural cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: EC10803
Distance from ocean: 1462 meters
Stream length between barriers: 5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair
Note: Natural upstream limit of anadromy.

Barrier EN8
The GIS map developed for Encinal Canyon is provided below as Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Encinal Canyon
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3.4.5

Escondido Creek

3.4.5.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Covering just 4.31 square miles, Escondido Creek is one of the smaller focal Santa Monica
Mountains watersheds. No historic presence of steelhead has been identified in this watershed.
Habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between poor and good while juvenile habitat ranges
between poor and excellent. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was
determined to be within the third tier of watersheds where future restoration efforts should not be
focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2) is a round concrete culvert that appears to be under Sea Vista
Drive, off Via Escondido Drive (see Photo 3.7 below). Located 1,053 meters upstream of the
sandbar that formed the small lagoon during the field survey in December 2003, this culvert blocks
access to 2,640 meters of linear habitat upstream. Habitat quality for adult steelhead overall is
poor to moderate for steelhead above this Keystone barrier.

Photo 3.7 Escondido Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2). Downstream view.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
The other passage barriers (nos. 1, 3, and 5) are small instream road crossings or bridge
abutments that are rated as gray barriers for fish passage. Barrier no. 4 is also a small instream
road crossing, although it has a fish passage severity rating of red. Barrier no. 6 is a metal culvert
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with a fish passage severity rating of red. PCH features a wide span bridge over Escondido
Creek, which is not considered a barrier, although substantial sediment accumulation does occur
under it.
Natural Upstream Limit
The upper limit of anadromy (barrier no. 7) is a natural waterfall located 3,708 meters upstream
from the Pacific Ocean interface with the stream.
3.4.5.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)
Substrate (Adults)
Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

PoorFair
PoorExcellent
PoorExcellent

Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)
Stream
Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)
Stream
Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)
Stream
Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to
Barrier #5)
Stream
Segment 6
(Barrier #5 to
Barrier # 6)
Stream
Segment 7
(Barrier # 6
to Barrier #7)

Stream
Segment 1
(to Barrier 1)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.16
Escondido Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Fair

Fair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Very
Good

Very
Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Excellent

Poor

Excellent

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

NA

NA

NA

NA

Fair

PoorExcellent
PoorGood

Very
Good

Poor

NA

NA

NA

NA

Excellent

Fair

Fair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Note: NA-Not applicable indicates habitat data was not collected.
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Table 3.17
Escondido Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

181

Fair

2

861

Fair

3

61

Poor

4

167

Poor

5

163

Poor

6

305

Poor

7

1920

Good

Barrier Code/
Description of Barrier
Figure #
Concrete bridge abutment with flat
concrete channel under bridge. Ownership
ES1/Figure 3.4
unknown, possibly public. Jump Ht. (0)
Pool depth (0) Slope (1.04).
Concrete pipe culvert. Privately owned. ES2/Figure 3.4
Concrete road crossing (bridge abutment),
flat concrete bottom under bridge.
ES3/Figure 3.4
Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0) Slope (0)
Concrete horse trail crossing. Ownership
unknown. Jump Ht. (0.68) Pool depth ES4/Figure 3.4
(0.47) Slope (0)
Concrete horse trail crossing. Ownership
unknown, possibly public. Jump Ht. (0.51) ES5/Figure 3.4
Pool depth (0.31) Slope (0)
Metal pipe culvert, perched and undercut.
Ownership unknown, possibly public.
ES6/Figure 3.4
Jump Ht. (1.26) Pool depth (0.52) Slope
(2.25)
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall
ES7/Figure 3.4
(Escondido Falls). Ownership unknown.

Severity
Rating
Gray
Red
Gray

Red

Gray

Red

Red

Notes: Keystone barrier is shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided for
man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.

Barrier ID: ES1/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete bridge with flat
concrete apron
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ES120303
Distance from ocean: 181 meters
Stream length between barriers: 181
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair
Barrier ES1
The Keystone barrier for Escondido, barrier ES2, is located 1,053 meters from the ocean,
between ES1 pictured above and ES3 pictured below.
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Barrier ID: ES3/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete bridge with flat
concrete apron
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ES120303
Distance from ocean: 1103 meters
Stream length between barriers: 61
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair
Barrier ES3
Barrier ID: ES4/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete horse crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ES120303
Distance from ocean: 1270 meters
Stream length between barriers: 167
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ES4

Barrier ID: ES5/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete horse crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ES120303
Distance from ocean: 1433 meters
Stream length between barriers: 163
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ES5
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Barrier ID: ES6/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Metal culvert
Barrier Material: Metal culvert
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ES120303
Distance from ocean: 1737.5 meters
Stream length between barriers: 305
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ES6
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Barrier ID: ES7/Figure 3.4
Stream: Escondido
Field Survey Date(s): 12/03-04/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ES120403
Distance from ocean: 3708 meters
Stream length between barriers: 1920
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Note: Natural upstream limit of anadromy

Barrier ES7
The GIS map developed for Escondido Creek is provided below as Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Escondido
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3.4.6
3.4.6.1

Las Flores
Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Las Flores is one of the smaller focal watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains covering just
4.14 square miles. While a historic presence of steelhead prior to 1980 has been documented,
this information is considered somewhat uncertain. In general, habitat quality for adult steelhead
ranges between poor and good while juvenile habitat is considered excellent. Based on both
stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was identified as one of the watersheds where
future restoration efforts should be focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier is a complex of two abandoned concrete dams (barriers no. 2 and no. 3)
filled with sediment that are located in the center section of the watershed (Photo 3.8). These
barriers appear to provide no function or discernable benefits any longer since the nearby houses
burned down decades ago. Keystone barrier no. 2 is a reinforced concrete dam located 2,355
meters from the ocean, while Keystone barrier no. 3, located 124 meters further upstream, is a
dam made of substrate cemented together. Each has jump heights exceeding 1.6 meters in
elevation, pools depths of 0.4 meters and 1.2 meters respectively, and vertical slopes. For these
reasons the barrier severity rating for both these Keystone barriers is red.

Barrier no. 2

Barrier no. 3

Photo 3.8 Las Flores Keystone barriers (barriers no. 2 and no. 3).
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Comment [JOB1]: Jim, my recollection is that
these are not explained for the other keystones, but
should be especially now that we are adding them for
the other man made barriers (sorry to suggest more
work again, so I’ll stop now).

Section 3 – Results
The habitat above the Keystone barriers features 1,300 meters of some of the best habitat in the
watershed. Unfortunately, 110 meters above barrier no. 3, a round concrete culvert at Gorge Rd.
presents another red barrier (barrier no. 4).
The PCH span over Las Flores Creek is not considered a barrier, although substantial sediment
accumulation does occur under the highway bridge.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
In addition to the Keystone barrier complex, 4 other fish passage barriers occur within the Las
Flores watershed. The one barrier located downstream of the Keystone barrier complex is a
natural waterfall that is located 2,046 meters from the Pacific Ocean (barrier no. 1). Although
this barrier has a severity rating of red, DFG personnel familiar with this waterfall believe it may
be passable under high flow conditions (John O’Brien, personal communication December
2005). The first barrier upstream of the Keystone barrier complex is a round concrete culvert
under Gorge Road (barrier no. 4) with a severity rating of red due to the jump height and the
lack of baffles. This barrier is either privately owned or owned by the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works (Richard Calvin, personal communication December 2005). The
last barrier (barrier no. 5) before reaching the natural upstream limit of anadromy is a natural
waterfall blocking steelhead access to 303 meters of poor quality habitat.
Natural Upstream Limit
The natural upstream limit of anadromy is a natural waterfall (barrier no. 6) that contains a 5 meter
drop, which is located 1,339 meters above the Keystone barrier complex (barrier no. 2 and barrier
no. 3).
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3.4.6.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

PoorGood

Fair

Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)
Stream
Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)
Stream
Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)
Stream
Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to
Barrier #5)
Stream
Segment 6
(Barrier #5 to
Barrier # 6)

Stream
Segment 1 (up
to Barrier #1)

Pools/Habitat Type (Adults)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.18
Las Flores Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Pools/Habitat Type (Juveniles) Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
Substrate (Adults)
Instream Shelter (Adults)
Canopy Closure (Adults)
Overall Total for Adults

FairExcellent
PoorFair
FairVery Good
Fair-Good

Good

Excellent

Fair

Good

Good

Excellent

Fair

Fair

Poor

Poor

Fair

Poor

Fair

Very
Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Table 3.19
Las Flores Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

2046

Fair

2

307

Good

3

124

Fair

4

110

Good

5

912

Good

6

303

Good

Description of Barrier
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown, possibly
public. Jump Ht. (1.98) Pool depth (0.48)
Slope (90)
Concrete dam. Ownership unknown,
probably private.
Dam (made of substrate concreted together).
Ownership unknown, probably private.
Concrete circular culvert. Ownership either
private or LA County Dept. of Public Works Jump
Ht. (1.47) Pool depth (0.50) Slope (9.29)

Barrier Code/ Severity
Figure #
Rating
LF1/Figure 3.5

Red

LF2/Figure 3.5

Red

LF3/Figure 3.5

Red

LF4/Figure 3.5

Red

Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.

LF5/Figure 3.5

Red

Upstream limit. Natural waterfall. Ownership
unknown, possibly public.

LF6/Figure 3.5

Red

Notes: Keystone barriers are shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided for
man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier
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Barrier ID: LF1/Figure 3.5
Stream: Las Flores
Field Survey Date(s): 11/04, 07, 2426/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LF110703
Distance from ocean: 2046 meters
Stream length between barriers: 2046
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair

Barrier LF1
Photos of the Keystone barriers (nos. 2 and 3) have been previously provided (Photo 3.8).
Barrier ID: LF4/Figure 3.5
Stream: Las Flores
Field Survey Date(s): 11/04, 07, 2426/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete culvert
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 2587 meters
Stream length between barriers: 110
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LF4
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Barrier ID: LF5/Figure 3.5
Stream: Las Flores
Field Survey Date(s): 11/04, 07,2426/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LF112503
Distance from ocean: 3499 meters
Stream length between barriers: 912
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LF5

Barrier ID: LF6/Figure 3.5
Stream: Las Flores
Field Survey Date(s): 11/04, 07, 2426/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LF112603
Distance from ocean: 3802 meters
Stream length between barriers: 303
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Note: Natural upstream limit of
anadromy.

Barrier LF6

The GIS map developed for Las Flores is provided below as Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Las Flores
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3.4.7
3.4.7.1

Lechuza
Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Covering only 1.42 square miles, Lechuza Creek is the smallest of the Santa Monica Mountains
focal watersheds. No historic presence of steelhead has been identified in this watershed.
Habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between good and very good, while juvenile habitat
ranges between very good and excellent. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the
stream was identified as one of the watersheds where future restoration efforts should not be
focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The situation for Lechuza Creek is quite similar to the neighboring Encinal Creek watershed. The
Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is the culvert under PCH (see Photo 3.9 below). It is the only
anthropogenic barrier on this creek up to the natural upstream limit of a waterfall at 1,460 meters
above the survey starting point. Built in 1935, the Keystone barrier is a single concrete box culvert
measuring 1.9 meters wide, 2.4 meters tall, and 45 meters long at a slope of 5.2%. Based upon
length and slope alone, the fish passage severity is rated as red.

Photo 3.9 Lechuza Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1).
Downstream view.
Below the Keystone barrier (culvert), 286 meters of very good adult steelhead habitat is
accessible, although during the field survey in December 2003 the beach was a narrow strand of
cobble with no lagoon present. This Keystone barrier blocks 1,130 meters of linear habitat above
the upstream inlet of the culvert. Upstream inaccessible adult steelhead habitat is assessed
overall as good.
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Other Fish Passage Barriers
Above the Keystone barrier at PCH three other barriers exist (barriers no. 2 through no. 4). All of
these are natural low-flow barriers or other natural features.
Natural Upstream Limit
The natural upstream limit of anadromy (barrier no. 5) is a natural waterfall located 1,460 meters
upstream from where the Pacific Ocean interfaces with the stream.
3.4.7.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Pools/Habitat Type (Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type (Juveniles)
Substrate (Adults)
Instream Shelter (Adults)

Stream
Segment 1
(up to Barrier
#1)
Stream
Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to
Barrier # 2)
Stream
Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to
Barrier #3)
Stream
Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to
Barrier #4)
Stream
Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to
Barrier #5)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.20
Lechuza Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Fair-Good

Good

Very GoodExcellent
Very GoodExcellent

Very
Good

Fair-Good

Canopy Closure (Adults)

Fair-Excellent

Overall Total for Adults

GoodVery Good

Fair

Good

Excellent Excellent

Excellent Excellent Excellent
Good
Very
Good
Very
Good

Good

Good

Very
Good
Very
Good

Very
Good
Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Table 3.21
Lechuza Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Barrier Length
No. (meters)

Adult
Habitat
Quality

1

286

Very Good

2

138

Good

3

507

Good

4

121

Good

5

360

Good

Description of Barrier
Concrete box culvert across PCH.
Owned by CalTrans.
Natural low-flow barrier. Ownership
unknown, possibly public.
Natural bedrock waterfall. Ownership
unknown, possibly public.
Natural barrier. Ownership unknown,
possibly public.
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall.
Ownership unknown.

Barrier
Code/
Figure #

Severity
Rating

LC1/Figure 3.5

Red

LC2/Figure 3.5 Unknown
LC3/Figure 3.5 Unknown
LC4/Figure 3.5 Unknown
LC5/Figure 3.5

Red

Note: Keystone barrier is shown in bold.
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Barrier ID: LC2/Figure 3.6
Stream: Lechuza
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Natural low flow barrier
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Unknown
GIS File: LaCh120903
Distance from ocean: 424 meters
Stream length between barriers: 138
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LC2
There are no photographs of the two natural bedrock barriers, barriers LC3 and LC4.
Between these 2 barriers is 121 meters of good adult steelhead habitat.
Barrier ID: LC5/Figure 3.6
Stream: Lechuza
Field Survey Date(s): 12/09/2003
Barrier Type: Natural cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LaCh121503
Distance from ocean: 1412 meters
Stream length between barriers: 360
meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Note: Natural upstream limit of
anadromy.

Barrier LC5
The GIS map developed for Lechuza is provided below as Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Lechuza
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3.4.8
3.4.8.1

Little Sycamore
Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Little Sycamore Creek is one of the smaller focal watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains
covering just 4.85 square miles. There is no evidence of steelhead utilizing this stream. Generally
habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between poor and good, while juvenile habitat ranges
between poor and excellent. Based on both stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was
determined to be within a third tier of watersheds where future restoration efforts should be
focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2, see Photo 3.10) is a 6 meter long concrete-lined channel with
a slope at a 3.8% grade and nearly no pool on the downstream side. Located 340 meters
upstream of the sandbar that formed the small lagoon during the field survey in December 2003,
this Keystone barrier blocks access to 4,780 meters of linear habitat upstream up to the natural
upstream limit of anadromy, which is barrier no. 25. Habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges
between poor and good above the Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2).

Photo 3.10 Little Sycamore Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2). Upstream view.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Above the Keystone barrier, Little Sycamore Creek has 23 fish passage barriers. Generally these
can be divided into two categories. Barriers no. 3 through barrier no. 14 are concrete man-made
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dams or road crossing features covering approximately 1,100 meters of poor adult quality stream
habitat. Above barrier no. 14 an assemblage of 11 natural cascades or waterfalls covering over
3,500 meters of better quality adult steelhead habitat exist.
Natural Upstream Limit
A natural cascade (barrier no. 15) at 3,335 meters upstream might be defined as the natural
upstream limit of anadromy, based on the small pool below and the steepness of the cascade.
However, in this analysis the upper limit of anadromy was considered barrier no. 25.
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3.4.8.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Substrate (Adults)
Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

Stream Segment 7 (Barrier
# 6 to Barrier #7)
Stream Segment 8 (Barrier
# 7 to Barrier #8)
Stream Segment 9 (Barrier
# 8 to Barrier #9)

Poor

Very
Good

Very
Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor
Good

NA

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Fair

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Poor

Good

Stream Segment 10
(Barrier # 9 to Barrier #10)

Stream Segment 6 (Barrier
#5 to Barrier # 6)

Stream Segment 5 (Barrier
#4 to Barrier #5)

Stream Segment 3 (Barrier
#2 to Barrier #3)

Stream Segment 4 (Barrier
#3 to Barrier #4)

Stream Segment 2 (Barrier
#1 to Barrier # 2)

Good Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor

Poor Poor Poor Poor

Poor Poor Poor

Very
Poor Poor Poor
Good

Stream Segment 20
(Barrier #19 to Barrier #20)

Stream Segment 18
(Barrier #17 to Barrier #18)

Fair

Stream Segment 19
(Barrier #18 to Barrier #19)

Poor Poor Poor Poor

Stream Segment 17
(Barrier #16 to Barrier #17)

Stream Segment 14
(Barrier #13 to Barrier #14)

Good Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor

Stream Segment 16
(Barrier #15 to Barrier #16)

PoorGood
PoorExcellent
FairVery Good
FairGood
Very GoodExcellent

Fair

Stream Segment 15
(Barrier #14 to Barrier #15)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Poor

Stream Segment 13
(Barrier #12 to Barrier #13)

Poor-Good

Total Stream Length

Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

Stream Segment 1 (up to
Barrier #1)

Substrate (Adults)

PoorGood
PoorExcellent
FairVery Good
FairGood
Very GoodExcellent

Stream Segment 11
Barrier #10 to Barrier # 11)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Stream Segment 12
(Barrier #11 to Barrier #12)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.22
Little Sycamore Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Fair

Poor

Very
Good
Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA Excellent

Poor-Good Poor Poor Poor Poor Good Poor Poor Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent
Very
Good
Fair
Very
Good
Fair

Note: NA-Not applicable, indicates that habitat data was not collected within this stream reach.
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Canopy Closure (Adults)
Overall Total for Adults

Stream Segment
25 (Barrier #24
to Barrier #25)

Instream Shelter (Adults)

Stream Segment
24 (Barrier #23
to Barrier #24)

Substrate (Adults)

Stream Segment
23 (Barrier #22
to Barrier #23)

Pools/Habitat Type (Juveniles)

PoorGood
Good
PoorVery
Excellent
Good
FairVery
Good
Good
FairFair
Good
Very
Good- Excellent
Excellent
PoorGood
Good

Stream Segment
22 (Barrier #21
to Barrier # 22)

Pools/Habitat Type (Adults)

Stream Segment
21 Barrier #20 to
Barrier # 21)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.22 (Continued)
Little Sycamore Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Excellent

Excellent

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Very Good

Excellent

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good
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Table 3.23
Little Sycamore Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Barrier Stream
No. Length
(meters)

Adult
Habitat
Quality

1

54

Poor

2

278

Good

3

109

Good

4

81

Poor

5

42

Poor

6

87

Poor

7

49

Poor

8

14

Poor

9

164

Poor

10

13

Poor

11

7

Poor

12

32

Poor

13

345

Poor

14

223

Poor

15

1773

Good

16

84

Poor

17

12

Poor

18

274

Poor

Description of Barrier

Flat concrete stream bed with embedded
boulders. Owned by CalTrans. Jump Ht. (0.21)
Pool depth (0.02) Slope (9.16).
Concrete channel. Owned by CalTrans.
Sloping concrete weir. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0.41)
Slope (7.40).
Concrete box culvert. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.43) Pool depth
(0.79) Slope (1.00).
Concrete boulder dam, eroded gap at left side
permits fish passage. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.65) Pool depth
(0.18) Slope (0).
Concrete dam. Ownership unknown, possibly
private. Jump Ht. (0.85) Pool depth (0.59)
Slope (0).
Concrete dam with wier below stream grade
attached to wall on right bank. Ownership
unknown. Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0.46)
Slope (NA).
Dam made of concrete boulders, scoured on left
side. Ownership unknown. Jump Ht. (0.33) Pool
depth (0.15) Slope (0)
Dam made of concrete boulders. Ownership
unknown. Jump Ht. (0.9) Pool depth (0.58)
Slope (0).
Dam made of concrete boulders, scoured on
right side. Ownership unknown.
Jump Ht. (0.11) Pool depth (0.69) Slope (0).
Dam made of concrete boulders. Ownership
unknown. Jump Ht. (0.36) Pool depth (0.18)
Slope (0).
Bridge that forms a box culvert with a flat
concrete bottom. Ownership unknown. Jump
Ht. (1.18) Pool depth (0.57) Slope (0.73).
Concrete road crossing with 12 inch metal pipe
culvert. Ownership unknown. Jump Ht. (0.73)
Pool depth (0.50) Slope (2.00).
Concrete box culvert. Ownership unknown.
Jump Ht. (2.21) Pool depth (1.21) Slope (1.04).
Natural cascade with large boulders. Ownership
unknown.
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.
Natural waterfall that drops onto a sloping
bedrock surface. Ownership unknown.
Natural cascade where the culvert from Yerba
Buena Road discharges into the channel.
Ownership unknown.
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Barrier Code/ Severity
Figure #
Rating

LS1/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS2/Figure 3.7

Red

LS3/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS4/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS5/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS6/Figure 3.7

Red

LS7/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS8/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS9/Figure 3.7

Red

LS10/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS11/Figure 3.7

Gray

LS12/Figure 3.7

Red

LS13/Figure 3.7

Red

LS14/Figure 3.7

Red

LS15/Figure 3.7

Red

LS16/Figure 3.7

Red

LS17/Figure 3.7

Red

LS18/Figure 3.7

Red
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Table 3.23 (Continued)
Little Sycamore Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Barrier Stream
No. Length
(meters)
19
632
20
393

Adult
Habitat
Quality
Good
Fair

Description of Barrier

Barrier Code/ Severity
Figure #
Rating

Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.
Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.
Natural waterfall in a narrow bedrock channel.
Ownership unknown.
Natural waterfall. A car is also wedged in the
boulders. Ownership unknown.

LS19/Figure 3.7
LS20/Figure 3.7

Red
Red

LS21/Figure 3.7

Red

LS22/Figure 3.7

Red

21

72

Good

22

69

Good

23

52

Very Good

Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.

LS23/Figure 3.7

Red

24

131

Fair

LS24/Figure 3.7

Red

25

48

Good

Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown.
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall.
Ownership unknown.

LS25/Figure 3.7

Red

Notes: Keystone barriers are shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided for
man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier

Field surveys at Little Sycamore identified 25 barriers, with barrier LS2 selected as the Keystone.
The other barriers are an assemblage of anthropomorphic features, largely in the lower portions of
the stream up to barrier LS14, and then a middle section generally without many fish passage
barriers. In the uppermost 15% of Little Sycamore natural waterfalls form a series of natural
barriers until the natural upstream limit of anadromy, which occurs at barrier LS25. Photographs
and information are presented to further describe the watershed.
Barrier ID: LS1/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete streambed with
embedded boulders
Barrier Material: Concrete and
boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: LSC121503
Distance from ocean: 54 meters
Stream Length: 54 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS1
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Barrier LS2 is the keystone barrier discussed earlier. Good adult steelhead habitat occurs
in the 109 meter stream reach between LS2 and LS3. A photograph of LS3 is provided
below.
Barrier ID: LS3/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Sloping weir
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: LSC121503
Distance from ocean: 455 meters
Stream Length: 109 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LS3
Barrier ID: LS4/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete box culvert
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: LSC121503
Distance from ocean: 538 meters
Stream Length: 80.5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS4
Barrier ID: LS5/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete boulder dam
Barrier Material: Concrete and boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: LSC121803
Distance from ocean: 584 meters
Stream Length: 42 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS5
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Over the course of the next 247 meters of stream, poor habitat exists and a series of six
small dams built of concrete and boulders occur which are generally a replication of barrier
LS5 shown above. Barriers LS6 through LS11 have a severity ratings ranging from gray
to red.
Barrier ID: LS12/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Bridge forming box culvert
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 964 meters
Stream Length: 32 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS12
Barrier ID: LS13/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LSC121703
Distance from ocean: 1321 meters
Stream Length: 345 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS13
Barrier ID: LS14/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete box culvert
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 1551 meters
Stream Length: 223 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier LS14
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Barrier ID: LS15/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Natural cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LSC121903
Distance from ocean: 3335 meters
Stream Length: 1773 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LS15
From barrier LS15 to barrier LS19 a series of three natural waterfalls occur covering 370
meters of poor habitat. Barriers LS15 through LS18 have a red severity rating. The
photograph of barrier LS15 above depicts the conditions for barriers LS16 through LS18.
Barrier ID: LS19/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LSC121903
Distance from ocean: 4348 meters
Stream Length: 632 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier LS19
From barrier LS19 to the upper limits of anadromy at barrier LS25, a series of five
closely spaced natural waterfalls occur covering 774 meters of good to very good
habitat. Each of the five barriers has a red severity rating. The photograph above of
barrier LS19 characterizes the conditions for barriers LS20 through LS24.
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Barrier ID: LS25/Figure 3.7
Stream: Little Sycamore
Field Survey Date(s): 12/15,17-19,
22/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: LSC122203
Distance from ocean: 5125 meters
Stream Length: 48 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Note: Natural upstream limit of
anadromy.

Barrier LS25
The GIS map developed for Little Sycamore is provided below as Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Little Sycamore
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3.4.9
3.4.9.1

Malibu Creek
Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Malibu Creek is the largest watershed in the Santa Monica Mountains covering over 109 square
miles. It is one of three focal watersheds where steelhead are currently present. In general, adult
steelhead habitat ranges from fair to very good throughout the stream and juvenile habitat is
excellent. Malibu Creek is one of three top priority watersheds to focus future steelhead
restoration action.
Description – Severity
Rindge Dam is the Keystone barrier. Constructed in 1924 and located approximately 3 miles
from the ocean, the dam has been an obsolete facility for over 45 years (see Photo 3.11 below).
Because Rindge Dam is completely filled with debris it serves no beneficial functions, such as
flood control, water supply, or hydropower generation. At over 90 feet high it is a complete
upstream and downstream barrier to steelhead migration (red rating). Moreover, it stores
materials critically needed to replenish the eroding and economically important beaches of the
Santa Monica Bay, while restricting one of the most important runs of steelhead along the Pacific
coast to a small fraction of the total potential habitat within the Malibu Creek watershed (Dallman
and Edmondson 2002).

Photo 3.11 Rindge Dam and spillway on left bank looking upstream.
Photo provided by Suzanne Dallman.
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Potential Habitat Gain above Keystone
In June 2005 Heal the Bay completed a steelhead habitat quality and barrier severity analysis for
the Malibu Creek watershed. The Heal the Bay study prioritized ten actions that if implemented
would increase steelhead habitat in the Malibu Creek watershed by 15.7 miles. The Heal the Bay
study was funded by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission and the State Coastal
Conservancy and the results of the study have been integrated into this report. Key findings of the
Heal the Bay study are described in this section and the Other Fish Passage Barriers section
provided below. The entire report by Heal the Bay is provided as Appendix H.
As identified in Heal the Bay’s report (2005), providing passage upstream of Rindge Dam is the
highest priority for steelhead trout restoration in the Malibu Creek watershed. The Malibu Creek
steelhead trout population currently has access to only 4,919 meters, or approximately 3 miles of
habitat from the ocean up to Rindge Dam.
Above Rindge Dam two impassable dams that create Century Reservoir and Malibu Lake exist.
Two barriers that are only passable by adult fish at high flows occur at Tunnel Falls (a steep tiered
10 ft. tall cascade) and the failed Texas Crossing in Malibu Creek State Park. Removal of the
Texas Crossing has been scheduled (Heal the Bay 2005).
Providing passage over Rindge Dam would allow steelhead trout access to an additional 1,489
meters of very good adult steelhead habitat up to Tunnel falls and 6,515 meters of good adult
steelhead habitat upstream of Tunnel Falls to the 45 foot tall Century Reservoir Dam. Therefore,
a total of 8,004 meters (5 miles) of adult steelhead habitat within the Malibu Creek mainstem
would be made available by providing passage over Rindge Dam.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Access to habitat above Rindge Dam would also allow connection of Malibu Creek to some of its
tributaries, including Cold Creek, Las Virgenes Creek, and Stokes Creek. Cold Creek provides
access to 210 meters of excellent habitat before hitting an impassable box culvert that takes the
creek under Piuma Road. Las Virgenes Creek provides steelhead access to 514 meters of good
habitat before hitting a double culvert that allows Las Virgenes Creek to flow under the State
Parks access road (Crags Road). Stokes Creek would provide access to 931 meters of poor
quality habitat up to a barrier where Stokes Creek flows under Las Virgenes Road.
When tributaries are included, providing steelhead access over Rindge Dam can make available
a total of over 9,600 meters of stream - a doubling of existing habitat now limited to the reach
from Rindge Dam downstream to the ocean (Heal the Bay 2005).
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Natural Upstream Limit
The Heal the Bay report (2005) was limited to those portions of the mainstem stream from
Westlake Dam downstream to the Pacific Ocean including tributaries that have their own natural
upstream limits, except for Lindero and Media creeks where Highway 101 culverts form manmade fish passage barriers. Therefore, the natural upstream limit of anadromy for steelhead in
Malibu Creek was not identified as the Heal the Bay report (2005).
3.4.9.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)
Substrate (Adults)

Stream Segment 1
(Lagoon to Rindge Dam)

Stream Segment 2 (Rindge
Dam to Tunnel Falls)

Stream Segment 3 (Tunnel
Falls to Malibu Creek State
Park)

Stream Segment 4 (Malibu
Creek State Park to
Century Dam)

Cold Canyon Tributary (up
to Piuma Road)

Las Virgenes Tributary (up
to State Parks crossing)

Stokes Tributary (up to
Las Virgenes Road)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.24
Malibu Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

FairVery
Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

Good

Good

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
PoorVery
Good

Instream Shelter (Adults) Fair-Good
Canopy Closure (Adults)
Overall Total for Adults

NA
FairVery
Good

Good

Good

Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

Good

Poor

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

Good

Good

Good

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Notes: Although there are other barriers within Malibu Creek, data was only available for the reaches shown.
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Table 3.25
Malibu Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Barrier Stream
No. Length
(meters)

Adult
Habitat
Quality

Description of Barrier

Rindge dam. Owned by State Parks. Jump
Ht. (32.31) Pool depth (1.52).
Tunnel falls waterfall. Owned by State Parks.
Jump Ht. (2.62) Pool depth (2.13).
Malibu Creek State Park stream crossing.
Jump Ht. (0.30) Pool depth (0.61).
Century Dam. Owned by State Parks. Jump
Ht. (13.72) Pool depth (3.05).

Figure #

Severity
Rating

Figure 3.8

Red

Figure 3.8

Gray

Figure 3.8

Gray

Figure 3.8

Red

1

4320

Good

2

1489

Good

3

4345

Good

4

2171

Good

210

Very Good

Culvert. Owned by Los Angeles County.
Jump Ht. (0.30) Pool depth (0.21) Slope (0.33).

Figure 3.8

Red

514

Good

Stream crossing. Owned by State Parks. Jump
Ht. (0.30) Pool depth (0.91) Slope (3.1).

Figure 3.8

Red

931

Fair

Culvert. Owned by State Parks. Jump Ht. (0)
Pool depth (0) Slope (2).

Figure 3.8

Gray

Cold
Canyon
Tributary
Las
Virgenes
Tributary
Stokes
Tributary

Notes: The Keystone barrier is shown in bold. Jump height (m), residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided
for man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.

The GIS map developed by Heal the Bay (2005) is provided as Figure 3.8 below.
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Figure 3.8 Malibu Creek
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3.4.10

Solstice

3.4.10.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Solstice Creek is one of the smaller focal watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains covering
just 4.31 square miles. Historically the stream supported a population of steelhead and its habitat
for steelhead adults and juveniles is considered excellent. As described below, unlike the other
Santa Monica Mountains focal watersheds, many of the fish passage improvements within
Solstice Creek have been completed or are about to be completed. The narrative below
describes this watershed in more detail.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
In 1947, PCH was widened and a bridge was constructed spanning the creek just upstream from
the ocean. The consequence of this construction was the elimination of stream passage for
steelhead into the Solstice Creek watershed. Also during this time, Corral Canyon Road bridge
was constructed a short distance upstream, further limiting fish access. Finally, in the upper
watershed, numerous human-made check dams, Arizona roadway crossings, and other barriers
were constructed, eliminating steelhead from the creek and ensuring that passage was
impossible for any steelhead migrating from the ocean.
Stream investigations by NMFS biologists determined that Solstice Creek contained excellent
steelhead habitat throughout its approximate 2,880 meters of stream from the ocean to its
upstream natural barrier. This survey found numerous deep pools averaging 0.6 meters; gravel
and cobble were the primary substrate type with a low frequency of embeddedness (7%); and
mature riparian vegetation shading 53% of the stream channel (Spina et al. 1999). This report
concluded:
“We expect existing habitat features at Solstice Creek will support
anticipated benefits associated with providing passage of steelhead to
historical spawning and rearing habitat. The presence of relatively deep
pools in the upper reaches of the study area, combined with our
perception of the importance of pool habitat for steelhead in arid regions,
warrants passage of steelhead to the upper reaches of the study area.”
The NPS, which is the land administrator along the vast majority of the steelhead habitat in the
stream, recognizes the unique opportunities Solstice Creek provides to recover steelhead
within the Santa Monica Mountains. With much of the stream managed by the NPS, and those
sections of stream providing excellent steelhead habitat, removing impediments to steelhead
passage became the obvious restoration focus. The NPS has undertaken a comprehensive
fish passage restoration project within Solstice Creek. They identified a project to remove
three check dams and four Arizona Crossings, which are fish passage barriers to upstream
adult steelhead migration (NPS 2005). Implementation of these corrective actions has begun
and is slated for completion by the end of 2005 (Gary Busteed, personal communication
October 2005).
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The Keystone barrier consists of two closely aligned structures immediately below the NPS
Solstice Creek property.
The first Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is a pending CalTrans Environmental Enhancement
and Mitigation program (EEM) project, which would modify the culvert underneath PCH (see
Photo 3.12 below). The PCH culvert is immediately adjacent to the streams confluence with
the ocean and approximately 150 meters downstream from the Corral Canyon Road barrier.
The slated treatment is to remove the existing concrete bottom of the culvert and recreate a
soft bottom natural channel.

Photo 3.12 Solstice Creek at PCH culvert looking upstream from beach (barrier no.1).
Photo provided by Jim Edmondson.

The second Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2) is a project involving modifications of the Corral
Canyon Road bridge that is owned by the City of Malibu (see Photo 3.13 below). The hard
bottom channel of the culvert, as well as the jump height from the plunge pool below, is a
complete barrier to steelhead migrating upstream.
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Photo 3.13 Corral Canyon Road culvert (barrier no. 2). Upstream view.
Photo provided by Jim Edmondson.

Natural Upstream Limit
Solstice Creek contains approximate 2,880 meters of stream from the ocean to its upstream
waterfall forming the natural upstream limit of anadromy.
The GIS map developed for Solstice based on data from the NPS and Spina et al. 1999 is
provided as Figure 3.9 below.
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Figure 3.9 Solstice
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3.4.11

Topanga

3.4.11.1

Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Topanga Creek is the third largest focal watershed in the Santa Monica Mountains and one of
only three coastal streams in the region where steelhead have recently been consistently
documented. In general, habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between good and very good,
while juvenile habitat ranges between very good and excellent. Based on both stormflow and
baseflow hydrology, as well as the current presences of steelhead, the stream was identified as
one of top three focal watersheds where future restoration efforts should be focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
A constricted bridge occurs under PCH at Topanga Lagoon (see Photo 3.14 below). Topanga
lagoon historically covered almost 30 acres, and the original PCH highway bridge spanned over
250 feet to cross the lagoon and wetlands. In the 1930’s, the lagoon was filled with over 800,000
cubic yards of material to raise the roadbed, and the lagoon was reduced to its present 2 acre size
spanned by an 85 foot long concrete box culvert bridge. Calculations of flows through the
restricted bridge indicate that it is unsuitable for fish passage much of the time (Dagit and Webb
2002).
The lagoon/ocean interface is naturally closed during the dry season, and opens only when
stream flow is sufficient to maintain a breach. Periodic overwash from high tides has also
breached the berm on occasion, but due to the wave patterns, the berm quickly re-forms. The
limited habitat within the lagoon is restricted to a narrow thalweg that trends to the east,
surrounded by shallows that meet the steep fill walls. During the storms of winter 2005, the west
bank collapsed and sediment filled much of the lagoon, restricting depth even more.
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Photo 3.14 PCH Bridge over Topanga Creek looking upstream from the beach (barrier no. 1).
Photo provided by Rosi Dagit.

Much effort has gone into developing a plan to restore as much as 15 acres of the former lagoon.
A Technical Advisory Committee met for over 3 years, and developed a plan to excavate the fill
material and build a new bridge over PCH to accommodate the expanded lagoon. Work with
CalTrans has resulted in publication of a PSR/PDS document, ready for funding and the next
steps of environmental review and construction. This process was postponed in 2004, when
State Parks determined that it would first be necessary to revise the General Plan for Topanga
State Park, in order to address the combined issues of resource restoration and historic and
archeological resource protection. Until the General Plan process is complete, progress on
restoring the lagoon is on hold.
Barrier no. 2, commonly called the “Rodeo Grounds Road Berm”, is located approximately 600
meters upstream from the ocean (see Photo 3.15 below). The barrier consists of a 1.8 acre fill
structure extending perpendicular to the creek channel for a length of over 200 meters and width
of approximately 5 meters, rising over 4 meters above the natural creek channel bed. An Arizona
road crossing goes through the creek bed to provide vehicle access. The berm was illegally
installed by tenants trying to protect their rental homes in the floodplain when the property was
privately owned. The property was incorporated into Topanga State Park in 2001. The soils
characterization study completed in February 2005 found that approximately two thirds of the soil
is contaminated with lead and will need special disposal.
These features create a closely related series of partial adult upstream migration and downstream
smolt obstacles under most hydrological conditions. Unlike many of the Keystone barriers, which
are a single structure, this report treats the two constraints as a single entity due to their proximity.
Therefore, the Keystone barrier for Topanga consists of barriers no. 1 and no. 2. This combined
approach follows the recommendations from a Topanga Creek steelhead report (Dagit et al.
2004).
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Photo 3.15 Rodeo Grounds Road berm (barrier no. 2), part of the Keystone barrier complex.
Photo provided by Rosi Dagit.

Monthly snorkel surveys and storm event trapping from 2001 through 2005 in Topanga Creek has
determined that steelhead are concentrated in the 3,400 meter reach above of the sediment
deposits from the Rodeo Grounds Berm Crossing upstream to where natural barriers restrict
further movement upstream.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Existing steelhead habitat above and below the Keystone barrier complex was analyzed by using
data provided by Dagit et al. 2004 and applying the habitat suitability criteria used within the
present study (Table 2.5). The results of this analysis are provided below.
Above Keystone barrier complex
•
•
•

From the Keystone barrier complex (TP1 and TP2) up to barrier no. 7 adult steelhead
habitat ranges between good and very good.
From barrier no. 7 up to barrier no. 9 is very good adult steelhead habitat and habitat
above barrier 9 is dominated by good adult steelhead habitat.
Habitat quality above the Keystone barrier complex ranges from very good to excellent for
juvenile steelhead.

Below Keystone barrier complex
•

In the 600 meter reach downstream of the Rodeo Grounds Berm (TP2) to the lagoon,
adult steelhead habitat ranges between fair and very good. This reach has heavy
sedimentation, poor water quality from structures in the floodplain, limited pool refugia in
the creek, and limited refugia in the lagoon itself.

Natural Upstream Limit
The current natural upstream limit of anadromy is a natural waterfall (barrier no. 16), which is
approximately 5,500 meters upstream from the Pacific Ocean.
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3.4.11.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Stream
Segment 8
(TP8-TP9)

Very
Good

Stream
Segment 6
(TP6-TP7)
Stream
Segment 7
(TP7-TP8)

Good

Stream
Segment 3
(TP3-TP4)
Stream
Segment 4
(TP4-TP5)
Stream
Segment 5
(TP5-TP6)

Stream
Segment 2
(TP2-TP3)

Pools/Habitat Type Good(Adults)
Excellent
Very
Pools/Habitat Type
Good(Juveniles)
Excellent
FairSubstrate (Adults)
Excellent
Instream Shelter
Fair-Very
(Adults)
Good
Canopy Closure
Poor(Adults)
Excellent
GoodOverall Total for
Very
Adults
Good

Stream
Segment 1
(TP1-TP2)

Total Stream
Length

Table 3.26
Topanga Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

Very
Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

NA

Very
Excellent
Good

Very
Very
Excellent
Good
Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

Good

Good

Good

NA

Very
Excellent
Good

Fair

Good

Fair

Very
Good
Very
Good

Good

NA

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Very
Good

Poor

Fair

NA

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

Good

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

Very
Good

Instream Shelter
(Adults)
Canopy Closure
(Adults)
Overall Total for
Adults

Very
Good
Very
Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Poor
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Good

Stream
Segment 14
(TP14-TP15)
Stream
Segment 15
(TP15-TP16)

Very
Good
Very
Good

GoodVery
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Very GoodVery
Very
Excellent
Good
Good
FairGood
Good
Excellent
Fair-Very
Good
Good
Good
PoorPoor
Fair
Excellent
Good-Very
Good
Good
Good

Stream
Segment 13
(TP13-TP14)

Stream
Segment 10
(TP10-TP11)

Stream
Segment 12
(TP12-TP13)

Substrate (Adults)

Stream
Segment 11
(TP11-TP12)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Stream
Segment 9
(TP9-TP10)

Total Stream
Length

Note: NA-Not Applicable, barriers TP6 and TP7 are contiguous; therefore, no habitat data is available for this
stream reach.

Very
Very
Good
Good
Good
Very
Very
Excellent
Good
Good
Very
Fair
Good
Good
Very
Good
Good
Good
Poor
Good

Excellent

Fair

Good

Very
Good
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Table 3.27
Topanga Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream
Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

NA

Poor

2

608

Good

3

1045

Good

Barrier Code/ Severity
Description of Barrier
Figure #
Rating
Concrete box culvert bridge under Pacific
Coast Highway at Topanga Lagoon. Owned TP1/Figure 3.10 Gray
by CalTrans.
Rodeo grounds road berm and Arizona road
crossing. Owned by California Department TP2/Figure 3.10 Gray
of Parks and Recreation (CDPR).
TP3/Figure 3.10

Green

Very
Good
Very
Good
Good

Natural cascade, series of small jumps. Owned
TP4/Figure 3.10
by CDPR.

Gray

NA
Very
Good
Very
Good
Good

4

175

5

30

6

783

7

0

8

825

9

912

10

5

11

825

Good

12

11

Good

13

38

Good

14

70

Good

15

8

Good

16

139

Very
Good

Brookside Road crossing. Owned by CDPR.

Natural chute. Owned by CDPR.

TP5/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall. Owned by CDPR.

TP6/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall (shale falls). Owned by CDPR. TP7/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall. Owned by CDPR.

TP8/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall. Owned by CDPR.

TP9/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall. Owned by CDPR.

TP10/Figure 3.10

Gray

Natural waterfall (grotto). Owned by CDPR. TP11/Figure 3.10
Natural waterfall (vertical drop through
TP12/Figure 3.10
boulders). Owned by CDPR.
Steep narrow bedrock chute. Owned by CDPR. TP13/Figure 3.10

Red

Natural waterfall. Owned by CDPR.
TP14/Figure 3.10
Natural waterfall, narrow outlet with steep
bedrock walls. Wedged boulder forms the top TP15/Figure 3.10
of the waterfall. Owned by CDPR.
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall. Owned by
TP16/Figure 3.10
CDPR.

Red
Gray
Gray
Red
Gray

Notes: Keystone barriers are shown in bold. NA-Not applicable, the length of the lagoon was not measured, also
barriers 6 and 7 are contiguous; therefore, no habitat is available between the two barriers. Barriers listed as owned
by CDPR are within Topanga Creek State Park.

The GIS map developed for Topanga based on information provided by the RCD (Dagit et al.
2004) is provided as Figure 3.10 below.
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Figure 3.10 Topanga
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3.4.12

Trancas

3.4.12.1 Keystone Barrier Analysis
Location and Setting
Trancas Creek is the one of the modest sized focal watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains
covering 8.45 square miles. Reliable reports in documents or recent interviews indicate the
presence of steelhead since 1979. Generally habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between
poor and very good, while juvenile habitat ranges between poor and excellent. Based on both
stormflow and baseflow hydrology, the stream was identified as one of the watersheds where
future restoration efforts should be focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The Keystone barrier is really composed of the lowermost 3 contiguous barriers (nos. 1, 2, and 3)
that were identified separately during the field survey and are analyzed separately in the data set.
The combined structure is a trapezoidal concrete flood control channel with a culvert where a road
(Principia Drive) bisects the channel (see Photo 3.16 below). The concrete channel below the
road is barrier no. 1, the road crossing and its culvert is barrier no. 2, and the upstream
continuation of the concrete channel is barrier no. 3. This whole artificial channel dates from the
1950s or earlier, apparently built for flood control purposes as the Trancas residential community
was developed. The channel is owned and maintained by the Public Works agencies of either
City of Malibu or County of Los Angeles.

Photo 3.16 Trancas Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2). Downstream view.
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The downstream edge of the open trapezoidal concrete channel, the Keystone barrier, is located
300 linear meters upstream of the sandbar that contained the lagoon during the field survey in
November 2003, a season that at that time still featured no substantial rainfall to form a lagoon nor
to break through the sandbar. The combined length of the 3 barriers, which really are 2 long
concrete channels with a road culvert separating them, is 640 meters. Collectively, the slope in
this entire channel is fairly flat at less than 2% grade as a whole, although the upper portion is
slightly steeper.
Considering the length and slope of the concrete channel and the downstream residual pool
elevation, this Keystone barrier calculates out to a fish passage severity rating of gray. However,
considering the entire length of this trapezoidal concrete channel, 640 meters, and the absence of
instream habitat niches or channel roughness elements, this series of barriers is likely impassable
at all times.
Historically, Trancas Creek supported a large lagoon about 30 acres in size that mostly was filled
in during the 1960s or earlier by commercial development. Interviews with informants reveal that
a trout population was present in the upper watershed as recently as the 1980s, with substantial
runs of steelhead reported from the 1930s.
The linear stream distance between the upper edge of the Keystone barrier (barrier no. 3) and the
upper limit of anadromy (at barrier no. 10) is 4,523 meters, but if the length (374 meters total) of
the three additional artificial barriers (barriers no. 4, 5, and 6) between the Keystone barrier and
the natural upper limit of anadromy is subtracted from this distance, the total stream length of
potential habitat gain is 4,149 meters. Those three additional artificial barriers are substantial
linear features in the stream channel and were not included in the potential stream length of
habitat gain.
Overall, the adult steelhead habitat quality of potential gain is assessed as good for the natural
channel of the stream reach between the Keystone barrier complex and the culvert (barrier no. 6)
(see Photo 3.17). Above that culvert up to the final barrier (barrier no. 10), the overall habitat
quality for adult steelhead ranges between good and very good and the overall habitat quality for
juvenile steelhead ranges between fair and excellent for a stream distance of 3,753 meters. It
should be noted that the first approximate 500 meters above the culvert is a frequently dry
channel that is occasionally graded to remove sediment accumulation.
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Photo 3.17 Trancas barrier no. 6. Upstream view.
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Trancas Creek features 3 other anthropogenic fish passage barriers above the Keystone barrier
complex. These barriers consist of a trapezoidal concrete channel with a contiguous grouted
riprap apron on the downstream edge, which have a combined total length of 328 meters (barrier
nos. 4 and 5), and a 46 meter long culvert (barrier no. 6). A remedy for the upper concrete
channel and riprap apron would be similar to the methods outlined for the Keystone barrier. In the
upper creek where the fish habitat quality improves, three natural fish passage barriers (nos. 7, 8,
and 9) consist of cascades and short waterfalls. Although these barriers were assessed and
mapped as having a red fish passage severity rating, the Project Team considers these barriers
passable to fish during higher flows following substantial rains.
Although it often is a severe fish passage barrier on other streams, PCH is not a passage barrier
since it has such a wide span bridge over the creek.
Natural Upstream Limit
The upper limit of anadromy for Trancas Creek (barrier no. 10) lies 5,462 linear meters from the
beach sandbar (December 2003 survey location). This natural upstream limit is at a waterfall
nearly 3 meters high above a bedrock cascade. The channel gets steeper with bigger rock
outcrops above this point.
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3.4.12.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Stream Segment 5
(Barrier #4 to Barrier #5)

Stream Segment 6
(Barrier #5 to Barrier # 6)

Stream Segment 7
(Barrier # 6 to Barrier #7)

Stream Segment 8
(Barrier # 7 to Barrier #8)

Stream Segment 9
(Barrier # 8 to Barrier #9)

Stream Segment 10
(Barrier # 9 to Barrier
#10)

Overall Total
for Adults

Stream Segment 4
(Barrier #3 to Barrier #4)

Canopy
Closure (Adults)

Stream Segment 3
(Barrier #2 to Barrier #3)

Instream
Shelter (Adults)

Stream Segment 2
(Barrier #1 to Barrier # 2)

Substrate
(Adults)

Stream Segment 1 (up
to Barrier #1)

Pools/Habitat
Type (Adults)
Pools/Habitat
Type
(Juveniles)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.28
Trancas Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

PoorGood

Good

NA

NA

Good

NA Poor

Fair

Poor

Good

Good

PoorExcellent

Very
Good

NA

NA

Very
Good

NA Poor Excellent Fair Excellent Excellent

Fair

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

NA

Very
Good

Good

Good

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

NA

Good

Fair

Fair

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Good

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

Good

NA

NA

Good

Good

Poor

Very
Good

Good

FairVery
Good
FairGood
FairVery
Good
PoorVery
Good

NA Poor

Note: NA-Not applicable, indicates that habitat data was not collected within this stream reach. For this watershed, many
of the barriers are concrete channels where no habitat data was collected.
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Table 3.29
Trancas Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
1

299

Good

2

0

NA

3

0

NA

4

322

Good

5

0

NA

6

55

Poor

7

1734

8

4

9
10

Description of Barrier
Flat bottom concrete channel with sloping concrete
banks. Owned by City of Malibu or Los Angeles
County Dept. of Public Works.
Concrete and metal arch culvert with flat concrete
bottom. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Flat bottom concrete channel with sloping concrete
banks. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Concrete boulder bottom. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (1.59) Slope
(4.50)
Flat bottom concrete channel with sloping concrete
banks. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0) Slope (2.00)
Concrete and metal pipe culvert. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.14) Pool depth (1.35)
Slope (1.68)

Barrier Code/
Figure #

Severity
Rating

TR1/Figure 3.11

Gray

TR2/Figure 3.11 Green
TR3/Figure 3.11

Gray

TR4/Figure 3.11

Green

TR5/Figure 3.11

Gray

TR6/Figure 3.11

Gray

Good Bedrock cascade. Ownership unknown, possibly public. TR7/Figure 3.11

Red

Poor

Bedrock waterfall. Ownership unknown, possibly public. TR8/Figure 3.11

Red

1558

Very
Good

Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown, possibly public. TR9/Figure 3.11

Red

464

Good

Upstream limit. Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown,
possibly public.

Red

TR10/Figure
3.11

Notes: Keystone barriers are shown in bold. NA-Not applicable, habitat data was not collected. Jump height (m),
residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided for man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barriers.

Barrier ID: TR4/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Concrete boulder apron
Barrier Material: Concrete and boulders
Severity Rating: Green
GIS File: TrC111303
Distance from ocean: 1261 meters
Stream Length: 322 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier TR4
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Barrier ID: TR5/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Flat concrete channel
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: TrC111303
Distance from ocean: 1275 meters
Stream Length: 0 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: NA

Barrier TR5
Barrier ID: TR6/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Concrete and metal culvert
Barrier Material: Concrete and metal
culvert
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: TrC111303
Distance from ocean: 1644 meters
Stream Length: 55 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier TR6
Barrier ID: TR7/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Bedrock cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: TrC111703
Distance from ocean: 3424 meters
Stream Length: 1734 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier TR7
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Barrier ID: TR8/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Bedrock waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: TrC111103
Distance from ocean: 3433 meters
Stream Length: 4 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier TR8

Barrier ID: TR9/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 4993 meters
Stream Length: 1558 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Very good

Barrier TR9
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Barrier ID: TR10/Figure 3.11
Stream: Trancas
Field Survey Date(s): 11/11,13, 17, 19,
25/03
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: TrC112503
Distance from ocean: 5462 meters
Stream Length: 464 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Note: Upper limit of anadromy

Barrier TR10
The photograph below, taken by Sabrina Drill on June 24, 2005, illustrates the forces that
heavy rainfall can have to anthropomorphic features built in stream channels. While much
of Trancas barrier TR6 has been displaced, a new suite of site-specific restoration actions
may be required to fully achieve unimpeded steelhead upstream passage at this site.

Barrier TR6 June 2005
The GIS map developed for Trancas is provided below as Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Trancas
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3.4.13
3.4.13.1

Zuma Canyon
Keystone Barrier Analysis

Location and Setting
Zuma Creek is the one of the modest sized focal watersheds in the Santa Monica Mountains
covering 8.91 square miles. Reliable reports in documents or recent interviews indicate the
presence of steelhead since 1979. Habitat quality for adult steelhead ranges between poor and
very good, while juvenile habitat ranges between poor and excellent. Based on both stormflow
and baseflow hydrology, the stream was identified as one of the watersheds where future
restoration efforts should be focused.
Description – Severity – Potential Habitat Gain
The bridge at PCH, built in 1927, is recognized as the Keystone barrier for this watershed. Built
with 3 spans separated by pillars and low walls, the bottom of the span on the right (western or
upcoast) side of the channel is paved and serves as a beach access road passing under the
highway bridge (see Photo 3.18). This small road under the bridge is one of several access
routes to Zuma County Beach, considered by several sources as the most popular beach in
Malibu and one of the most popular beaches in California.

Photo 3.18 Zuma Keystone barrier.
By connecting with Busch Road on the interior side of the highway, this beach access road
immediately turns right to pass under the highway bridge. Traffic on the northbound highway
(heading up coast) can turn right onto Busch Road, then quickly right again to follow this beach
access road that passes back under the bridge, thereby avoiding a left turn from PCH into the
County Beach entrance.
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After passing under the bridge, Zuma Creek features an abrupt bend to the right at about a 60
degree turn. Because of the shallow stream gradient and this turn, sediment accumulates and the
channel aggrades in this vicinity. So much sediment accumulates that the middle and left
(eastern) spans of the highway bridge are completely full of sediment 1 to 5 meters deep (Photo
3.19). The left span is fully obscured by a wall of sediment covered by weedy vegetation. The
middle span is about half full of sediment. Accordingly, the right span, where the road is, has
become the functional stream channel, with water flowing from the naturalistic channel above the
bridge, into the road surface below the bridge, and then back into the downstream channel below
the bridge (Photos 3.18 and 3.19).
Downstream of the bridge, the channel also has been straightened and historically graded, and
now supports a dense thicket of woody vegetation consisting mainly of native opportunistic willow
shrubs and myoporum and other invasive exotic tree species.
Although the PCH bridge is the Keystone barrier, that designation is not because the bridge is too
small with any inherent structures that impede fish passage. The actual barriers identified and
assessed are the sediment aggraded under the middle bridge span (barrier no. 2) and the road
surface that becomes the active stream channel when the creek flows (barrier no. 3). The data
analyzed for these fish passage barriers show two parallel barriers if the sediment-filled channel
under the middle bridge span is assessed separately from the road surface under the right span.

Photo 3.19 Downstream view of Zuma/PCH Bridge following moderate storm January 8, 2005.
Photo provided by David Pritchett.
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The linear stream distance between the upper edge of the Keystone barrier and the upper limit of
anadromy (at barrier no. 27) is 6,780 meters, but if the cumulative length (about 135 meters total)
of the 16 additional artificial barriers (nos. 4 to 21) between the Keystone barrier and the natural
upper limit is subtracted from this distance, the total stream length of potential habitat gain is 6,645
meters. Those 16 additional artificial barriers are a variety of instream road crossings and small
grade control dams or instream erosion control structures.
Overall, the potential gain in habitat quality above the Keystone barrier is assessed as between
poor and very good for adult steelhead, with the habitat quality increasing further up the creek.
Historically, Zuma Creek supported a large lagoon about 20 acres in size that extended inland of
PCH. Interviews with informants revealed that a trout population was present in the upper
watershed as recently as the 1980s and in the 1970s (Dagit et al. 2005).
Other Fish Passage Barriers
Zuma Creek features one other anthropogenic fish passage barrier below the Keystone barrier, a
shallow road crossing (barrier no. 1) with a fish passage severity rating of gray, that is located at
the upper end of the lagoon or estuarine-influence beach wetland. Recent DFG modeling
indicates that this is a barrier to juveniles and adults at most flows (John O’Brien personal
communication, December 2005). This barrier connects the County Beach entrance lot with
Westward Beach Road.
Above the Keystone barrier are 16 anthropogenic barriers (nos. 4 to 21) with gray to red fish
passage severity ratings, including 2 small dams, 1 instream grade control structure, and 12 atgrade private road crossings that span the creek channel, and 1 public road crossing. Channel
incision across the barrier allows the water to be deep enough for fish swimming even under low
to moderate flows.
Because they tend to be wider road crossings with less water depth during moderate streamflow,
the two road crossings (barrier nos. 5 and 20) have red passage severity ratings, but could be
remedied by installing instream boulders or other structures that raise the downstream pool
elevation.
Above the uppermost anthropogenic barrier (a small water diversion dam, barrier no. 21), 5
natural barriers (nos. 22 to 26) consisting of small waterfalls and cascades are present up to the
highest upstream natural limit of anadromy at barrier no. 27.
Natural Upstream Limit
The natural upstream limit of anadromy (at barrier no. 27) was determined to be 7,356 meters
from the sandbar that formed the lagoon of Zuma Creek. This location is approximately 150
meters downstream of the creek crossing by Edison Road.
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3.4.13.2

Habitat Quality, Quantity, and Passage Barriers

Stream Segment 5 (Barrier
#4 to Barrier #5)

Stream Segment 6 (Barrier
#5 to Barrier #6)

Stream Segment 7 (Barrier
# 6 to Barrier #7)

Stream Segment 8 (Barrier
# 7 to Barrier #8)

Stream Segment 9 (Barrier
# 8 to Barrier #9)

Stream Segment 10 (Barrier
# 9 to Barrier #10)

Stream Segment 4 (Barrier
#3 to Barrier #4)

Stream Segment 2 (Barrier
#1 to Barrier #2)

PoorGood
Fair
Good
PoorVery
Excellent
Excellent
Good
FairSubstrate (Adults)
Fair
Fair
Excellent
PoorInstream Shelter
Very
Good
Fair
(Adults)
Good
Canopy Closure
PoorVery
Poor
(Adults)
Excellent
Good
PoorOverall Total for
Very
Fair
Fair
Adults
Good

Stream Segment 3 (Barrier
#2 to Barrier #3)

Pools/Habitat
Type (Adults)
Pools/Habitat
Type (Juveniles)

Stream Segment 1 (up to
Barrier #1)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.30
Zuma Overall Summary of Habitat Quality

NA

Fair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor Poor

NA

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor Poor

NA

NA

Excellent

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Poor

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Excellent

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Fair

Good
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Instream Shelter (Adults)
Canopy Closure (Adults)
Overall Total for Adults

Stream Segment 19
(Barrier #18 to Barrier #19)

Stream Segment 20
(Barrier # 19 to Barrier
#20)

Stream Segment 14
(Barrier #13 to Barrier #14)
Stream Segment 15
(Barrier #14 to Barrier #15)
Stream Segment 16
(Barrier #15 to Barrier
#1 6)
Stream Segment 17
(Barrier # 16 to Barrier
#17)
Stream Segment 18
(Barrier #1 7 to Barrier
#18)

Stream Segment 12
(Barrier #11 to Barrier #
12)
Stream Segment 13
(Barrier #12 to Barrier #13)

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor Poor Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor Poor Poor Poor

PoorGood
Good
Good
PoorGood Excellent
Excellent
FairExcellent Excellent
Excellent
PoorVery
Very
Fair
Good
Good
PoorPoor
Good
Excellent
PoorVery
Very
Good
Good
Good

Good

Good

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

Good

Excellent

NA

NA

NA

Fair

Fair

NA

NA

NA

Very
Good

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

Good

Very
Good

NA

NA

NA

Stream Segment
27 (Barrier #26
to Barrier #27)

Stream Segment
25 (Barrier #24
to Barrier #25)
Stream Segment
26 (Barrier #25
to Barrier #26)

NA

Stream Segment
24 (Barrier #23
to Barrier #24)

Substrate (Adults)

Poor Poor Poor

Stream Segment
23 (Barrier #22
to Barrier #23)

Pools/Habitat Type
(Adults)
Pools/Habitat Type
(Juveniles)

Poor

Stream Segment
22 (Barrier #21
to Barrier #22)

PoorPoor
Good
PoorPoor
Excellent
FairSubstrate (Adults)
NA
Excellent
PoorInstream Shelter
Very
NA
(Adults)
Good
Canopy Closure
PoorNA
(Adults)
Excellent
PoorOverall Total for
Very
Poor
Adults
Good

Total Stream
Length

Pools/Habitat
Type (Adults)
Pools/Habitat
Type (Juveniles)

Stream Segment
21 (Barrier #20
to Barrier #21)

Stream Segment 11
Barrier #10 to Barrier # 11)

Total Stream Length

Table 3.30
Zuma Overall Summary of Habitat Quality (continued)

Note: NA-Not Applicable indicates that habitat data was not collected.
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Table 3.31
Zuma Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality
Stream Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality

1

285

Fair

2

226.5

Fair

3

256.5

NA

4

149

Fair

5

112

Good

6

44

Poor

7

49

Poor

8

65

Poor

9

165

Poor

10

173

Poor

11

22

Poor

12

80.5

Poor

13

231

Poor

14

64

Poor

Description of Barrier
Concrete road crossing with steel mesh gabion
on western edge. Loose rip-rap cobble and
boulder and concrete used to fill pool and protect
structure. Ownership unknown, possibly public.
Jump Ht. (0.40) Pool depth (0.12) Slope (1.58)
Dirt and cobble debris that forces water onto
the road. Los Angeles County Beaches and
Harbor Department.
PCH concrete bridge and fill dirt that blocks
mainstem of creek. Owned by Caltrans.
Concrete road crossing at nursery. Ownership
unknown, possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.07) Pool
depth (0.13) Slope (-0.43)
Concrete road crossing. Footbridge over creek
and horse corral on right bank upstream.
Ownership unknown, possibly private. Jump Ht.
(0.16) Pool depth (0.15) Slope (4.06)
Concrete road crossing. Ownership unknown,
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.15) Pool depth
(0.15) Slope (2.54)
Concrete road crossing. Vertical retaining wall
above crossing on west side. East side sloped
armor and small footbridge. Ownership
unknown, possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.04) Pool
depth (0.10) Slope (6.98)
Concrete road crossing, right bank stabilized with
wire fencing. Ownership unknown, possibly
private. Jump Ht. (0.39) Pool depth (0.91)
Slope (4.35)
Concrete road crossing, Rainsford Place runs
directly through the creek. Ownership unknown.
Jump Ht. (0.06) Pool depth (0.30) Slope (6.28)
Concrete dam. Ownership unknown, possibly
private. Jump Ht. (0.39) Pool depth (0.24)
Slope (90)
Concrete road crossing, both banks have gunnite
armor. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Jump Ht. (0.28) Pool depth (0.33) Slope (5.22)
Natural road crossing. Ownership unknown,
possibly private.
Concrete road crossing. Two driveways through
the creek are connected by stone concrete
retaining walls on both banks. Likely privately
owned. Jump Ht. (0.11) Pool depth (0.30)
Slope (1.90)
Concrete grade structure. Dissipation device for
large storm drain with flapgate on left bank.
Ownership unknown, possibly private. Jump Ht.
(0.01) Pool depth (0.64) Slope (4.35)
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Barrier Code/
Figure #

Severity
Rating

ZM1/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM2/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM3/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM4/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM5/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM6/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM7/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM8/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM9/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM10/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM11/Figure 3.12

Red

ZM12/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM13/Figure 3.12

Gray

ZM14/Figure 3.12

Red
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Table 3.31
Zuma Barrier Type and Habitat Quantity and Quality (continued)
Stream Adult
Barrier Length Habitat
No. (meters) Quality
15
16

17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24

25
26
27

Barrier Code/ Severity
Description of Barrier
Figure #
Rating
Concrete dam. Ownership unknown, possibly
11
Poor
ZM15/Figure 3.12
Gray
private.
Concrete road crossing. Ownership unknown,
11.5
Poor
possibly private. Jump Ht. (0.08) Pool depth
ZM16/Figure 3.12
Red
(0.53) Slope (4.80)
Concrete road crossing. Ownership unknown,
119.5
Poor possibly private. Jump Ht. (0) Pool depth (0.26)
ZM17/Figure 3.12
Gray
Slope (-1.89)
Concrete road crossing with sloping downstream
29.5
Poor
apron. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
ZM18/Figure 3.12
Gray
Jump Ht. (0.15) Pool depth (0.33) Slope (2.28)
Natural road crossing. Ownership unknown,
150.5
Poor
ZM19/Figure 3.12
Gray
possibly private.
Concrete road crossing at Bonsall Drive.
Very
73.8
ZM20/Figure 3.12
Red
Ownership unknown, possibly public. Jump Ht.
Good
(0.15) Pool depth (0.68) Slope (1.00)
Concrete dam. Ownership unknown, possibly
2669
Good
private. Jump Ht. (2.89) Pool depth (0.15)
ZM21/Figure 3.12
Red
Slope (0)
Natural waterfall with bedrock ledge and
594.5
Good
ZM22/Figure 3.12
Red
cascade. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Very Natural waterfall. Ownership unknown, possibly
503
ZM23/Figure 3.12
Red
Good
private.
Natural cascade that has a large waterfall within it
(barrier no. 25). Small isolated pools are
163
NA
ZM24/Figure 3.12
Red
distributed throughout the cascade. Ownership
unknown, possibly private.
Natural waterfall within the cascade that is barrier
0
NA
ZM25/Figure 3.12
Red
no. 24. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Natural bedrock boulder cascade with small
NA
NA
ZM26/Figure 3.12
Red
pools. Ownership unknown, possibly private.
Upstream limit. Natural waterfall that is within the
NA
NA
cascade that is barrier no. 27. Ownership
ZM72/Figure 3.12
Red
unknown, possibly private.
Keystone barriers are in bold. NA-Not applicable indicates that habitat data was not collected. Jump

Notes:
height (m), residual pool depth (m) and slope (%) provided for man-made barriers that are not the Keystone barrier.

Field surveys at Zuma identified 27 barriers, with barriers ZM1 through ZM3 located near the
mouth of the stream. Barriers ZM2 and ZM3 are the Keystone barriers. Upstream of these
keystone barriers, covering about 12% of the stream is an assemblage of man-made structures,
including road crossings and dams (up to ZM20). Once passing this assemblage of barriers, the
majority of Zuma contains few barriers with good to very good habitat covering over 50% of the
total stream length. In the uppermost 10% of Zuma, natural waterfalls form a series of natural
barriers until the upper limit of anadromy, which occurs at barrier LS27. The photographs and
information provided below depict and summarize the conditions within Zuma.
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Barrier ID: ZM4/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18,
21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Gray
GS File: ZCC111003
Distance from ocean: 754 meters
Stream Length: 149 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Fair

Barrier ZM4
From barrier ZM4 upstream to barrier ZM9, five concrete road crossing occur. Four of
these barriers have a severity rating of red, while one is rated gray (ZM6). The adult
steelhead habitat quality within this stream reach is categorized as poor to good. The
photograph of barrier ZM4 provided above illustrates the common characteristics of
barriers ZM5 through ZM9.
Barrier ID: ZM10/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18,
21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete dam
Barrier Material: Concrete and
boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1410 meters
Stream Length: 173 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier ZM10
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Barrier ID: ZM11/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14,
18, 21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1433 meters
Stream Length: 22 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ZM11
Barrier ID: ZM12/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14,
18, 21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Natural road crossing
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1518 meters
Stream Length: 80.5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ZM12

Barrier ID: ZM13/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14,
18, 21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete and
boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1752 meters
Stream Length: 231 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier ZM13
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Barrier ZM14 has a severity rating of red, and is similar to barrier ZM13 above. The
stream reach between ZM13 and ZM14 is 64 meters and is of poor habitat quality for
adult steelhead.
Barrier ID: ZM15/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14,
18, 21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete dam
Barrier Material: Concrete and
boulders
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1856 meters
Stream Length: 11 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier ZM15
Barrier ID: ZM16/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14,
18, 21, and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete and
boulders
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ZCC111203
Distance from ocean: 1870 meters
Stream Length: 11.5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor
Barrier ZM16
Barriers ZM17 and ZM18 are similar to barrier ZM16 above, and have gray severity
ratings. The stream reach between barriers ZM17 and ZM18 covers approximately 130
meters and is of poor habitat quality for adult steelhead.
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Barrier ID: ZM19/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Natural road crossing
Barrier Material: Boulders and rubble
Severity Rating: Gray
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 2188 meters
Stream Length: 150.5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Poor

Barrier ZM19
Barrier ID: ZM20/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete road crossing
Barrier Material: Concrete and boulders
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 2265 meters
Stream Length: 73.8 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Very good
Barrier ZM20
Barrier ID: ZM21/Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Concrete dam
Barrier Material: Concrete
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 4948 meters
Stream Length: 2669 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good

Barrier ZM21
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Barrier ID: ZM22Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall with bedrock
ledge and cascade
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: NA
Distance from ocean: 6543 meters
Stream Length: 594.5 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Good
Barrier ZM22
Barrier ID: ZM23Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ZCC112103
Distance from ocean: 7052 meters
Stream Length: 503 meters
Adult Habitat Quality: Very good

Barrier ZM23
Between barriers ZM23 and ZM27 a series of natural waterfalls or cascades occur as
the stream reaches its upstream limit of anadromy. This reach covers less then 10% of
the total stream length with each of these natural barriers having a severity rating of red.
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Barrier ID: ZM27Figure 3.12
Stream: Zuma
Field Survey Date(s): 11/10,12, 14, 18, 21,
and 24/2003
Barrier Type: Natural waterfall
Barrier Material: Natural
Severity Rating: Red
GIS File: ZCC112403
Distance from ocean: 7356
Stream Length: NA
Adult Habitat Quality: NA
Note: Natural upstream limit of anadromy

Barrier ZM27
The GIS map developed for Zuma is provided below as Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Zuma
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3.5

Habitat Summary and Recovery Ranking of Watersheds

3.5.1

Habitat Introduction

In order to assist local resource managers focus steelhead restoration efforts on the watersheds
in the study area that have a high steelhead recovery potential, key habitat conditions are
summarized in this section. These habitat conditions form a basis, along with other strategic data
of hydrology and land ownership, to achieve ranking methods that were developed to provide a
planning level estimate of watershed priorities to aid in future steelhead restoration activities.
3.5.2

Watershed Habitat Summary

As previously described, habitat quality for adult steelhead was rated as Excellent, Very Good,
Good, Fair, or Poor for pools, substrate, instream shelter, and canopy cover for each reach of the
focal watersheds. In order to further analyze habitat quality, the habitat matrix shown in Table
3.32 was applied to each stream reach. Pools were weighted double, as shown in Table 3.32.
Table 3.32
Habitat Quality Scoring Matrix

Habitat Quality Factor
Substrate, Instream Shelter,
Canopy Cover
Pools

Excellent
1.0
2.0

Habitat Rating
Very
Good
Good
0.70
0.50
1.40

1.00

Fair
0.25

Poor
0.10

0.50

0.20

The scores shown in Table 3.32 were used to develop a habitat score for each stream reach for
which full data was available. A habitat quality score was generated for each stream reach by
adding the pools, substrate, instream shelter, and canopy cover habitat scores. In some cases,
full habitat data was not collected for each reach and habitat scores could not be developed (for
example, in the Arroyo Sequit mainstem, substrate, instream shelter, and canopy cover data were
not collected between barriers 1 and 2). An average habitat quality score was calculated by
averaging the habitat quality scores for the stream reaches for which full habitat data was
available. The total stream length for each watershed was then calculated by adding the lengths
of the reaches that had full data. The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 3.33.
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Table 3.33
Calculation of Average Habitat Quality Scores and Total Stream Length

Watershed
Arroyo SequitMainstem

Arroyo Sequit-East
Fork

Stream
Reach
(barrier # to
barrier #)

Canopy
Cover

Reach
Habitat
Quality
Score

Habitat
Quantity
(miles)

Aver.
Habitat
Quality
Score

Poolsx2

Substrate

Instream
Shelter

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7

0.20
0.20
0.50
1.40
0.50
0.20
0.20

1.00
NA
0.70
0.50
1.00
NA
NA

0.10
NA
0.25
0.50
0.25
NA
NA

0.10
NA
1.00
0.50
0.50
NA
NA

1.40
2.45
2.90
2.25
-

0.11
0.25
0.69
0.88
-

0.15
0.61
1.99
1.99
-

0-1
1-2

1.00
2.00

0.25
0.10

0.25
0.50

1.00
0.70

2.50
3.30

0.52
0.02

1.30
0.05

2.46

2.47

Habitat Quality Factors

Arroyo Sequit
Overall
Big Sycamore

Big SycamoreSerrano

Big Sycamore-Wood

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

1.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
1.00

0.50
NA
NA
NA
0.70

0.25
NA
NA
NA
0.10

0.10
NA
NA
NA
0.70

1.85
2.50

1.32
1.84

2.44
4.60

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
0-1
1-2

0.20
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.20

NA
0.25
0.25
0.70
0.50
NA

NA
0.70
0.70
0.25
0.50
NA

NA
0.25
0.70
0.70
0.70
NA

1.70
2.65
2.15
2.20
-

0.64
0.57
0.27
2.41
-

1.09
1.51
0.58
5.30
-

7.05

2.20

0.61
-

1.16
-

0.61

1.90

0.16
0.14
0.44
0.10
0.02
-

0.27
0.30
0.98
0.19
0.05
-

0.86

2.08

Big Sycamore
Overall
Corral

0-1
1-2

0.20
0.50

0.50
NA

0.50
NA

0.70
NA

1.90
-

Corral Overall
Encinal

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8

0.50
0.20
0.50
0.50
1.00
1.40
1.00
0.50

0.25
0.70
1.00
0.50
NA
0.25
NA
NA

0.70
0.25
0.25
0.50
NA
0.25
NA
NA

Encinal Overall
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Watershed
Escondido

Stream
Reach
(barrier # to
barrier #)

Poolsx2

Substrate

Instream
Shelter

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7

0.50
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.50

0.10
1.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.50

0.25
0.25
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.25

Canopy
Cover

Reach
Habitat
Quality
Score

Habitat
Quantity
(miles)

Aver.
Habitat
Quality
Score

0.70
0.10
NA
NA
NA
NA
1.00

1.55
1.85
2.25

0.11
0.53
1.19

0.17
0.99
2.68

1.83

2.10

1.27
0.19
0.08
0.07
0.57
0.19

1.90
0.47
0.12
0.13
1.27
0.34

2.37

1.78

0.18
0.09
0.31
0.08
0.22

0.57
0.19
0.94
0.24
0.61

0.88

2.90

Habitat Quality Factors

Escondido Overall
Las Flores

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6

0.50
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.20

0.50
1.00
0.25
0.50
0.50
1.00

0.25
0.25
0.10
0.10
0.25
0.10

0.25
0.70
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50

1.50
2.45
1.60
1.85
2.25
1.80

Las Flores Overall
Lechuza

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

1.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.70
1.00

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25

Lechuza Overall
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Watershed
Little Sycamore

Stream
Reach
(barrier # to
barrier #)

Poolsx2

Substrate

Instream
Shelter

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25

0.20
0.50
1.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.5
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.50
0.20
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50

NA
0.50
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.50
NA
NA
NA
0.70
0.70
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.25
0.50

NA
0.25
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.50
NA
NA
NA
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25

Canopy
Cover

Reach
Habitat
Quality
Score

Habitat
Quantity
(miles)

Aver.
Habitat
Quality
Score

NA
0.70
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.70
NA
NA
NA
1.00
0.70
1.00
0.70
1.00
1.00
0.70

1.95
2.20
2.45
1.85
2.75
2.70
2.95
2.00
1.95

0.17
1.10
0.39
0.24
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.08
0.03

0.34
2.42
0.96
0.45
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.16
0.06

2.12

2.23

2.68
0.93
2.70
1.35
0.13
0.32
0.58
8.69

6.70
2.09
5.00
2.77
0.32
0.59
0.75
2.10

Habitat Quality Factors

Little Sycamore
Overall
Malibu

Malibu-Cold Canyon
Malibu-Las Virgenes
Malibu-Stokes
Malibu Overall

Lagoon-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
0-1
0-1
0-1

1.40
1.40
1.00
1.00
1.40
1.00
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.70
0.50
0.20

0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
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Watershed
Trancas

Stream
Reach
(barrier # to
barrier #)
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10

Habitat Quality Factors
Poolsx2
1.00
NA
NA
1.00
NA
0.10
0.50
0.10
1.00
1.00

Substrate
0.25
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.70
NA
0.70
0.50

Instream
Shelter
0.50
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.50
NA
0.50
0.25

Canopy
Cover
0.25
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.50
NA
0.70
0.70

Reach
Habitat
Quality
Score
2.00
2.20
2.90
2.45

Trancas Overall
Topanga

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16

1.00
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
2.00
2.00
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.00
1.40

NA
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.70
0.50
1.40
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70

NA
0.25
0.50
0.70
0.10
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.10
0.25
0.25
0.10
0.10
1.00
0.25

Topanga Overall
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NA
0.70
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.50
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.70

2.20
2.90
2.85
2.90
2.65
0.70
3.75
3.10
2.65
2.65
2.50
2.25
3.00
3.05

Habitat
Quantity
(miles)
0.19
1.08
0.97
0.29

Aver.
Habitat
Quality
Score
0.37
2.37
2.80
0.70

2.53

2.47

0.4
0.6
0.1
0.02
0.5
3.10
0.6
0.003
0.50
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.005
0.02

0.81
1.88
0.31
0.05
1.29
1.59
2.12
0.01
1.36
0.02
0.06
0.10
0.01
0.07

3.3

2.91
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Watershed
Zuma

Stream
Reach
(barrier # to
barrier #)
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28

Habitat Quality Factors
Poolsx2
1.00
0.50
NA
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
NA
NA
NA
0.20

Substrate
0.50
0.25
NA
NA
1.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
1.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.00
NA
NA
NA
NA

Instream
Shelter
0.50
0.25
NA
NA
0.10
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.70
0.25
0.25
0.25
NA
NA
NA
NA

Canopy
Cover
0.10
0.70
NA
NA
1.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.10
0.50
0.70
0.70
NA
NA
NA
NA

Reach
Habitat
Quality
Score
2.10
1.70
2.30
2.80
2.75
2.45
2.95
-

Habitat
Quantity
(miles)
0.18
0.14
0.07
1.65
0.37
0.31
0.10
-

Aver.
Habitat
Quality
Score
0.37
0.24
0.16
4.63
1.01
0.76
0.30
-

Zuma Overall
2.82
2.65
Notes: NA-Not applicable indicates that full data was not collected within the stream reach. These reaches were not
included in the average habitat quality scores and total habitat quantity scores (as indicates by a dash). Values shown in
bold are the average habitat quality and total habitat quantity values used in Table 3.34 below.

Based on the average habitat quality scores and total stream lengths shown in Table 3.33, a total
combined habitat score was developed for each watershed. The total combined habitat score is
the result of multiplying the determined total habitat quantity by the average habitat quality for
each watershed. The watersheds were then ranked according to their combined habitat score.
Table 3.34 summarizes the habitat scores and regional rankings for the focal watersheds. The
habitat quality value for Malibu Creek was based on best professional judgment.
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Table 3.34
Watershed Habitat Summary
Total
Habitat Quantity
Focal
Miles Rank
Watershed

Average
Habitat Quality
Focal
Quality Rank
Watershed

Total Combined
Habitat Score
Focal
Score Rank
Watershed

Malibu

8.7

1

Topanga

2.91

1

Malibu

18.27

1

Big Sycamore

7.1

2

Lechuza

2.90

2

Big Sycamore

15.62

2

Topanga

3.3

3

Zuma

2.65

3

Topanga

9.60

3

Zuma

2.8

4

Arroyo Sequit

2.47

4

Zuma

7.42

4

Arroyo Sequit

2.5

5

Trancas

2.47

5

Trancas

6.18

5

Trancas

2.5

6

Little Sycamore

2.23

6

Arroyo Sequit

6.18

6

Las Flores

2.4

7

Big Sycamore

2.20

7

Little Sycamore

4.68

7

Little Sycamore

2.1

8

Malibu

2.10

8

Las Flores

4.27

8

Escondido

1.8

9

Escondido

2.10

9

Escondido

3.78

9

Lechuza

0.9

10

Encinal

2.08

10

Lechuza

2.61

10

Encinal

0.9

11

Corral

1.90

11

Encinal

1.87

11

Corral

0.6

12

Las Flores

1.78

12

Corral

1.14

12

Notes: Values are from Table 3.33. Solstice was not included because the fish passage barriers have been or are being
remediated.

3.6

Watershed Prioritization Findings

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the focal watershed information, data, and studies
discussed above in order to provide the resource agencies, as well as interested parties, with the
“frame of reference” prioritization methods for use in their future strategic planning needs.
3.6.1

Analysis #1: Habitat and Steelhead Presence

This Steelhead Recovery Ranking of Watersheds approach is a modification of the method used
by the Conception Coast Project (Stoecker) in 2002. It is designed to rank the focal watersheds
identified in this study based on the total habitat score and the steelhead status values for each
watershed established in Section 3, Table 3.0. This ranking is intended to give a planning level
estimate of the steelhead recovery potential for focal watersheds, assuming that adequate
migratory access is provided at migration barrier sites identified in this report. This ranking
method is weighted to give watersheds with a higher total habitat score a higher priority, but also
factors the steelhead status score into the ranking.
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Table 3.35 presents the results of Analysis #1. The criteria used to develop this method are as
follows:

Malibu
Topanga
Big Sycamore
Arroyo Sequit
Zuma
Trancas
Las Flores
Little Sycamore
Escondido
Lechuza
Encinal
Corral

3.6.2

8.7
3.3
7.1
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.1
1.8
0.9
0.9
0.6

Evaluation #1 Score

SH Presences Value

Habitat Score
(Length x Quality)

Habitat Quality

Watershed

Length (Miles)

1. Calculate the total combined habitat score.
2. Multiply this total habitat score for each watershed by the steelhead status score to get
the steelhead recovery score for the watershed. See Section 3.0 for steelhead status
scoring methods.
3. Sort the watersheds in a descending order based on the steelhead recovery score for
Analysis #1.
Table 3.35
Analysis #1 Results

2.10 18.27 1.00 18.27
2.91 9.60 1.00 9.60
2.20 15.62 0.50 7.81
2.47 6.18 1.00 6.18
2.65 7.42 0.75 5.57
2.47 6.18 0.75 4.63
1.78 4.27 0.25 1.07
2.23 4.68 0.10 0.47
2.10 3.78 0.10 0.38
2.90 2.61 0.10 0.26
2.08 1.87 0.10 0.19
1.90 1.14 0.10 0.11

Analysis #2: Habitat and Hydrology

Of all the habitat variables that sustain healthy fisheries, instream flow is the single most important
(Nelson 1984). For that reason alone, establishing an instream flow that provides ecosystem
protection is paramount when establishing long-term water management agreements for lotic
environments (rivers and streams). Healthy fish populations are dependent on streamflow
regimes that protect the ecological integrity of their habitat. Fish habitats are the consequences of
linkage among the stream, floodplain, riparian and upland zones, and watershed geography.
Fluvial-geomorphic processes form and control fish habitat. Because of this multiple in-channel
and out-of-channel flows that emulate the natural hydrograph are needed to maintain the
ecological processes and fisheries (Hill et al. 1991). Accordingly, this Steelhead Recovery
Ranking of Watersheds method substitutes the multiplier of steelhead presences used in Analysis
#1, with the key findings of the UCSB hydrologic study described in Section 3 (full report provided
as Appendix A). This ranking method is weighted to give watersheds with a higher total habitat
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score a higher priority, but also factors in the watershed’s natural hydrologic capabilities (see
Section 3, Table 3.3) into the ranking.
Table 3.36 presents the results of Analysis #2.
follows:

The criteria used to develop this method are as

1. Calculate the total combined habitat score.
2. Multiply this total habitat score for each watershed by the hydrologic scores to get the
steelhead recovery score for the watershed. See Section 3, Table 3.3 for hydrologic
scoring methods.
3. Sort the watersheds in a descending order based on the steelhead recovery score for
Analysis #2.

3.6.3

Habitat Score
(Length x Quality)

Hydrologic Value

Evaluation #2 Score

Malibu
Topanga
Zuma
Trancas
Arroyo Sequit
Las Flores
Big Sycamore
Little Sycamore
Escondido
Encinal
Lechuza
Corral

Habitat Quality

Watershed

Length (Miles)

Table 3.36
Analysis #2 Results

8.7
3.3
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.4
7.1
2.1
1.8
0.9
0.9
0.6

2.10
2.91
2.65
2.47
2.47
1.78
2.20
2.23
2.10
2.08
2.90
1.90

18.27
9.60
7.42
6.18
6.18
4.27
15.62
4.68
3.78
1.87
2.61
1.14

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.10
0.30
0.30
0.50
0.30
0.50

18.27
9.60
7.42
6.25
6.18
4.27
1.56
1.40
1.13
0.94
0.78
0.57

Analysis #3: Habitat, Hydrology, and Land Ownership

Ecological integrity can be compromised because of the proximity, duration and intensity of
human-caused disturbance affecting the environmental resources within an area. For example,
low integrity is often reflected by high soil erosion and water pollution resulting from high human
population density and population growth rates caused by intensive land use (Bradbury et al.
1995). Increasingly resource agencies are recognizing the importance of lands in the public
domain. Most recently the State of California, through its adoption of the Coho Salmon Recovery
Plan, identified three elements necessary to achieve recovery --- number one on the list is
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“…availability and use of public lands for the conservation, protection, restoration,
and enhancement of the species” (DFG 2004).
To arrive at a scaled value for each of the focal watershed, the total public lands were identified
then sorted in descending order. Values of 1.0 to 0.1 were established from this ranking.
Watersheds having public lands greater then 15,000 acres received a 1.0; watersheds containing
between 14,999 and 5,000 acres received a 0.75; watersheds with less then 5,00 but more then
1,000 acres received a 0.50, and the remaining watershed with less then 1,000 acres a value of
0.10. Table 3.37 presents the scaled value results for each watershed.
Table 3.37
Public Land Ownership Ranking/Values
Public
Lands
Watershed
Rank
Value
(total
acres)
Malibu
25658
1
1.00
Big Sycamore
11470
2
0.75
Topanga
6030
3
0.75
Arroyo Sequit
4910
4
0.50
Zuma
3181
5
0.50
Trancas
3031
6
0.50
Las Flores
1061
7
0.25
Corral
1003
8
0.25
Little Sycamore
375
9
0.10
Escondido

345

10

0.10

Lechuza
Encinal

39
7

11
12

0.10
0.10

This final Steelhead Recovery Ranking of Watersheds method is weighted to give watersheds
with a high total habitat quality scores, high steelhead presence scores, and high hydrology
scores a higher priority, but also factors in amount of land held under the public trustee
stewardship of federal, state, and local agencies.
Table 3.38 presents the results of Analysis #3. The criteria used to develop this method are as
follows:
1. Add the results/scores of Analysis #1 (habitat and steelhead presences) and Analysis #2
(habitat and hydrology) for focal watersheds to get a combined score for each watershed.
2. Multiply this total combined Analysis #1 plus Analysis #2 scores for each watershed the
public land value identified in Table 3.37 above.
3. Sort the watersheds in a descending order based on the steelhead recovery score for
Analysis #3.
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Malibu
18.27 18.27
Topanga
9.60
9.60
Zuma
5.57
7.42
Arroyo Sequit
6.18
6.18
Trancas
4.63
6.25
Big Sycamore
7.81
1.56
Las Flores
1.07
4.27
Little Sycamore 0.47
1.40
Escondido
0.38
1.13
Lechuza
0.26
0.78
Encinal
0.19
0.94
Corral
0.11
0.57

3.6.4

333.79
92.22
41.29
38.19
28.94
12.2
4.56
0.66
0.43
0.20
0.18
0.06

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.25

Analysis #3 Score

Public Ownership
Value

Evaluation Scores
Analysis #1 x Scores
Analysis #2

Score Evaluation
Analysis #2

Watershed

Score Evaluation
Analysis #1

Table 3.38
Analysis #3 Results

333.79
69.16
20.65
19.10
14.47
9.15
1.14
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.018
0.016

Discussion

The results of the three evaluation analyses point to three general ranking categories, and thus
three groups of prioritized watershed to potentially focus prime steelhead restoration activities.
•

The three evaluation analyses consistently identified the Malibu, Topanga, and Arroyo
Sequit watersheds as the highest priority watersheds. These watersheds are considered
top priority watersheds. Of these three, Arroyo Sequit is receiving the least amount of
restoration attention or activity.

•

The prioritization evaluations discovered four candidate watersheds (Zuma, Trancas, Big
Sycamore, and Las Flores) where little prior or current steelhead restoration activity exists.
Zuma and Trancas have significant restoration potential and many opportunities exist in
these two watersheds.

•

The lowest priority watersheds were consistently identified in each of the three analyses
(Escondido, Lechuza, Corral, Encinal and Little Sycamore). These streams, based on the
amount and quality their habitat, small size of their watersheds, limited hydrologic
capabilities, and apparent absence of steelhead lead this report to conclude higher
priorities and better opportunities to aid in the recovery of the southern steelhead exist
elsewhere.
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3.6.5

Embeddedness Evaluation

As suspended sediments settle out of the water column they become bedload sediments. These
deposited sediments have a number of adverse impacts on steelhead eggs and alevins and can
drastically reduce the salmonid carrying capacity of a stream. Cordone and Kelley (1961)
observed that when sediments settle out of suspension they frequently cover essential spawning
sites, cover eggs, prevent emergence of recently hatched young, and decrease the amount of
shelter available to fry that were able to hatch. Deposited sediment also reduces the production of
aquatic insects that are essential prey to steelhead survival.
Excessive sedimentation alters the entire hydrology of a watershed leading to channel widening,
loss of the pool-riffle sequence, reduced pool depth, and decreased stability of substrate and
banks (Barnhart 1986). This degradation of aquatic habitats drastically lowers the capacity of a
stream to rear juvenile steelhead to smolts.
Average embeddedness, or the degree which substrate is clogged with silt and fines, was
calculated for each watershed, as shown in Table 3.39. For the purposes of this report an
embeddedness value less than 25% was considered excellent (see Table 2.5).
Table 3.39
Average Embeddedness
Average
Watershed
Embeddedness
(%)
Solstice
7
Zuma
25
Big Sycamore
38
Lechuza
38
Malibu*
38
Arroyo Sequit
41
Corral
47
Topanga*
50
Las Flores
56
Little Sycamore
58
Trancas
61
Escondido
62
Encinal
63
Average
44.9
* Values estimated (Dagit – Topanga) (Abramson - Malibu)
using best professional judgment.
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3.7

Summary of Upstream Passage Barriers

Within the 10 focal watersheds that field surveys were conducted, 110 upstream barriers to
steelhead migration were identified, mapped, and evaluated for fish passage. Table 3.40
summarizes these barriers.
Table 3.40
Summary of Upstream Barriers to Steelhead Migration
Watershed

Arroyo Sequit
Arroyo Sequit-East
Fork
Big Sycamore
Big Sycamore-Wood
Canyon
Big SycamoreSerrano
Corral Canyon
Encinal
Escondido
Las Flores
Lechuza
Little Sycamore
Trancas
Zuma
Total Number
% of Total

Total #
Barriers
7
2

# Barriers in each Severity Rating
Category
Red
Gray
Green Unknown
3
2
1
1
2
-

# Barriers in each Type of
Barrier Category
Natural
Man-made
2
5
1
1

5
2

3
2

2
-

-

-

1
1

4
1

4

1

1

-

2

3

1

2
8
7
6
5
25
10
27
110

1
7
4
6
2
17
4
16
68
62

1
1
3
8
4
11
33
30

0
0
2
3
3

-

1
6
1
3
4
11
4
9
47
43

1
2
6
3
1
14
6
18
63
57

3
6
5

As shown within Table 3.40, 68 of the 110 barriers (or 62 percent) are rated as red for fish
passage. In addition, 63 of the 110 barriers (or 57 percent) are man-made.
3.8

Analysis Summary

Figure 3.13 provided below summarizes the analysis used in the evaluation of the 13 focal
watersheds.
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Figure 3.13 Analysis Summary
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3.9

Assumptions

There are two assumptions that were made during completion of this analysis:
•
•
•

3.10

The focal watersheds were not food limited at the time of the field surveys.
Algae were not a significant contributor to instream shelter due to the lack of significant
rainfall during the year of the survey.
The method used to determine the fish passage ratings for each barrier (see Figure 2.2)
evaluates fish passage for juvenile and adult steelhead.
Limitations

There are several limitations of this analysis:
•

The habitat suitability criteria presented in Table 2.5 were based on the best science
available at the time the project workplan was finalized, which occurred during November
2003. Some of the criteria may have been updated since that time (e.g., canopy cover
criteria).

•

In some cases, a barrier may be assigned a red rating, although adult steelhead are
known to occur above the barrier (e.g., this occurred within the Arroyo Sequit watershed).
Therefore, barriers that received a red fish passage rating should not be considered total
barriers.

•

The field data for 10 of the focal watersheds was collected during November and
December of 2003, prior to the receipt of any significant rainfall. Since then, substantial
rainfall has been received, and the conditions described within this report may be
changed. The data represents a snapshot of the conditions that were present when the
data was collected.

•

Ownership information regarding barriers was based on input received from the Project
Team and in limited cases, outside sources. This information has not been validated.
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SECTION 4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

The grant sponsors of this project, California Department of fish and Game and California
Coastal Conservancy – Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission, required this report
conclude with a set of at least 25 potential steelhead restoration project recommendations. This
final report section fulfills the agency request by providing 43 potential restoration actions. The
recommendations rely on the findings of the Santa Monica Mountains steelhead habitat
assessment results, and follow California protocols for steelhead projects. They also provide a
“planning level” cost estimate for each of these recommendations. In addition, this report’s
restoration project recommendations seek to comport to the established general guidelines of
the California Coastal Salmon Restoration Program (CCSRP) and Fisheries Restoration Grant
Program (FRGP). More information regarding these grant programs is provided within
Appendix G.
To develop a planning scale list of cost for the restoration actions of this report, an analysis of 426
FRGP grants/proposals from 2001 and 2004 was conducted. After removing the top and bottom
10% of the proposals from 2001 and 2004, an average, low, and high cost values were calculated
for the FRGP project categories covering the recommended projects of this report. This was
undertaken to aide report readers and resource managers with their potential future steelhead
restoration actions. More in-depth costs and budgets will be required as cite specific restoration
activities are designed by others.
Table 4.0 below provides the results of the costing analysis. In most cases the recommendations
of this report will likely fall within the range of costs. Where this might not be the case, the
recommendation will provide a planning level cost estimate.
Table 4.0
FRGP 2001 and 2004 Project/Proposal Costs
Restoration Categories

Average

Low

High

Barrier Projects
Bank Stabilization
Upslope Projects
Instream Enhancement
Riparian Projects
Planning Projects
Education Projects
Organizational Support
Monitoring

$201,904
$77,051
$231,440
$95,740
$51,161
$64,350
$39,761
$88,137
$112,739

$55,329
$12,718
$42,427
$25,532
$14,715
$16,000
$11,634
$27,623
$24,477

$758,787
$174,778
$675,242
$431,412
$148,998
$164,489
$159,533
$196,719
$275,009

4.1

Top Priority Restoration Projects

4.1.1

Fish Passage Barrier Recommendations (20 Watershed Projects)

Man-made bBarriers to migrations are considered a prime limiting factor for steelhead in Southern
California as steelhead have persisted for centuries in watersheds with natural barriers (Keegan
1990b; Titus et al. 2000). A key South Coast watershed objective for the Steelhead Restoration
and Management Plan for California is to remove and/or modify barriers to migration (McEwan
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and Jackson 1996). Identifying and evaluating such barriers for the focal watersheds of the Santa
Monica Mountains is a main focus of this report.
Ranking methods can be highly useful to sort steelhead migration barriers into a rough estimate of
priorities. There are many ways to rank migration barriers, and establishing the criteria for doing
this can be tailored to the needs of the individual or group conducting the ranking. Keystone
barriers --- the most downstream man-made barrier in a watershed --- were considered of the
highest priority for the watersheds examined. Without taking corrective action at these lowermost
barriers, it is unlikely existing steelhead population numbers will improve.
Arroyo Sequit
Steelhead have been seen every few years and especially during the past 15 years as people are
looking for fish more often. The current conservation question for this Keystone barrier, barrier no.
1 with a severity rating of red, is how many more fish would access the stream if the passage
severity were reduced to widen the window period for fish passage. A hydrologic and hydraulic
model, such as HEC-HMS or HEC-RAS, applied specifically to this road crossing could calculate
the increase in fish passage days (intuitively, perhaps five-fold) based upon the baseline depth and
duration of streamflow with the existing road in place versus some other structure, or no structure,
in the channel instead.
Consistent with a standard recommendation in the DFG Manual (Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as
amended), a different road alignment that gets to the same destinations also could be evaluated,
as well as an alternative consideration if traffic to and from the beach instead could follow one of
the several other road options in the nearby area (Photo 3.3). At this site, an alternative road
alignment to avoid any need to cross the stream could be considered through standard project
planning, environmental review, and alternatives analysis for sending vehicular traffic to and from
the campground onto PCH, then connecting from Mulholland Highway through the existing gated
access road that connects to the beach access road on the right side of the arroyo under PCH.
Several options seem possible through a standard traffic flow and safety analysis.
A road alignment with a crossing higher upstream also could be considered, but likely would
present a new issue with fish passage there. A road crossing higher upstream also would be
problematic because the right streambank between the channel and upslope Mulholland Highway
seems to be too narrow and would not allow enough space for a new road in the sycamoredominated riparian zone.
Big Sycamore
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1 on the mainstem) is a culverted road crossing with a severity
rating of gray. The Keystone barrier can be remedied if the existing large boulders below the dirt
road crossing were replaced with smaller stone that achieves the same erosion control benefit
without impeding fish passage. The cost to remedy the fish passage barrier at this site is
estimated in the range of $200,000 (average fish barrier remedy cost).
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Corral Canyon
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is the only barrier in the Corral Canyon watershed and has a
severity rating of gray. This barrier consists of a pipe that is exposed on the streambed and has
formed a plunge pool half a meter deep.
The function and content of the pipe are unknown and would have to be determined before
altering the pipe or modifying the channel. It is estimated to have a low cost of $70,000 provided
the pipe could be buried at a depth that will not interfere with stream geomorphic process nor
create future fish passage impediment.
Encinal Canyon
The Keystone, barrier no. 1, is the culvert under PCH. Except for an upstream small grade control
structure, this culvert is the only severe anthropogenic barrier on this creek up to the natural
upstream limit of a waterfall. The barrier has a severity rating of red.
A potential remedy to provide passage through the culvert, estimated to cost in the range of
$200,000 (average fish barrier remedy cost) to implement, could be installation of one of several
possible designs of baffles on the bottom of the culvert. The particular design for baffles would
need to consider sediment transport and overall conveyance capacity of the culvert in relation to
potential back up of water on the upstream side.
Escondido Creek
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2) is a round concrete culvert that is located under Sea Vista
Drive, off Via Escondido Drive. This is a private facility and has a severity rating of red.
The best remedy for barrier no. 2 would be replacement with an arch culvert with a natural bottom.
Alternatively, considering the narrow width of the channel, a prefabricated bridge to span the
channel could be used. An estimated average cost of $200,000 is suggested to remedy this
Keystone barrier.
Las Flores
The Keystone barrier is a complex of two abandoned concrete dams (barrier no. 2 and barrier no.
3) filled with sediment that are closely located in the center section of the watershed. These
barriers appear to provide no function or discernable benefits any longer since the nearby houses
burned down decades ago. Barrier no. 2 is a reinforced concrete dam, while barrier no. 3, which
is located 124 meters upstream, is a dam made of substrate cemented together. Each have jump
heights exceeding 1.6 meters in elevation, pools depths of 0.4 meters and 1.2 meters,
respectively, and vertical slopes. For these reasons the barrier severity rating for both these
Keystone barriers is red.
The recommended treatment for this Keystone barrier complex is to physically remove the two
concrete dams. With their close proximity to each other it is estimated this would cost in the range
of $200,000. Taking out those small dams also could be a training exercise and demonstration of
active removal of small obsolete dams.
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Lechuza
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is the culvert under PCH. It is the only anthropogenic barrier
on this creek up to the natural upstream limit of a waterfall located 1,460 meters upstream from
the ocean. Built in 1935, the Keystone barrier is a single concrete box culvert measuring 1.9
meters wide, 2.4 meters tall, and 45 meters long at a slope of 5.2% grade. This keystone barrier
has a severity rating of red.
A remedy to provide passage through the culvert could be installation of one of several possible
designs of baffles on the bottom of the culvert. The particular design for baffles would need to
consider sediment transport and overall conveyance capacity of the culvert in relation to potential
back up of water on the upstream side. Though the habitat upstream of the Keystone barrier is
some of the highest quality habitat in the entire Santa Monica Mountains study area, and with no
other anthropogenic passage barriers upstream, the cost to remedy this barrier is estimated to be
in the range of $200,000 (average fish barrier remedy cost) to implement.
Little Sycamore
The Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2) is a 6 meter long concrete-lined channel with a slope at a
3.8% grade and nearly no pool on the downstream side. This keystone barrier has a severity
rating of red. Located 340 meters upstream of the sandbar that formed the small lagoon during
the field survey in December 2003, this Keystone barrier blocks access to 4,780 meters of linear
habitat upstream up to the natural upstream limit of anadromy, which is defined by barrier no. 25.
Barrier 2 is an instream grade-control structure. Providing grouted riprap to provide roughness
that reduces the fish passage severity is the suggested remedy for this Keystone barrier. The
cost to remedy this barrier is estimated in the range of $200,000 (average fish barrier remedy
cost) to be implemented.
Malibu Creek
Rindge Dam, located approximately 3 miles from the ocean, is the Keystone barrier. Because Rindge
Dam is completely filled with debris it serves no beneficial functions. At over 90 feet high it is a
complete migration barrier (severity rating of red) while storing materials critically needed to replenish
the eroding and economically important beaches of the Santa Monica Bay.
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has begun exploring ways to address fish
passage issues by launching the Malibu Creek Environmental Restoration Feasibility Study, in
partnership with California Department of Parks and Recreation (Corps 2000). The study is
examining a wide range of alternative means to partially or complete remove the obsolete dam.
Some of the elements the Corps is considering in its dam removal evaluation are:
•

Recent research has determined that the creek’s steelhead are tolerant of high sediment
loads in the stream, and such events following a large wildfire in the watershed do not
degrade the species or the creek’s vegetation and instream habitat (Spina and Tormey
2000).

•

Water quality monitoring in the upper sections of Malibu Creek demonstrate good
conditions for steelhead once they arrive (Heal the Bay 2001).
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•

California’s statewide steelhead recovery plan, adopted in 1996, identifies removing
Rindge Dam as the single best restoration approach (McEwan and Jackson 1996).

•

Traffic restrictions and increasing congestion on Malibu Canyon Road may render
infeasible the Bureau of Reclamation’s recommendation to excavate the sediment behind
the dam and transport elsewhere by trucks.

•

In an analogous case, removing San Clemente Dam on the Carmel River, the short-term
risks of dam removal to steelhead are outweighed by the long-term benefits (NMFS 2001).

The Corps is expected to produce a final report on the feasibility, costs, and preferred alterative
in 2006. The Corps’ estimate for removing the dam, which may include costly excavation and
hauling the impounded sediments on the high end, or using natural streamflows to transport
impounded sediments. Depending on whether sediments are taken to a landfill or used for
beach replenishment, costs appear to range from $25 to $40 million (Corps 1998). It is
therefore important to investigate cost-sharing opportunities, and the potential market value of
excavated reservoir materials, as a means to lessen overall dam removal costs.
The plan for managing sediment during the removal of the Rindge Dam will require careful
analysis comparing the costs of immediately dredging and storing sediments at off-stream sites
and the costs of channel maintenance and/or aggregate mining in downstream reaches. Based
on the 1994 Law Crandall report, there appears to be potential economic value in the reservoir
sediments, in spite of transportation costs between the source and the market. Geotechnical
studies indicate that the stored sediments are uncontaminated, with 70% suitable for beach
nourishment (Crandall 1994). Los Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors has
expressed interest in this material for beach replenishment. Additionally, landscaping and
construction rock and sand are valued at $10 to $20 per cubic yard in 1995 dollars. This suggests
that a large portion of the costs of sediments not removed by natural processes could be offset by
sorting and selling the marketable materials, or transported to the local beaches to offset taxpayer
costs of beach nourishment.
Critical sedimentation zones in the Malibu Creek channel may also be managed. Accumulations
of sediment could be mechanically removed from the channel during dry seasons, in preparation
for winter floods. These materials would also have potential economic value and would require
less transportation costs to reach nearby markets. With such economic partnerships, costs for
dredging the reservoir or maintaining the channel in the lower creek could be less than that for
impoundment dredging and sediment storage at upper valley sites. The potential savings from
collaboration between State Parks, County of Los Angeles and other Santa Monica Bay beach
management agencies, as well as aggregate suppliers, could substantially reduce, and perhaps
even eliminate, costs associated with the removal of Rindge Dam.
Dam removal costs could also be $0 if no dam removal activities take place.
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Solstice
The Keystone barrier consists of two closely aligned structures immediately below the National
Park Service Solstice Creek property.
The first Keystone barrier (barrier no. 1) is a pending CalTrans Environmental Enhancement
and Mitigation program (EEM) project, which would modify the culvert underneath PCH. The
PCH culvert is immediately adjacent to the streams confluence with the ocean and
approximately 150 meters downstream from the Corral Canyon Road barrier. The slated
treatment is to remove the existing concrete bottom of the culvert and recreate a softy bottom
natural channel.
The second Keystone barrier (barrier no. 2) is a project involving modifications of the Corral
Canyon Road bridge that is owned by the City of Malibu. The hard bottom channel of the culvert,
as well as the jump height from the plunge pool below, is a complete barrier to adult steelhead fish
passage.
Corrective action now underway is to replace the existing barrier with a new bridge. The CDFG
has approved a grant to the City of Malibu for a proposal to design, permit, and install a new
bridge that eliminates the restrictions created by the existing hard-bottomed culvert. This project
totaling $613,000 includes in-kind contributions (approx. $70,000) from Heal the Bay, the City of
Malibu and NPS (Kemmler 2005). This project is slated for completion during the fall of 2006
(Barbara Cameron, personal communication October 2005).
Together, NPS, CalTrans, DFG, Heal the Bay, City of Malibu, and proposed Conservancy
projects would provide steelhead with a continuous, unobstructed fish passage route to the rich
upstream spawning areas of Solstice Creek by modifying the existing box contrite culvert under
PCH (Kemmler 2005). The PCH barrier remediation is scheduled for completion in 2006 (Gary
Busteed, personal communication October 2005).
Topanga
Two Keystone barriers have been identified which crate partial steelhead migration barriers.
Barrier no. 1 is created by the existing PCH bridge crossing the stream that restricts hydrologic
function. Barrier no. 2, commonly called the “Rodeo Grounds Road Berm”, is located
approximately 500 meters upstream from barrier no. 1 and consists of berms and an Arizona road
crossing.
A potential remedy for these Keystone barriers would be to install a wider span bridge and
excavate the fill material from the historic lagoon, restoring as much of the lagoon footprint as
possible. The first step in this process is to fund and complete the revision of the Topanga State
Park General Plan. All of the key decisions relating to incorporating the historic, archeological and
biological elements of the restoration will be determined within that process. With a General Plan
in place, the next step will be to use the PSR/ PDS document completed in 2004 to initiate the
environmental and construction planning stages. Funding for the General Plan is estimated to be
$300,000. The cost of completing the proposed restoration and bridge replacement is estimated
to be between $18-25 million.
As of 2005, State Parks started the process of soliciting funding and completing all the CEQA
documents, permit applications, and plans for removing the Rodeo Grounds Berm. The planning
process is being funded by grants from the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Program.
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Grants are being submitted to accomplish the actual removal in spring 2006. The projected cost
for removing the berm and restoring the floodplain is $2 million, although this cost would be
reduced significantly if further testing reveals that the extent of lead contamination is more limited
than initially suspected. Full implementation of the fish passage barrier projects, as described
above, will provide access to 5,300 meters of stream (Rosi Dagit, personal communication
October 2005).
Trancas
The Keystone barrier is really composed of the lowermost 3 contiguous barriers (nos. 1, 2, and 3)
that were identified separately during the field survey. In total these closely aligned structures
have a severity rating as red.
Fish passage through long concrete-lined channels is emerging as a prominent issue, especially
in southern California. Some other sites where such passage is under review are at lower
Atascadero Creek in downtown Goleta (south Santa Barbara County), middle Mission Creek in
Santa Barbara City, and lower Corte Madera Creek in Larkspur (Marin County). As is applicable
at Trancas Creek, the first consideration for potential fish passage projects that has been
identified for these sites is whether the channel is large enough, or too large, for the intended flood
control purpose.
From a flood control perspective, no channel can be large enough to provide an unlimited safety
buffer for the channel to accommodate large volumes and rates of discharge and sediment
transport. However, the standard “100-year” level of flood control protection is an accepted, e.g.,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, for planning purposed. Typically, such channel modification would
involve the installation of large roughness elements that provide habitat niches for a fish to enjoy
short rests between bouts of energetic swimming bursts necessary to pass through the relatively
high velocity flows in a smooth concrete channel. In southern California, large roughness
elements for steelhead habitat typically are boulders and rock outcrops, rather than the large
woody debris typical of more northerly streams.
Large roughness elements to enhance fish passage in a concrete channel can include installation
of stationary boulders, formation of subsurface resting pools, and/or a conversion of the channel
bottom to a natural surface of boulders, rocks, soil, and vegetation. All of these features would
reduce the conveyance capacity of a channel to some degree, but the question is how much of a
reduction is acceptable for flood control goals and requirements.
For Trancas Creek, the first step to explore fish passage options in the Keystone barrier would be
to determine how much “extra” conveyance capacity is possible for the channel, based on flood
control goals and requirements. If the current channel is adequately large to accommodate the
100-year stream discharge and more, especially if some of the side levees were repaired or
elevated, large roughness elements could be installed in the channel for fish passage benefits.
As casually suggested by DFG hydraulic engineer Marcin Whitman, some of these roughness
elements to enhance fish passage might be a simple as gluing large versions of Botts Dots onto
bottom of the concrete channel. Named after their CalTrans staff inventor in the 1950s, Botts
Dots are a raised pavement marker that actually can be a variety of shapes and sizes to change
streamflow hydraulics to benefit fish passage.
If a reduction in conveyance capacity for Trancas Creek is not possible, another option could be
construction of a new channel nearby as an alternative route for flood control or fish passage.
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This has been proposed for Atascadero Creek in Goleta (Stoecker 2002). However, considering
the exorbitant expense a new channel would cost and competing demands for real estate in the
Trancas area, modification of the existing creek channel seems to be the most practical fish
passage remedy.
Fish passage options that would not reduce the conveyance capacity for Trancas Creek could
follow examples from a project planned for Mission Creek in Santa Barbara. Project alternatives
that have been proposed for Mission Creek to maintain conveyance capacity after large
roughness elements would be installed include: (1) cutting through half of the width of the
concrete-lined streambed and excavating a linear, fish-friendly channel to be backfilled with rocks
and soil; (2) cutting through and excavating into the entire width of the channel; (3) replacing one
side of the trapezoidal channel with a vertical wall, thereby allowing a larger cross-sectional area
of the channel and increase in conveyance capacity; and (4) combinations of these side channel
and streambed modifications.
A cost range to remedy this Keystone barrier by installing large roughness elements is estimated
at between $1 million and $5 million if the entire length of the channel were modified to maintain
or increase conveyance capacity as per the alternatives identified for Mission Creek. If roughness
elements were installed without substantially modifying the channel bank or bed, the cost estimate
could be much lower, perhaps between $100 thousand and $500 thousand. This estimate is
based on similar projects budgeted or completed elsewhere in California, especially for southern
California.
Zuma Canyon
The Keystone barrier complex is where the former natural channel crosses under the PCH bridge
and is comprised of barriers no. 2 and no. 3. Barrier no. 2 has a severity rating of red, while
barrier no. 3 has a rating of gray. The site is aggrading with sediment and does not appear to be
a structure that can be remedied by construction or deconstruction of another structure. Rather,
the problem with accumulating sediment seems to be more about maintenance of the beach
access road under the bridge, where sediment that accumulates on the road surface during creek
flows simply may be shoved to the closest location in the adjacent channel under the middle
bridge span creating a levee. In the spring of 2005, DFG consulted with the Los Angeles County
Beaches and Harbors, and they have agreed to end this practice (personal communication,
O’Brien December 2005).
Also, the sediment accumulation in what originally was three open bridge spans seems to be
accumulating so gradually on a decadal scale that a concept for environmental assessment called
shifting baselines seems to apply (www.shiftingbaselines.org). Under the shifting baselines
concept, what now seems normal and expected as the baseline (the two completely filled bridge
spans) really is the outcome of a long process of negative change that happens too slowly to
notice if observed too frequently. The 1972 oblique aerial photo from California Coastal Records
Project (CCRP) shows two of the three bridge spans open, and the downstream channel mostly
free of woody vegetation. That vegetative clearing likely was done as a flood control maintenance
practice that no longer is permitted under coastal and wetland protection laws.
Remedies to prevent the sediment from accumulating in the channel can range from simple to
complex. The simplest approach could be first to excavate out the decades of sediment
accumulation under the bridge, and place the sand on the nearby beach where it would have
been deposited anyway by natural streamflow. Annual or less frequent dredging or excavation of
the channel, while usually not the environmentally superior option, could remedy the sediment
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accumulation and allow the creek to reclaim the original channel under the middle if not left span
of the bridge.
A more complex remedy could involve a focused fluvial geomorphologic assessment of the lower
watershed, to address where the sediment is originating and how possibly to prevent its
accumulation under the bridge. An outcome seems likely to identify the channel aggradation and
other dysfunctions in the stream below the bridge as a reason the sediment accumulates. The 60
degree bend the channel must turn below the embankment of Westward Beach Road seems like
a significant contributor to the sediment accumulation under the highway bridge. The situation is
particularly challenging because the lower creek below the highway bridge historically was a
lagoon wetland, implying that little or no elevational gradient exists to enable natural sediment
transport down the creek channel.
Alternatively, and consistent with a standard recommendation in the DFG Manual, a different road
alignment that gets to the same beach destinations also could be reviewed as an alternative to
driving under the highway bridge. An alternative consideration could be that traffic to and from the
beach instead could follow one of the several other road options in the nearby area (see CCRP
aerial photo or other road maps). At this site, an alternative road alignment or traffic circulation
pattern to avoid any need to drive motor vehicles under the bridge could be considered through
standard project planning, environmental review, and alternatives analysis. In short, when the
road crossing is impassable due to high streamflow, people already and routinely find an
alternative route to the other side of PCH, so those routes could be considered as a more
permanent solution.
The financial cost to remedy this Keystone barrier by excavating out the accumulated sediment
and conducting annual or less frequent maintenance dredging is estimated to range between
$100 thousand and $500 thousand, depending upon the frequency of dredging and review and
permitting costs for such a coastal project. This estimate is based upon similar projects budgeted
or completed elsewhere in California, especially for southern California, as well as upon
professional opinions that fish passage experts have communicated informally during casual
discussions. As a recurring maintenance cost, though, budgeting by a responsible agency can be
challenging to perpetuate, although the funds routinely expended to clear the beach access road
under the bridge may not turn out to be significantly different from clearing out the adjacent natural
channel.
A focused fluvialgeomorphologic assessment and action plan for the lower watershed is estimated
at less than $100 thousand. Such a study would be especially challenging with the minimal
elevational gradient in the lower creek near the highway bridge. To alleviate the water and
sediment ponded on the beach access road under the highway, staffs of Los Angeles County
Beaches and Harbors Department have indicated an interest in a short-term and long-term
solution to improving the conveyance capacity and sediment transport capability in this part of
lower Zuma Creek.
A financial cost to remedy this barrier by removing it and redirecting traffic to other existing roads
and access routes is estimated to range between $100 thousand and $500 thousand, depending
upon how much infrastructure (walls, paths, existing road widening, traffic controls, etc.) would be
involved in such a project. That estimate is preliminary, though, as the concept is not a typical fish
passage project but it does directly address a fish passage goal. Further planning is necessary to
identify all possible options, including building a splitter wall to isolate the main channel along the
left/east opening under the bridge and away from the driveway.
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Table 4.1 below summarizes contathis report’s list of keystone barriers, type of barrier, potential
length of stream that would be made available, and an initial cost estimate for corrective action.
They were sorted based on the Analysis #3 prioritization approach discussed in Section 3.0.
In all of these focal watersheds, barriers exist above those identified as the Keystone barrier.
Strategic planning is necessary by the agencies to determine, for example, if focusing efforts on a
small number of watersheds and their barriers in an upstream manner would be superior to taking
corrective action at each Keystone barrier for all focal watersheds. Further analysis following
DFG/NOAA standard protocols for man-made barriers, such as FishXing, should be performed
where future site-specific barrier removal projects are proposed.
Table 4.1
Fish Passage Barrier Recommendations
*Habitat
Keystone
**Watershed
Made
Watershed
Barrier
Barrier Type
Cost Estimate
Priority
Available
Number(s)
Ranking
(meters)
Malibu
1
90’ concrete dam
9,6599,604 $0 to $40 Million
333.79
(Rindge Dam)
Topanga
1 and 2 Road crossing and berm
5,300 $20 - $27 Million
69.16
Zuma
2 and 3 Sediment accumulation and 5176,645
$600,000
20.65
road in stream channel
Arroyo Sequit
1
Road crossing
1,0354,258
$750,000
19.10
Trancas
1, 2, and 3 Trapezoidal concrete
2,1114,156 $1,000,000+
14.47
channel
Big Sycamore
1
Instream road crossing
4226,283
$200,000
9.15
Las Flores
2 and 3 Two concrete damsRound
5401,216
$200,000
1.14
concrete culvert
Little Sycamore
2
Concrete channel
2314,780
$200,000
0.07
Escondido
2
Round concrete culvert
2,2822,640
$200,000
0.04
Lechuza
1
Culvert (Box) - PCH
1,12630
$200,000
0.02
Encinal
1
Culvert (Box) - PCH
9311,240
$200,000
0.018
Corral
1
Exposed pipe
676
$70,000
0.016
Notes: *Habitat Made Available represents the total stream length between the upstream edge of the Keystone barrier and the
downstream edge of the next red finalbarrier or the natural upstream limit of anadromy. For the Arroyo Sequit and Trancas
Watersheds, the lengths of the long artificial barriers (long concrete channels) were subtracted from this amount, to ensure that
the Habitat Made Available does not include long artificial barriers.
**According to Analysis #3 (see Table 3.38).
*** PCH and Corral Canyon Rd. projects underway, partially funded and not included.

4.1.2

Capacity Building/Organizational Support (2 Watershed Projects)

Organize/Deputize/Mobilize - Malibu and Topanga Creeks:
In each of the three
watershed prioritization analyses discussed in Section 3, Malibu and Topanga creeks ranked
highest. Both of these watersheds have existing steelhead populations, on-going major
restoration actions and an established team of experts, agencies and interest groups. The
existing projects and watersheds appear to hold the greatest hope for near-term/long-term
steelhead restoration, property acquisition, and lagoon restoration, as well as providing essential
public outreach and on-going watershed planning activities.
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The key issue is there is no single group, agency or organization dedicated to coordinate and
manage these critical watershed programs. To maximize effectiveness and efficiency, it is
recommended a centralized entity be established over the long-term --- prevailing budgetary
conditions preclude this function being fulfilled by a federal, state, or local agency.
Organizational Support
4.1.3

$88,137

$27,623

$196,719

Restoration Planning (3 Watershed Projects)

Arroyo Sequit Watershed Restoration Planning:
Of the three watersheds that support existing
steelhead, both Malibu and Topanga have significant restoration activities underway. Arroyo
Sequit, which ranked in the top echelon by the three prioritization methods, has no discernable
steelhead restoration program beyond periodic steelhead monitoring. To fill this void, it is
recommended a watershed steelhead recovery strategic planning study be implemented.
Topanga Creek Fish Passage Planning #1: What appears to be a potential natural barrier to
upstream adult steelhead passage exists at 4,400 meters (barrier TP9), yet greater then 1,000
meters of high quality stream habitat exists above this point. An evaluation is necessary to
determine potential fish passage solutions to this natural barrier to expand available steelhead
habitat to the greatest reasonable extent possible.
Topanga Creek Fish Passage Planning #2: The reach of creek known locally as the “Narrows”
provides a major opportunity for improving road safety and habitat for steelhead. Located on
Topanga Canyon Blvd between mile marker 2.02 and 2.5, this stretch of road has consistently
collapsed during high flow events and requires repeated repairs. Grouted riprap has severely
constrained the channel in this location and has further increasing flood hazard. At present, it has
been undermined and portions of the riprap are hanging over 2 meters above the creek bed.
This restoration could result in over 3,000 meters of habitat improvement, including improved
spawning and rearing habitat areas and extending migration opportunities by restoring above
surface flow.
Planning Projects

$64,350

$16,000

$164,489

4.2
Additional Restoration Projects
The following potential list of restoration projects have been deliberately sorted in random order to
avoid implying any priority. It is recommended the DFG and California Coastal Conservancy
convene an ad hoc technical committee to review, discuss, add to, and prioritize the following
recommendations within a timeframe determined by the agencies.
4.2.1

Upslope Watershed Planning Restoration Project Recommendations
(11 Watershed Projects)
Sediment is an important and vital component of instream fish habitat. Human land use activities,
especially roads, affect sediment production and can have a major impact on the floodplain and
stream channel form and flow pattern. Increased sediment yield to streams, if not scoured by
seasonal flows, can result in degraded instream habitat (Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended).
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This report recommends that assessments of eleven of the thirteen watersheds in Table 3.39 be
conducted to determine if these are from natural causes, and where not natural, provide
corrective strategies. In comparison to the other eleven watersheds, both Solstice and Zuma
could act as baseline watersheds as their degree of embeddedness, 7% and 25% respectively,
were excellent and very goodrespectively, in terms of the habitat criteria used in this report (see
Table 2.5). Particular focus should be directed towards roads, which should be evaluated
according to the guidelines established by the California Salmonid Stream Restoration Manual
(Flosi et al. 1998; 2005 as amended).
Upslope Projects

$231,440

$42,427

$675,242

4.2.2

Hydrologic Monitoring, Model Calibration, and Groundwater Evaluations
(3 Watershed Projects)
Among the most important limiting factor for steelhead in the Santa Monica Mountains is the
availability of suitable habitat during the low flow summer and fall months (Keegan 1990b). The
UCSB hydrologic report stated:
“In southern California there is a distinctive wet season that accounts for the
majority of the rainfall. Thus the present analysis focused on modeling storm runoff
during the wet season and did not attempt to model dry weather flow conditions.
Future modeling studies on the limiting factors for steelhead would be greatly
improved by collecting region-wide baseflow data to include in storm runoff
conditions and summer low flow predictions. These predictions would also be
enhanced through greater spatial representation of discharge gauges in the SMM.”

Hence it is recommended a monitoring and reporting restoration projects be designed to more
fully reveal the relationships of summer low flow conditions and steelhead habitat consistent
with the UCSB report finding. Table 3.2 illustrates abnormally low summer flow conditions in
both Big Sycamore and Arroyo Sequit creeks. It is recommended that both Big Sycamore and
Arroyo Sequit watersheds warrant future study to evaluate streamflow characteristics during a
water year where precipitation is normal or above normal as opposed to the drought conditions
prevailing during the UCSB study period.
In addition this report recommends an analysis of historic and present water uses as well as an
evaluation of the springs and seeps in the Topanga Creek Watershed consistent with the findings
of most recent Topanga watershed study (Dagit et al. 2004).

Planning Projects

$64,350

$16,000

$164,489

4.2.3 Malibu and Topanga Monitoring (2 Watershed Projects)
While it is generally accepted that steelhead consistently occupy Topanga Creek and Malibu
Creek upstream to Rindge Dam, there is only sporadic monitoring of these populations and little
dissemination of these monitoring results. Given the paucity of the Southern California steelhead
life history information, a modest but well designed monitoring and a real-time, i.e., website
disseminated, reporting program focused on the steelhead absence/presence for these two
streams is suggested.
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Monitoring

$112,739

$24,477

$275,009

4.2.4 Solstice Creek Monitoring (1 Watershed Project)
It is generally recognized that a lagoon or estuary plays an important role for steelhead, by
providing habitat that allows them to make the transition from freshwater to marine environments
(Keegan 1990b). Considerable progress towards restoring Solstice Creek has been made
upstream of the PCH and Corral Canyon Road barriers. Both these barriers are now progressing
towards remedies, but will do so without restoring the once small estuary due to private land
development. Solstice Creek, following the fish barrier remedies, will provide a key locale to
examine if restoration of anadromous fisheries can occur absent an estuary or a remnant thereof
(John O’Brien, personal communication December 2005). Accordingly, it is recommended a
potential restoration program be developed to monitor the use of Solstice Creek during upstream
(adult) and downstream (smolt) migration periods.

Monitoring

$112,739

$24,477

$275,009

4.2.5 Topanga Creek Bank Stabilization (1 Watershed Project)
Dagit et al. (2004) have identified an upslope restoration project that warrants implementation. A
series of 3 large landslides have occurred at bends on the west bank of Topanga Creek
downstream of the bridge at mile marker 2.02 due to hardening of the bank with riprap to protect
Topanga Canyon Blvd. It is possible to restore the east banks, remove excess sediments that are
blocking the creek channel to restore capacity, and stabilize the toes of the landslides using bioengineering strategies allowing for riparian vegetation restoration as well.
Planning projects

$64,435
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